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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with further investigating, following the 
work of W. Feller, the application of the theory of regular variation, or 
generalisations of it, to various aspects of the classical theory of the 
convergence of normed sums of independent and identically distributed 
random variables. We are concerned, not only with the convergence of 
(or the convergence of subsequences of) the normed sums in distribution 
to non-degenerate random variables (this being the situation in the theory 
of domains of attraction, stochastic compactness and partial attraction 
treated in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis) but we hope to show also 
(in Chapters 4 and 5) that the theory of regular variation, and some 
generalisations of it, can prove useful in describing particular kinds 
of degenerate convergence and almost sure behaviour of such sums. Thus, 
we look at problems related to relative stability, the strong law of large 
numbers, and the law of the iterated logarithm.
Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 contain our main results, but as well as these 
we give some related investigations : we consider compactness criteria
for triangular arrays, and some local limit, large deviations and rate of 
convergence problems for sums of independent random variables, these last 
three applications being closely connected with properties related to the 
concept of regular variation. In an Appendix to Chapter 5 we give a 
strong law for stationary Markovian processes satisfying a uniform mixing 
condition; the proof of this follows easily from the methods we develop 
for independent random variables.
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1INTRODUCTION
The theory of regular variation, in its essence, is an analytical 
theory which describes the relationships between certain limits of 
functions and limits of integrals of those functions. It was first 
introduced into probability theory in a significant way by W. Feller in 
his 1966 book "An Introduction to Probability Theory and Its Applications, 
Volume II", where it was used to describe the domains of attraction of a 
stable distribution. These domains of attraction (see Section 1 of the 
present chapter) were first characterised analytically by Doeblin (1940), 
but the latter did not connect them with the theory of regular variation, 
a theory which, as Feller saw, was related to them in a simple and natural 
way. Just after his book was written, Feller (1965-66) found that a 
generalisation of the theory of regular variation, which he called 
"dominated variation", could be used to characterise the stochastic com­
pactness of a distribution in much the same way as regular variation 
characterises the domains of attraction.
Most of the present thesis is concerned with further investigating 
the application of regular variation, or generalisations of it, to various 
aspects of the classical theory of the convergence of normed sums of 
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables.
However, we are concerned, not only with the convergence of (or the con­
vergence of subsequences of) the normed sums in distribution to a non­
degenerate random variable (this being the situation in the theory of 
domains of attraction, stochastic compactness, and partial attraction 
treated in Chapters 2 and 3), but we hope to show also (in Chapters 4 
and 5) that the theory of regular variation, and some generalisations of 
it, can prove useful in describing particular kinds of degenerate con­
vergence and almost sure behaviour of such sums. Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5
2contain our main results but as well as these, we give some related 
investigations : We consider compactness criteria for triangular arrays
(Chapter 1), and some local limit, large deviations and rate of conver­
gence problems for sums of independent random variables (Chapters 6 and 7), 
these last three applications being closely connected with properties 
related to the concept of regular variation.
Chapter 1 of this thesis is concerned with setting up, for the 
general case of triangular arrays of uniformly asymptotically negligible 
random variables, the general conditions for relative and stochastic 
compactness of sums, which are specialised to prove the results of 
Chapters 2 and 3. These conditions are derived from Gnedenko and 
Kolmogorov's (1968) conditions for convergence of row sums of triangular 
arrays, which lie at the heart of all weak convergence results. Chapter 1 
is the only chapter in which regular variation does not appear, in some 
form, in this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we look at Feller's (1965-66) concept of stochastic
compactness of —  - A , where B -+ + 00 and A are real constants. r B n’ n nn
Here S = X, + X0 + ... + X , and X. are i.i.d. random variables. Wen 1 2 n’ I
say that the sums are stochastically compact if for each sequence n" of
integers there is a subsequence n' for which sn *-----A , converges inB I n
distribution to a non-degenerate random variable; this is a less stringent
S
requirement than that of convergence of —  - An> and constitutes a
n
generalisation of the domains of attraction. In Chapter 2 we elucidate 
and expand some of Feller's working, and go on to find analogues, in the 
stochastically compact case, for many of the important properties 
associated with the domains of attraction.
An even more general condition than stochastic compactness is to
S ,
require the convergence of g—  - A , for only a subsequence n' -»• + °°;
n '
this is the idea of partial convergence, due to Levy (1937), who
3characterised the domain of partial attraction of the normal distribution, 
and gave some related results. In Chapter 3, using Levy's criterion, we 
find two new characterisations for the domain of partial attraction of the 
normal distribution, and also a sufficient condition for a distribution to 
belong to some domain of partial attraction, the necessity of the same 
condition having been shown by Doeblin (1940). The results of Chapter 3 
complete certain sections of the theory of domains of attraction in an 
intuitively appealing way, and also have applications to the working in 
Chapter 2. Both Chapters 2 and 3 use, in an essential way, certain pro­
perties of real valued functions which are considered as generalised forms 
of the theory of regular variation; in fact, the conditions used in 
Chapter 3 throw new light on the theory of regular variation itself, as 
is discussed in the Appendix to that chapter (we give a definition of 
regular variation in Section 1 below). The ideas of the Appendix to 
Chapter 3 are often used elsewhere in the thesis.
In Chapter 4, we consider degenerate convergence of ~  . We give
S n
a necessary and sufficient condition for zr- to converge in probability
D n
to a non-zero constant for some B -*■ + °° (which by a scale change, we 
^n Pcan express as —  -► + 1) , thus extending to the general case Khintchine's
D  —n
(1936) analogous result for positive random variables, which he called
the property of "relative stability". We relate this to the almost sure 
S S
convergence of -r—  to a non-zero constant (denoted —  -* + 1 a.s.),
D  Dn n
showing that the latter can happen if and only if 0 < | EX | <_ E | X | < + 00,
EX being the expected value of the random variable X having the same
distribution as each of the X^. This result extends those of Khintchine
(1936) and Chow and Robbins (1960).
Almost sure convergence is treated in this thesis also in Chapter 5,
where we use a result of Kesten (1972) to give a criterion for deciding
4when limsup S /B is bounded away from 0 and + 00 almost surely, for a 
n->+°°
certain class of sequences exhibiting behaviour of generalised regular
variation type. We relate this to the classical law of the iterated
logarithm, and as another application show that (S - med Sn)/Bn 0 a.s.
if and only if E n "^P(|s - med S I > eB ) < + 00 for every e > 0, for1 n n 1 n Jn>l
a certain class of B , where med S is a median of S . This resultn n n
generalises those due to Spitzer (1956) and Baum and Katz (1965). Other 
results in Chapter 5 use a generalised type of regular variation to 
consider almost sure properties of S^/B^, and some applications to 
stopping times and boundary crossing.
In Chapter 6, we give some local limit and large deviations theorems 
for sums of nonidentically distributed independent random variables, by 
imposing conditions which reduce to the stochastic compactness and partial 
convergence conditions given in Chapters 2 and 3, in the case of identically 
distributed variables. Chapters 1 and 6 are the main places in this thesis 
where we consider nonidentically distributed random variables.
The last Chapter, Chapter 7, of this thesis, looks at the rate of 
convergence to zero of the uniform distance, sup |P(S < xB^) - G (x )|,
-oo<x<+oo
of the distribution of a normed sum of i.i.d. random variables in the 
domain of attraction of a stable distribution, from that stable distribu­
tion G . We give general results, from which a number of special cases a
previously derived by other authors can be deduced.
1. Domains of Att ract ion and Regular Var iat ion .
In this section we summarise some of Karamata's (1930, 1933) theory 
of regular variation and its relation to the theory of domains of attrac­
tion, and indicate how the concepts are generalised in Chapters 2 and 3.
A positive measurable function, f, on (0,°°) is said to be regularly 
varying with index p if f(xA)/f(x) Ap as x -*■ + 00 for every A > 0.
5If p = 0, f is said to be slowly varying; examples are f(x) = 1, 
f(x) = log x, f(x) = 1/log x, etc. The basic properties of functions of 
regular variation are well known and will not be repeated here; the books 
by Feller (1971), de Haan (1970) and Seneta (1976) contain introductions 
to the subject. Some special properties of regular variation, which will 
be needed in the proofs of results given later in the thesis, will be 
referenced individually.
Now, letting be i.i.d. random variables with distribution F,
and S = X. + X0 + ... + X , we say that F is in some domain of n 1 2 n ’ 7 J
attraction (notated F e D(a)) if there are constants A and B -*• + ®
Sn n n
for which ----  converges in distribution to a non-degenerate random
n
variable. The classes D(a), depending on a parameter a e (0,2], are 
traditionally characterised, following Doeblin (1940) and Feller (1971), 
in terms of the tail sum, P (|X| > x) (where X is a random variable
fX 2with distribution F) and the truncated variance, V(x) = u dF(u) .
• '-X
From Fellejr (1971 page 577) we have : if F e D(a) , 0 < a <_ 2, then
V(xA)/V(x) -*■ A2 a for A _> 1 (hence for A > 0) as x
equivalently, V is regularly varying with index 2-a. This condition
is also sufficient for D(a) if a = 2, and is sufficient for 0 < a < 2
if in addition it is assumed that P(X > x)/P(|x| > x) -* p and
P(X < —x) /P (j XI > x) q, for some p,q 0 as x -► + °°. Furthermore,
V is regularly varying with index 2-a as x + 00 if and only if
x2P(|x| > x) /V(x) -+ (2-a) /a as x-*-+°° for 0 < a £  2, and for 0 < a < 2, 
this is also equivalent to the regular variation of P (|X| > x) with 
index -a. These equivalences, which are purely analytical properties
of the functions P (|X| > x) and V(x) = -x2P(|x| > x) + 2
*x
uP ( I XI > u) du,
o
are typical of those which can be proved with the techniques of regular 
variation.
In Chapter 2, we generalise the regular variation in the direction
6of requiring, not that the limit lim V(xA)/V(x) exist, but only that
x-H-oo
limsup V(xA)/V(x) be bounded above for A _> 1. This, and related condi- 
x-*+*
tions, will be seen to characterise the stochastic compactness of F.
Partial attraction will be seen, in Chapter 3, to be related to the
boundedness of liminf V(xA)/V(x) and of liminf P(|X| > xA)/P(|x| > x), 
x-H<° x-H-°°
for X >_ 1. Thus a generalised type of regular variation occurs in this 
situation also.
2. Notation and Conventions.
We often use without comment various standard probabilistic notations,
D p
e.g. EX and VARX are the expectation and variance of X, -*■ a.s.
mean convergence in distribution, probability, and almost surely, and "io"
means infinitely often. Similarly we use standard analytical notations :
a ^ b means lim a /b = 1, a b means 0 < liminf a /b < n n  , n n n n n n —n-H-oo
< limsup a /b < + 00, etc.— r n n
The numbering of theorems and equations in the thesis is specific to 
each chapter, so that each forms a self-contained unit. Thus a reference 
in the text to "Theorem 1" means Theorem 1 of the chapter currently being 
read. References between chapters are always specified as such.
Each chapter is divided into sections : the first is always an
introduction, then follows one or more sections in which the results are 
stated but not proved, then all proofs for the chapter are relegated to a 
final section. In this way all the results can be read without inter­
ruption. The introductions to the chapter are very brief and are intended 
to set the scene rather than provide a summary or discussion of the 
results.
The end of the statement of each theorem is marked by " C D " .
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COMPACTNESS CRITERIA FOR TRIANGULAR ARRAYS
0. Introduction
Let (X^), 1 <_ j £ n, n j> 1, be a triangular array of random
variables with distributions F assume for each n that X , .X „,...Xnj nl n2 nn
are independent, and let S = X n + X ^ + . . . + Xn nl n2 nn We say that (X^)
are uniformly asymptotically negligible (UAN) if sup P(| X . | > x) 0
l<j<n nJ
as n -*■ + 00 for each x > 0. In this chapter we are concerned with the
convergence of subsequences of S - A to a limit random variable, whenn n
An is a sequence of centering constants, and (X^) are UAN.
We say that - An converges in distribution to a (proper) random 
variable if the distribution of - A^ converges pointwise to the
distribution of this random variable at each point of continuity of the 
latter distribution. Only this mode of convergence will be considered in 
this chapter, and correspondingly, the convergence of any sequence of 
real functions in this chapter will only be required at points of 
continuity of the limit.
We say that a sequence of distributions is relatively compact
if every sequence n" + 00 of integers contains a subsequence n' + 00 
for which F^, converges to a proper limit. If each such limit is non­
degenerate (i.e., attributes nonzero probability to more than one point) 
we say that Fn is stochastically compact. In the next section, our 
main result is Theorem 1, where we give criteria for the relative and 
stochastic compactness of the distributions of - A , thus generalising 
results of Feller (1965-66 page 380), who studied stochastic compactness 
for sums of independent random variables, identically distributed within
8rows ,  and of  D o e b l in  (1940 page 7 6 ) ,  who gave a c o n d i t i o n  f o r  r e l a t i v e  
c o m pac tnes s  o f  normed sums of  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r i a b l e s  
For t h e  r e m a in d e r  o f  S e c t i o n  1,  o t h e r  known r e s u l t s  a r e  g e n e r a l i s e d  or  
e x t e n d e d .  The p r o o f s  o f  a l l  t h e  r e s u l t s  a r e  g iv e n  i n  t h e  l a s t  s e c t i o n  
o f  t h i s  c h a p t e r .
1. Compactness Criteria for Triangular Arrays
We u s e  t h e  n o t a t i o n
n r r x -
V (x) = E u aF (u)n . 1 nj
J = 1 L J~x J
-  a 2 . (x)
nJ J
■x
f o r x > 0,  where a , (x) = udF . ( u ) .
nj  J-x nJ
I t  i s  easy  t o  s e e  t h a t V (x) > 0 n —
f o r x > 0. Our r e s u l t s  w i l l  be d e r i v e d from t h e  known c r i t e r i a f o r
c o n v e rg e n c e  o f  a t r i a n g u l a r  a r r a y ,  which we s t a t e  a s  :
THEOREM 0. Let  (X . )  be UAN. There  a r e  c o n s t a n t s  A f o r  whichn3 n
c o n v e rg e s  to  a random v a r i a b l e  w i t h  d i s t r i b u t i o n  I i f  and on ly
i f  f o r  e v e r y  x > 0 which i s  a point  of c o n t i n u i t y  of  t h e  l i m i t ,  
n n
( 1 .1 )  l im  E P(X . > x) = N(x) and l im  E P(X . < - x )  = M(-x)
n-H-co j = l  nJ n->4™ j = l  nJ
where N(x) and M(-x) a r e  f i n i t e  n o n - i n c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n s  on x > 0, 
v a n i s h i n g  a s  x -* + <» , and one of  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  h o l d s  :
( 1 . 2 ) l im l im sup  V (x) = l im  l i m i n f  V (x) = a 2 ; or
x-HH n-H -oo x->0+ n-H-oo
( 1 . 3 ) l im l im  V (x) = a 2 ; o r
X -+ 0+ n-H-°°
rx
( 1 .4 ) l im V (x) = a 2 -n u d T ( u ) , f o r  x > 0,
n-+-H» 11 o
where a 2 i s a f i n i t e  n o n - n e g a t i v e  c o n s t a n t  and T(x)  = N(x)
I f  ( 1 . 1 )  -  ( 1 . 4 )  h o l d ,  N (x ) ,  M(-x)  and T(x)  a r e  members o f  t h e  c l a s s  C
9of canonical measures defined by
C = {H I H is a non-negative, non-increasing function on (0,00]
with H(+ «>) = 0 and
r 1
u2dH(u) < +  ° ° }  .
J o
The limit distribution I is the infinitely divisible distribution whose
characteristic function £ has the Levy representation :
f°°
(1.5) log £(t) = iyt - t2a2 - [eitX - 1 - itx/(1+x )]dN(x) +
' o
+ ( [e^tX - 1 - itx/(1+x2)]dM(x),
'— 00
Y being a real constant and N, M, o2 as in (1.1) and (1.2); a2 is 
called the normal component of I. 1 1
Theorem 0, with condition (1.2) was proved by Gnedenko and Kolmogorov 
(1968 page 116); with condition (1.4) it was proved by Feller (1971 
page 585), and obviously (1.4) implies (1.3) and (1.3) implies (1.2).
(More generally, these results allow the inclusion of k^, rather than n, 
summands in S^, where kn -* + °° is a sequence of integers; but for 
notational convenience we do not make this easy extension). We remark 
that the normal distribution is given by letting M = N = 0 in (1.5).
We now state our main result.
THEOREM 1. Let (Xn ) be UAN. For every sequence of integers 
n" -* + °° there is a subsequence n' -► + 00 and a sequence A^, of real 
constants for which S^, - , converges to an infinitely divisible
random variable (possibly normal or degenerate) if and only if
n
(1.6) lim limsup E P(|x | > x) = 0
x-H-°° n-*+°° j=l ^
and
(1.7) limsup V (x) < + 00 , for every x > 0.
n-H-oo n
Every limit random variable is non-degenerate if and only if, in
10
addition to (1.6) and (1.7)
(1.8) liminf V (a) > 0 for some a > 0.
n-H-oo n
Every limit random variable is non-normal (and non-degenerate) if and 
only if, in addition to (1.6) and (1.7),
Every limit random variable has a finite variance, if and only if, in 
addition to (1.6),
and the variance is non-zero for every limit if and only if (1.8) also 
holds. Every limit random variable is non-degenerate and none has a 
finite variance, if and only if, in addition to (1.6) and (1.7),
(1.11) lim liminf V (x) = + <» .
x-H-oo n-H-oo
All the normal components of the limit distributions lie between
(1.12) lim liminf V (x) and lim limsup V (x) . 1 1
x-*0+ n-H-oo x~K)+ n-H-oo
Thus we see that, if (X .) is UAN, {F * F * ... * F (x-A )}nj nl n2 nn n
is relatively compact for some A^ if and only if (1.6) and (1.7) hold, 
and is stochastically compact for some A^ if and only if (1.6), (1.7) 
and (1.8) hold. Our next theorem shows the effect of strengthening (1.6)
THEOREM 2. For every n" -*- + 00 there is a sequence n ’ -*■ + 00 and
constants A , for which S , - A , converges to a normal random n n n
variable (possibly degenerate) and ( X ^ ) are UAN if and only if (1.7)
n
(1.9)
(1.10) lim limsup V (x) < + °° , 
x-H-oo n-H-oo
holds and
n
(1.13) lim E P(|x .I > x) = 0, for every x > 0.
n-H-oo j=i nj
11
Each limit is non-degenerate if and only if (1.8) also holds. Q
The next theorem shows when fails to converge :
THEOREM 3. There are no sequences n', A ,, for which S , - A ,n n n
converges to a non-degenerate random variable if and only if : either
n
lim liminf E P(|x .| > x) > 0 ; or
n-H-°° j =1
limsup V^(x) = + 00 , for some x > 0 ; or 
n-H-«°
liminf V (x) = 0, for every x > 0 . I I
n-H-°°
As an application of Theorem 1, we give another form, Theorem 4, of the 
main convergence theorem, Theorem 0. A version of Theorem 4 for random 
variables independent and identically distributed within rows was proved 
by Feller (1965-66).
THEOREM 4. Let (X^) be UAN. There is a sequence A^ for which
- A^ converges to a random variable if and only if
n
(1.14) lim limsup E P(|x | > x) * 0
x-H-oo n-H-oo j =1
and
(1.15) lim
n-vfoo
'X
- y
u2dFnj (u) udF .(u) njy
V(x,y) < + 00
for every x,y > 0. Q
Although it is an easy corollary of Theorem 4, we also give a direct 
proof of
THEOREM 5. There is a sequence A^ for which - A^ converges 
to a normal random variable (possibly degenerate) and ( X ^ ) are UAN if 
and only if (1.14) holds and
lim V (x) = a2 < + 00 , for every x > 0. 
n-H-°°
(1.16)
12
The limit is non-degenerate if and only if, in addition, a2 > 0. CZI
To close this section we remark that one can easily write down
sufficient conditions under which at least one subsequence of S - An n n
converges. An example is :
THEOREM 6. Let ( X ^ )  be UAN. There are sequences n', A^, for
which S^ , - A^, converges to a random variable (possibly normal or 
degenerate) if
n
(1.17) lim limsup E P ( | X . | > x) = 0 , 
x->+<» n-H-°° j =1
and
(1.18) liminf V^(x) < + 00 , for every x > 0. (ZD
n-H-°o
We do not, in general, expect the converses of such results to be true.
2. Proofs for Chapter 1.
We require the following two lemmas; the first is well known, and we
prove only the second. Throughout this section we use the notation
H .(x) = P (1X .I > x) = 1 - F .(x) + F .(-x) for x > 0; H . are bounded n J 1 nj 1 nj nj nj
non-increasing functions with (+ °°) = 0. All summations will be over
1 j< j n, unless otherwise specified.
LEMMA 1. Let (X^j) be LAN. Then as n -► + 00 ,
(i) sup
i<j£n lanj(x)1 = °(1)
for every x > 0, and
(ii) | Eot2 . 1 nj (x) - Ea2j (y) | £ o(l)max(x,y)EHnj[min(x,y)]
for every x,y > 0. Suppose in addition that E[l-F^(x)] N(x) and
EF .(-x) + nj M(-x) for every x > 0, where N and M are finite functions
on (0,°°]. Let F'.(x) = F . [x + a . (t )], for all x > 0 and t > 0. Then nj nj nj
(iii) E [1 - F' (x)] ->• N(x) , EF' . (-x) -> M(-x) nj
13
and
( i v )  Vn (x) = E u ^ d F ' . ( u )  + o ( l ) ,  f o r  e v e r y  x > 0, a s  n -* + 00 . (ZD
n j
and
LEMMA 2 . Let  ( X ^ )  be UAN and f i x  a >. 0 . For  any x e ( 0 , a ] ,
( i )  l im sup  H . (x) <_ l im sup  [x ^V^(a) + EHn . ( a ) ]  , 
n-H-°° n-H^ » ^
( i i )  l im sup  V (x) £  l im sup  { [ l  + a x ^ o ( l ) ] V  (a)  + a  o ( l )  EH . ( a ) } .  1 )
n-H^o n n-Hh» n
P r o o f  o f  Lemma 2. For  e v e r y  x > 0,
Vn (x) = I ( u -a  . + a . )  dF . (u) -  Ea2 . (x) nj  nj  nj  nj
r ; x  2 o '
u d F ^  (u) -  a 2 ^  (x)
( u- a n j ) dFn . ( u )  + 2 £an j (X) j <u-an j )dFn j (u) +
* X X
+ r a nj  [Fn j (x) -  Fn j (‘ x) '  11
( u -  a n J ) dFn . ( u )  + Ea2.Hn . ( x )  ,
remembering  t h a t  (x) u d F ^ j ( u ) . Hence,  f i x i n g  a > 0,
[u -  (a)  ] dF^j (u) j< VR(a)  .
S in c e  ( X ^ ) a r e  UAN, g i v e n  x e ( 0 , a ]  and 6 e ( 0 , x ] ,  we can by
Lemma 1 choose  n so l a r g e  t h a t  sup | a  . ( a ) |  < 6. Then
l f j  in  nj
2 2[u -  (a)  ] _> ( I uI -  6) u n i f o r m l y  in  j e [ l , n ]  f o r  | u |  ^  x ,  so
Vn (a)  1  Z ( u - a  .)  dF . (u) > E /  ( u - a  . )  dF . (u) n j  n j  -   ^I J I . n j  nj■a x< u <a
I I  J ( I u I - 6 )  dF Cu) > ( x - 6 ;  E[H (x) -  H (a)  ] , 
x < Iu I< a  J J J
which p r o v e s  ( i ) . Again t a k e  x e ( 0 , a ] ,  and
14
Vn (K)
r a
X
u '-a
u2d F ^  (u) - (x)] <_ Z I u2d F ^  (u) - (x)
u2dFnj (u) - (a)l + E [ a ^ ( a) - (x) ]
< Vn (a) + a o(l) EH (x)
- 2.< Vn (a) + a o(l) [EH (a) + x Vn (a)]
using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2(i). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Remark. We recall our convention that convergences like those of 
(1.1) or (1.4) of Theorem 0 are only required to hold at (the denumerable 
set of) points of continuity of the limit functions. However, whenever 
(1.6) holds, the boundedness in (1.7) holds for every x > 0, if it holds
for an arbitrary large y > 0. Because, by (1.6) we can choose y so
n
large that limsup E H . (y) 1; then from Lemma 2, limsup V (x)
n nJ n n
limsup V^(y) for any x £ (0,y]. Thus, in the proofs that follow, there
is no dangejr in omitting the qualifier "at points of continuity only" with
n
since we cap always define the limit of such a convergence to be right- 
continuous, say, at all points, and be assured of obtaining a finite 
function.
Proof o f  Theorem 1. We first show the sufficiency of the conditions.
Let (1.6) and (1.7) hold. Take any n" -*■ + °° and fix a > 0, to be chosen 
later. Take a subsequence n' of n" such that ■+ c ', where
c' >_ 0 is a constant which is finite by (1.7). By Helly's selection 
theorem we can take a further subsequence if necessary to ensure that, 
for x > 0,
n' n '
E [1 - F ,.(x)] + N(x) and E F , . (-x) + M(-x) ,
-L n J i n 3
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where N and M are non-increasing functions on (O,00). Define
T(x) = N(x) + M(-x) for x > 0. Now N,M and T are finite because,
n
by (1.6), we can fix y so large that limsup E H .(y) _< 1; then byn i nJ
Lemma 2, for x e (0,y],
n -2limsup E H . (x) <_ x limsup V (y) + 1 < + 00, n i nJ n n
because of (1.7). Hence T,N and M are finite on (0,°°) and each
vanishes as x + 00 by (1.6). This means that (1.1) in Theorem 0 holds
for n', and we now show that (1.4) holds for n'. Let F'.(x) =nj
F (x + a^(i)), where x > 0 is fixed; then from Lemma 1, 
n ' n'
E [1 - F ’, . (x) ] -*> N (x) and E F',.(-x) -► M(-x)
Y n J i n J
so
E [1 - F^fj(x) + F^tj(-x)] ^ T (x)
for x > 0, as n ’ -► + 00 . Thus for x > 0, since V^,(a) -► c’ and 
using Lemma l(iv),
^  „ 11
u dF',.(u) = E n j 1•x 1
9 n  ou dF',.(u) + E / u dF',.(u)n'j 1 a< u <x n'j
Vn ,(a) + o(l) - l
1 J a
u d[l-F^f (u) + F^, (-u)]
c' + o(l) - u dT(u) ,
a
since we can integrate by parts and apply dominated convergence to the 
integral.
Thus, writing o2 = c' + u dT(u), we have
u^dF' , . (u) o2 - n’j u dT(u) ,
so that, applying Lemma l(iv) again,
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V , (x) -+ o z  -  n u dT(u) , for x > 0 as n' -*■ + 00 ,o
which is (1.4), for the sequence n'. Hence from Theorem 0, there are
constants A t for which S . - A , converges to the random variable n n n
defined by (1.5). Since either or both T or o2 may be zero, the limit 
may be normal or degenerate; but if in addition (1.8) holds, we can take 
"a" in the present proof to be the same as "a" in (1.8), and see that 
c' > 0. Then if T(x) = 0 for every x > 0, we have a2 = c’ > 0, so 
the limit is a non-degenerate normal random variable; otherwise, T > 0, 
and the limit is neither normal nor degenerate. Thus (1.8) is sufficient 
for the stated conclusion. If, instead of (1.8), we impose (1.9), we can 
take a = 1 in the present proof and see that T = 0 contradicts (1.9); 
thus in this case the limit is neither normal nor degenerate, as claimed. 
Now suppose (1.6) and (1.10) hold, so that - A^ is relatively compact,
and suppose one of the limits has an infinite variance, so there is a
sequence n* + 00 for which V , (x) -+ oz -n u dT(u), and the right hand
side + + 00 as x -* + 00 ; but this contradicts (1.10). Thus (1.10) ensures 
that all the limits have finite variance. Now let (1.6), (1.7) and (1.11) 
hold, and suppose one of the limits has a finite variance, so that
r x
Vn ,(x) + o2 _ u dT(u) < a2 _ u dT(u) <+oo, for some n'. But this
o ' o
contradicts (1.11), which is thus sufficient to ensure that no limit
random variable has a finite variance. Finally, the normal components of
the limits are obviously given by o2 = lim lim V ,(x), so that (2.12)
x-KH- n ' -H-oo n
holds. This completes the proof of sufficiency.
Now we show the necessity of the conditions. Suppose (1.6) fails, 
n
so that limsup E H .(x) _> 6 for some 6 > 0 for every x > 0. Take 
n l J
x^ t + °° ; for each i there is a sequence ^or
nk
liminf E H  .(x.) ^ 6, and (n, (i+1)} £- {n, (i)}, because 
k 1 nkJ 1 k
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nk (i+l) nk(i+l)
E Hn J - 1 kJ 1
E H . (x. Il) >(5, as k -► + 00 . nkJ i+1' -
Hence we can take the diagonal sequence n^Ck), and, if x > 0, choose I
> x; then
nk
E H  . (x)1 V
nk
> E H 
" 1 ’V  1 -
But there is a subsequence n' of n^ for which S , - A , converges,
n '
so from (1.1), E H , . (x) T(x) (n' -)' + 00) + 0 ( x - * + 00), since T is a 
1 n 3
canonical measure. This gives a contradiction and shows that (1.6) is
necessary. Obviously (1.7) is also necessary, and we now show that (1.9)
is necessary for a non-normal limit. In fact, suppose (1.9) fails, so
liminf EH .(x) = 0 for every x > 0. Take x. 1 0+; for each i there 
n nk 1
is a sequence n, (i) such that E H , (x ) 0, and by the monotonicityi V  1
of H , {n^(i)} (nk(i-l)}. Taking the diagonal sequence n^(k), any
x > 0, and choosing I so large that 0 < x^ < x, we have
limsup E H . (x) <_ limsup E H . (xT) = 0 .
k 1 V  k 1 V
But if there is a subsequence n' of n^ for which S^ , - A^, con­
verges to a non-normal non-degenerate limit, we have
n'
E H , . (x) -*• T(x) > 0 for some x > 0. This gives a contradiction and 
1 n 3
shows that (1.9) is necessary. We similarly show that (1.8) is necessary
for a non-degenerate limit; here V (x) is not monotone; nevertheless,
suppose liminf Vr (x) = 0 for every x > 0. Take x^ t + 00 ; for each i 
n-++°°
there is a sequence nk(i) for which V (x^ ) -* 0 as k -> + 00 . Since
k
(1.6) holds, as we have shown, we can choose y so large that
limsup H . (y) _< 1. Taking x^ > y and x e (0,x^] we have from Lemma 2 
n 3
that
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- 2.limsup E H . (x) limsup [x, V (x,) + E H . (x,)] ^  1 , 
k 1 V  k nk 1 nkJ
so we can apply Lemma 1 to obtain the asymptotically monotone representa­
tion
Vn <XP "k 1
“k
E
1
u2dF (u) - aj; (a)- -x1 V V -+ o(l) (k-*-+ “ ) ,
where a > 0 is fixed. Now we repeat the previous analysis: we easily
see that (n^(i)} ct {n^(i-l)}, so we have a well defined diagonal sequence
n, (k) for which limsup V (x) = 0 for every x > 0. But if there is a
k nk
subsequence n' of for which V , (x) -*■ - u dT(u) which is
non-zero for some x > 0, we have a contradiction, and see that (1.8) is
necessary. We now show that, if all the limits have finite variance, then
(1.10) holds. In fact, suppose limsup V (x) + +°° as x -► + 00 . Then,
n
as before, we can find a sequence n, with V (x) -+ V(x) with
k  in.-.k
V(+ 00) = + 00 . But there is a subsequence n ’ of n^ for which
Vn ,(x) a2 - u2dT(u) < a2 - u dT(u) < + 00 , giving a contradiction
o * o
and showing that (1.10) is necessary. Similarly, if (1.11) fails, we can
find n, for which limsup V (x) _< const. < + 00 for every x > 0. But 
k k nk rx 2
there is a subsequence n' of n^ for which V , (x)+o2 - u dT (u) (n '->+<»)
o
-+■ + 00 (x -+ + °°) giving a contradiction and showing that (1.11) is 
necessary. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (1.7) and (1.13) hold, and fix a > 0. 
Given n" ■+ + 00 choose a subsequence n' such that V^,(a) -*■ c* 0, c ' 
being finite by (1.7). Then for every x > 0,
n' ? n*
IV ,(x)-V ,(a)I < I / u dF , (u) + | E a * ,.(a)-a^, (x)|
1 x<|u|<a n 3 j-1 " 3 " 3
2 n '< a E H , ,  (x) + o(l) = o(l) (n‘ -> + 00) ,
i n 3
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by Lemma 1 and (1.13). Thus V^,(x) - + c1 for every x > 0 and so by 
Theorem 0, S^, - A^, -*■ normality for some A^f . This proves the
sufficiency of the conditions, and the necessity is obvious from 
Theorem 0. The fact that (X^) are UAN follows from (1.13) :
n
sup P (IX I > x) < E H  (x) ->-0 as n-*-+°° for every x > 0. 
l<j<n nJ " j = l "J
Finally, (1.8) ensures non-degeneracy of the limit just as in Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. Clearly the conditions are sufficient for the
stated conclusion, while if they fail, we can find a sequence n' with
n '
limsup E H , (x) ->-0 as x -+■ + 00 , and since limsup V , (x) < + °° for 
n’ 1 n J n' n
x > 0 and liminf V ,(a) > 0 for some a > 0, we can, by Theorem 1, find 
n ' n
a subsequence of n' for which S^, - A  , converges to a non-degenerate 
random variable, giving a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let (1.14) and (1.15) hold. We will show that 
(1.1) and (1.4) of Theorem 0 hold. First take x = y > 0 in (1.15) so 
that
n f fx 9 ^
V(x,x) = V(x) , say,V (x) = E
n 1 ^ -x
u dF .(u) - a2.(x) nj nj
and 0 V(x) < + 00 for every x > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we
n
can see that limsup E H . (x) < + °° for every x > 0. Now fix a > 0, and
n 1 nJn n
since, by Lemma 1, E a2 . (x) = E a2 . (a) + o(l) (n -+ + °°) for every x > 0,
1 nj 1 nJ
we have
V(x) = lim E 
n 1
u dF .(u) - a2 .(a) njv nj
and hence that V is a non-decreasing function. Thus if we define 
o2 = lim V(x) , we have 0 o2 < + 00 . Now take any n" -» + 00 . By
X-H3+
Theorem 1 there is a subsequence n ’ ->-+00 and constants A , for whichn
S^, - A^, converges, so by Theorem 0 there are canonical measures
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N' and M', and a constant c ’, possibly depending on the choice of n*, 
for which
E [1 - F , (x)] + N ' (x) , E F , (-x) + M ’(-x) 
j=l J 1 J
and
rx
V , (x) ->■ c* - u dT’(u) for every x > 0 , 
o
where T'(x) = N'(x) + M*(-x). Letting x 0+ in the latter relation 
shows that c* = a2, and hence is independent of the choice of n'; thus,
fX 2the same is true of T', and we can write V(x) = a2 - u dT(u), which
 ^o
shows that (1.4) holds. It remains to show that N' and M* are 
independent of the choice of n'. Now for x,y > 0,
n - 'X 2 n
E
1 -  .
udF .(u) nj-y J
= E [a (x) + 
i nJ -y
n
udF .(u)] nj
E a2 . (x) + 2 E a . (x) 
x nJ 1 nJ -y
udF .(u) +nj
n r r~x 
+ E udF .(u)nj
Clearly we have for every x,y > 0,
E
1 -y
uI dFn , (u) ->■ uldM' (u) as n' -+ + 00 ,
-y
r~X
E a , . (x) 
± n'j udF ,.(u)| <_ sup |a , . (x) I E -y J <ri1 J j=i -y
I u I ciFn ' j =
(n' - ► + “) ,
by the UAN assumption. Similarly,
-y
udF I.(u) n J
2 f-x
<_ sup
l<j<n' -y
u dF ,.(u) En J • i jj=i J-y
-x
uIdF ,.(u) 1 n'j
£  sup F , . (-x)max(x,y) 0(1) (n' -*• + °°)
l<j<n’ " 2
o(l) (n' -►+»),
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again by UAN. Hence we have proved that, for every x,y > 0, 
‘ r rx -i2 n'
But now we have
udF , (u) n J E a2 , (x) + o(l) (n' •+ +  00) .• -I n j J=1
V(x,y) = lim E 
n' 1
n
lim E 
n* 1
V (x) -
y
rx
u dF , . (u) -n ' j udF , (u)L J n J-y
u dF ,.(u) - a2 ,.(x) n J n j j> - u2dM' (u)
u dM'(u) ,
-y
so that M' = M, say, is determined by V(*,y) and so is independent of 
the choice of n'. Hence the same is true of N* = N, say, and since we 
now have E[1 - F (x) ] -*• N(x) and EF (-x) ->• M(-x) for x > 0, (1.1) 
holds, and we have established the sufficiency of (1.14) and (1.15). 
Their necessity is obvious from Theorem 0. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 5. Obviously (1.14) and (1.16) are necessary, so
let (1.14) and (1.16) hold. We can deduce in the same way as in Theorem 1 
n
that limsup E H . (x) < + 00 for every x > 0. Now fix a > 0, and from
n 1 J n n
Lemma 1, E a2 (x) = E a2 .(a) + o(l) for every x > 0, so  ^ nj i nJ
lim V (x) = lim E
n  in n 1
u^dF , (u) - a2 , (a)L nJ -
By (1.14) we can fix y > 0 so large that limsup E H . (y) _< 6, where
n 1 nJ
6 > 0 is given; then
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n
lim E [ f  -  j’X  ~n 1 L J _ y  J- x  J u^dF .(u) = lim / u^dF .(u) nJ n x<|u|<y nJ
2 n 2 n
x limsup I / dF (u) = x limsup E [H .(x) - H .(y) ]
n 1 nJ UJ
nib l I ar . 
n 1 x<|u|<^ nJ
x [limsup E H . (x) - 6] , 
n 1 J
for 0 < x _< y, so EH^ (x) -*■ 0 for every x > 0, and so by Theorem 0, 
Sn - An converges to normality for some A^.
Proof of Theorem 6. By (1.17) we can choose y so large that
limsup EH (y) <_ 1. We can find a sequence n" -* + 00 such that 
n nJ n"
V m (y) "► c" (y) < + 00 . As before, we then have limsup E H . (x) < + 00 , 
n n" 1 n J
for every x > 0. Also, if x > y,
n" n" 2
V it (x) = V ,, (y) + E [a^M.(y) - a^ ,, (x) ] + E / u dF „ n n i n i n 1 i ^ l  l^  n i1 1 yf.|u|<x J
11
(u)
2 n "c" (y) + o(l) + (a term x E (n" +  °°)
so that limsup V ,,(x) < + 00 for every x > 0. Now apply Theorem 1 to 
n" n
the sequence n" to see that there is a subsequence n ’ and constants
A^, for which S^ , - A^, converges, completing the proof.
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CHAPTER 2
STOCHASTIC COMPACTNESS FOR I ID RANDOM VARIABLES
0. Introduction
Let X be independent and identically distributed random variables
with distribution F, and let S = X- + X« + . . . + X . If for some
11 Snconstants A and B -+ + 00 , the sequence ——  - A converges in distribu- n n B nn
tion to a (stable) random variable (of index a) we write F e D(a) (c.f. 
the introduction to this thesis); D(2) is the domain of attraction of the 
normal distribution. We say that F is stochastically compact and write 
F e SC if there are centering constants A^ and norming constants B^ 
for which, given any sequence n" -► + 00 , there is a subsequence n' -► + °°
Sn ’of n" such that -—  - A , converges to a non-degenerate random variabled 1 n n
Stochastic compactness is a generalisation of the concept of domain of 
attraction, when the subsequential limit random variables (i.e., the
S .random variables obtained as limits of ~—  - A^, for subsequences n')
are not required to have the same distribution; the distribution will in 
general depend on the choice of n ’.
The classes D(a) have been studied by Levy (1937), Doeblin (1940, 
1947) and many others, and much is known about them, and about the stable 
distributions themselves. The properties of SC have remained more 
obscure. The most useful results concerning SC were given by Feller 
(1965-66), whose terminology "stochastic compactness" we have adopted 
(Doeblin (1940) calls this concept "compactness"). The present chapter 
is a further study of SC.
Feller (1965-66) obtained his results by giving a generalisation of 
the theory of regular variation, a theory which is intimately related to
24
the classes D(a), and then relating it to stochastic compactness. In 
this way he was able to obtain more elegant and more powerful characterisa­
tions of SC than was Doeblin (1940). (Compare Theorem 2 below with 
Theorem VIII in Doeblin (1940)). In this chapter we clarify and extend 
Feller's results.
We mention that the concept of stochastic compactness has recently 
proved useful in applications by Smythe (1974) and Thompson and Owen (1972).
1 .
P(|x 
V (x)
Stochastic Compactness
Let X be a random variable with distribution
I > x) = P (I XI > x) = l-F(x) + F(-x), for x > 
/•X rx
= u dF(u) = - u d P (I XI > u) , for x > 0.
F, so we can write 
0, and let
Feller (1965-66)
-x J o
showed that F e SC if and only if
2_ o
(1.1) V(xX)/V(x) _< cA uniformly in A ^  1 for x x q , for some
ß > 0 and c 1  1,
2
and that (1,1) is equivalent to limsup x P (J X| > x)/V(x) < + 00 .
x-++°°
Condition (1.1) is a uniform bound on V(xA)/V(x); but when F e D(a),
2-awe only know that V(xA)/V(x) -y A as x + °° , the convergence being
2—ctpointwise. The concepts are related as follows: when V(xA)/V(x) -> A ,
V is regularly varying, and for such functions there is a uniform bound
of the form V(xA)/V(x) <_ A^ a+e uniformly in A >_ AQ (e), if x _> X Q (e),
for every e > 0 (Pitman (1968), Letac (1970)). To describe stochastic
compactness, Feller has generalised, not the regular variation of V, but
the uniform bound available due to the regular variation. In this section
we reverse the process and characterise SC in terms of a pointwise bound
for limsup V(xA)/V(x); then we define subclasses SC(a) of SC which 
x-H-°°
are generalisations of D(a), depending like them on a parameter u e (0,2], 
and such that D(ct) ^  SC (a) for each a . Feller was aware that a uniform
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bound of the type (1.1) is implied by a weaker bound of the type
limsup V(xA )/V(x) < + 00 for some A > 1  (Feller actually uses A =2); 
x-H-oo
but by framing his characterisation of SC in terms of (1.1), he obscured 
the fact that the class SC is a simple generalisation of the classes 
D(a). Any characterisation of SC should reflect this fact, but, for 
example, (1.1) with 3 = 2  says that F has a finite variance, which is 
stronger than F e D(2).
Our first theorem enables us to replace (1.1) with a pointwise bound; 
we then prove Theorem 2, which is our strengthened form of Feller's 
criterion. Theorem 2 is deducible from Theorem 1 and (1.1), but to 
clarify some obscurities in Feller's proof of (1.1), we present some 
different reasoning. The remainder of this section is a study of SC(a), 
showing that some of the important properties of D(a) carry over.
We use the notation F e D^(2) if F is in the domain of partial
attraction of the normal distribution (c.f. Chapter 3) and we recall the
result due to Levy (1937 page 113) that F e D^(2) if and only if
liminf x2 P (|X| > x)/V(x) * 0. 
x-H-°°
THEOREM 1. If there are constants c 1 and a e (0,2] for which 
limsup V(xA)/V(x) <_ cA^ a whenever A 1, then for every e > 0 there
X-+-H»
are constants x (e) and A (e) > 1 for which x > x implies 
o  o  —  —  o  r
(1.2) V(xA)/V(x) <_ A2 a+£ uniformly in A >_ Aq . I i
THEOREM 2. The following are equivalent :
(1.3) F £ SC ;
limsup x2 P(I XI > x)/V(x) < + 00 ; 
x-H-®
(1.4)
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(1.5) there are constants c > 1 and a e (0,2] for which
2-alimsup V(xX)/V(x) _< c X whenever Ä > 1 ; 
x-H-oo
(1.6) there are constants X > 1  and c e [1,X2) for whicho o
limsup V(xX )/V(x) _< c.
X"H-°°
If (1.5) holds, the norming constants may be chosen to be non­
decreasing and to satisfy = nV(Bn), limsup B^^/B^ H c^^a . 1 I
n n n-H-« n n
Remark. Because of the monotonicity of V, we need only require 
that (1.5) hold for X _> X^ for some X^ _> 1.
We now use the notation F e SC(a) if (1.5) holds; when F e D(a), 
V(xX) / V (x) ->-X^a as x + + “ for X > 0, so D(a) C SC(a) for a e (0,2]. 
We have immediately from Theorem 1 :
Corollary to Theorem 1. If F e SC(a) then F has finite absolute 
moments of all orders less than a, and the same is true for any sub- 
sequential limit distribution.
We also want to relate the tail sum P (J X| > x) to SC :
THEOREM 3. If lim limsup P (|X | > xX)/P(|x| > x) < 1 then F e SC.
X-H-oo x-H-o° j__j
Theorem 3 is contained in a result of Feller (1969, Theorem 3). We have 
not found a converse to Theorem 3 (for the same reasons as it has not been 
possible to relate D(2) explicitly to the behaviour of P (|X| > x)); but 
if we exclude the possibility of convergence to normality we obtain :
THEOREM 4. Suppose F ^ D^(2). Then the following are equivalent :
(1.7) F e SC ;
lim limsup P (|X| > xX)/P(|x| > x) = 0 ;
X-H-°° x-H-00
(1.8)
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(1.9) F e SC(a) and a e (0,2) ;
(1.10) there are constants c1 _> 1 and a > 0 for which
limsup P (| X | > x A) /P ( | X | > x) <_ c'A a whenever A > 1 ;
X-H-oo
(1.11) there are constants A > 1 and c < 1  for whicho o
limsup P ( | x |  > xA ) / P ( | x |  > x) £ c . Q
x-*+°° ° °
We can also show what happens in (1.10) when a = 2 :
Corollary to Theorem 4. If there is a constant c' 1 for which
limsup P(IXJ > xA)/P(|x| > x) < c'Ä  ^ whenever A 1, then F e D(2). 
x-H-«> I 1
The next three theorems generalise to SC(ot) some of the properties
of D(a). We recall that the subsequential limit distributions are
infinitely divisible, having a normal component o2 _> 0.
THEOREM 5. The following are equivalent :
(1.12) F e SC(2) ;
(1.13) F e SC and every subsequential limit has finite variance ;
(1.14) F £ SC and every subsequential limit has non-zero normal 
component. j~ |
THEOREM 6. The following are equivalent
(1.15) F £ SC and none of the subsequential limits has finite 
variance ;
(1.16) F e SC and none of the subsequential limits is a normal 
distribution ;
(1.17) F e SC and none of the subsequential limits has a non­
zero normal component ;
(1.18) (1.5) holds with ae (0,2) and liminf V(Aqx)/V(x) > 1
X-H-oo
for some A >1. 1 10
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According to (1.16) we can describe the situation in Theorem 6 as 
F e SC(a) f\ D^(2), the bar denoting the complementary set. The situations 
in Theorem 5 and 6 are mutually exclusive but not exhaustive; there is the 
possibility that a stochastically compact distribution has some limits 
with finite variance, others without.
If F e SC(2) we note from Theorem 5 that all the subsequential 
limits belong to the domain of normal attraction of the normal distribution; 
the next theorem gives the analogous result for the situation in Theorem 6; 
it is a generalisation of the fact that the stable distributions are in 
their own domains of attraction.
THEOREM 7.
(1.19) If F e SC then I e SC, and
(1.20) if F e SC(a) DpT2), then I e SC(a) C\ Dp(2), where I is
any subsequential limit distribution.
Also, F e SC(a) C\ Dp(2) if and only if
(1.21) F e SC, P(I X-j-1 > x) c"x a for some c" > 0 for every
x 21 1, and I  ^Dp(2), where I is any subsequential
limit distribution and has distribution I. ( 1
We remark that if F e SC, then all the subsequential limit distribu­
tions are absolutely continuous; this can be proved from estimates used 
in the proof of Theorem 7, using criteria due to, e.g., Lukacs (1970).
Our next theorem rules out the possibility that the subsequential 
limit random variables may all be normally distributed, but with 
different variances :
THEOREM 8. F e SC and each subsequential limit random variable
□is normally distributed if and only if t e D(2).
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We conclude with some remarks on the norming and centering constants.
If F t  SC(a), 0 < a < 2, and we take B~ = nV(B ), then— n n
1 / ct 1 / ctlimsup B^/B^ c k for each integer k ^ 1, and there is even a
n-H-°° n n
version of this inequality uniform in k >_ kQ 1. This generalises the 
fact that, for D(a), the norming constants may be chosen to be (the restric­
tion to the integers of) a regularly varying function of index a . We 
will not give a proof of this result on B^, as it follows easily from the 
exponential representation mentioned following the proof of Theorem 1.
The situation with the centering constants is a little more interest­
ing, although the case a > 1 is straightforward :
THEOREM 9. If F e SC(a) and a > 1, we can choose the centering 
constants as
. nEX
= ~B C
To examine the general case, we will say that "A^ may be chosen as 
zero" whenever limsup |a | < + 00 ; because, in this case any subsequence
n 1n" -+ +oo contains a subsequence n ’ -► + 00 for which -----A , -*■ X, a non-B , n
11 Sn'degenerate random variable, and A , A, IAI < + 00 . Then —--- ► X + A,n 11 B *n
a non-degenerate random variable, so no centering constants are necessary. 
We have
THEOREM 10. Let F e SC. The centering constants may be chosen as 
zero if and only if there are no sequences n^-* + °°, b^ -*-+°° for which
o
ni PConvergence of the type -g—  -> + 1 is examined in Chapter 4. We 
can apply Theorem 10 to look at the case a _< 1 :
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THEOREM 11. If F e  SC(a) and a is n e c e s s a r ily less than 1, in
the sense that liminf V(xX )/V(x) > X for some X >1, then A may, o o o n J
be chosen as zero. £
We have not been able to improve Theorem 11; but we can show that
EIXI < + 00 is not a sufficient condition for choosing An = nEX/B^ :
THEOREM 12. There is an 
Cauchy distribution, with E|X| 
as zero.
F e D(l), the domain of attraction of the 
< + 00 , EX = 0, yet the A^ cannot be taken
□
2. Proofs for Chapter 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. This proof is quite general (c.f. Letac (1970)).
Let L be a positive measurable function on [A,00) for some A ^ 0 and
let limsup L(xX)/L(x) _< c for some c >_ 1 whenever X >_ 1. We will 
x-*+«°
show that there are constants X (e) , x (e), such that x > x implieso o — o r
L(xX)/L(x) <_ X uniformly in X ^ Xq, where e > 0 is given. Theorem 1 
will then follow by writing L(x) = xa ^V(x). Now put f(x) = log L(eX) 
so that limsup [f(x+p)-f(x)] j< log c for each p > 0. Given any £ > 0,
X-H'00
write
cn = {p I p e ^[log c + e] , f(x+p)-f(x) <_ ep , for every x >_ n) .
00 -1It follows easily that \J c = [e [log c + e],°°), and since f is
n=l n
measurable, there is an n >_ 1 for which c has positive Lebesque
o
measure. It is easy to check that if ^ > ^ 2 £ cn then p^ + p^ £ c^, and
it follows from a result of Steinhaus (1920, Theorem VII) that c con-
o
tains a halfline [po(e),°°). In other words, for all p £ [po,°°),
f(xip)-f(x) £ £p, and x _> n ■ n (e). Transforming back, we have
° ° P
L(xX)/L(x) £ X£ whenever X >_ Xq = e and x >_ e . Ulis completes 
the proof of Theorem 1.
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Remarks. (i) When (1.4) holds it's easy to see from Theorem 1 that 
we can write
for x > 0, where b(x) is bounded away from 0 and 00 and n(x) 0,
limsup n(x) j< (2-a). This is the analogue of the "exponential representa- 
x-H-oo
tion" for regularly varying functions; conversely, if V has this rep­
resentation, then (1.5) and Theorem 1 are true. This representation 
differs from an "exponential representation" mentioned in this context by 
Thompson and Owen (1972) in the same way as (1.5) differs from Feller's 
condition (1.1).
(ii) The proof of Theorem 1 was shown to me by Dr E. Seneta, who
Ageneralised it from an elegant result of Letac (1970), on regularly varying 
functions. Note that L is not assumed to be monotone; we make use of 
this fact in the appendix to Chapter 3.
2Throughout the remainder of this section we shall assume EX = + 00; 
in the contrary case it is easily seen that all of the results in section 1 
are true (or vacuous). This assumption means (c.f. Levy (1937 page 111))
to write the conditions for stochastic compactness (Theorem 1 of Chapter 1)
under our present circumstances in the form: there are constants and
B + + °° for which F e SC if and only if n J
V(x) = b(x)e
that (n -*■ + 00) when B - + + 00 , and allows usn
n
(2.1) lim limsup nH(xB ) = 0 ;
x-H-oo n-H-<»
(2.2) -2limsup nB V(xB ) < + 00 for every x > 0 ; 
n-H-°°
-2liminf nB V(aB ) > 0 for some a > 0 ., n n(2.3)
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Here, and throughout this section, we use the abbreviation H(x)=P(|x| > x).
We occasionally refer to Theorem 0 and some other results in Chapter 1;
when we do so we always assume that the centering term
f rB
udF(u)0
n
has been removed and the various expressions have been reduced to appear 
in a similar form to that in which we have given (2.1)-(2.3).
Proof of Theorem 2. The equivalence of (1.4) and (1.5) follows from :
LEMMA 1. If limsup V(xA)/V(x) <_ c A^ U for A _> 1 for some 
x-H-°°
a > 0, then limsup x^H(x)/V(x) a ^(2c-a), while if limsup x^H(x)/V(x)j^Y, 
x-H-°o x*H-°°
2y
v+1then limsup V(xA)/V(x) <_ (1+ y )A t for A >_ 1. I j
X'H-00
Proof of Lemma 1. Using the result of Theorem 1, this proof follows 
in a similar way to that of Feller (1965-66 Theorem 2), but Feller's proof 
is incorrect in that he omits a small c > 0, which leads him to conclude
1+Yerroneously that V(xA)/V(x) <_ (l+y)A uniformly in A >_ 1. Correcting
this analysis leads to the result as stated above. Feller (1969 Theorem 1)
is correct, but gives a different result to the above Lemma.
We now show that if F e SC, more precisely, if there are constants
n *A and B -+ + 00 for which F (xB - A ) is stochastically compact in n n n n
the terminology of Chapter 1 (the * denoting convolution), then (1.4) 
holds.
We have (2.1)-(2.3) holding, and since we can use aB^ instead of B^ 
without disturbing the stochastic compactness, we can take a = 1 in
(2.3) . Then with x = 1 in (2.2) we have
(2.4) 0 < liminf n B ^V(B ) < limsup n B ^V(B ) < + 00 ,n n' —  , r n nn-H-°° n-H-°°
and we wish to deduce that
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(2.5) 6 < liminf B /B < limsup B /B ^6 n+1 n — , n+1 nn-H^ o n-H-00
for some 6 > 0. Feller (1965-66) claims this follows from (2.4) and the
monotonicity of V; but we don't want to assume, as yet, that is
monotone, and in any case this would only seem to give liminf B +./Bn > 0.
n-H-°° n n
Hence we proceed as follows: suppose there was a sequence n^ • + + 00 for
which B .,/B converged to 0 or + 00 . Since F e SC, we could take ni+r n &
a subsequence if necessary and make
(2.6) (xBni - Ai>
ni+l
say, where F is a non-degenerate distribution. Consider ------- A,,- ;o B i+1n^+1
n^+1 is a different subsequence, so we don't expect convergence to F ,
but we can take a further subsequence of n^ + 1, if necessary, and make 
Sn +^1
—------^i+1 a non-degenerate r.v. with distribution F^, say. But then
n^+1
n^+1
B Ai+1 B Ai+1 Bn.+l n,+l
n^+1
-> a r.v. with distribution F
n^+1 1 *
because X ,,/B ,, — ► 0, son +1 n +1
(2.7) Fni* (xBni+l - Ai+1> - F1 •
Referring to Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968 page 40), (2.6) and (2.7) imply
that F and F, are of the same type, so there are constants d and o 1
b > 0 such that F-^ (x) = FQ(bx+d); then (2.7) gives
(2.8) F 1*<b'lx BV i - Ai+rd) + Fo
and referring to Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968 page 42), (2.6) and (2.8)
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imply that B ,,/B + b, which contradicts either of B , _ /B -»■ 0 or + °°.r J nJ+l n_, n.+l n.i i i i
0 0 _ "1Hence (2.5) holds. Now we can define (B') = sup{x> 0|x “V(x) > n }n —
which are non-decreasing, and, assuming F is right continuous,
(2.9) (B')2 = n V(B') .
Because of (2.4) we can replace Bn by B^ without disturbing the
stochastic compactness, so henceforth we can assume (2.9) holds for Bn*
Now to complete the proof. Suppose there is a sequence x^ ■+ + 00 with 
2x H(x )/V(x ) -► + 00 . Define k -+ + 00 by B. < x < B. . _ , so for n v n/ v n n J k  —  n k +1*n n
n large, by (2.5),
H(B )/V(B ) > B^ H(x )/V(x ) > y i  H(x )/V(x ) + +»,k k k — k n n — z n n  nn n n n
and by (2.9) this means knH(B^ ) ■+ + 00 , which contradicts (2.1). Hence
n
2limsup x H(x)/V(x) < + 00 , and (1.4) holds. Conversely, let (1.4) hold, 
x->+°°
and define Bn by (2.9), so (2.3) holds with a = 1. Also, by Lemma 1, 
limsup n B 2V(xB ) = limsup V(xBn)/V(B ) <^cx2 a < + 00 for x 1 ,
n-H-°o n-H-oo
so (2.2) holds, and for x > 0,
limsup n H(xB ) < limsup n V(xB )/x2B2 = limsup x 2V(xB )/V(B ) < cx n — . n n . n nn-H-oo n-H-°° n-H-°°
so (2.1) holds and F e SC. It remains to show the equivalence of (1.5)
1 /aand (1.6). Clearly (1.5) implies (1.6); we need only take X = Xq > c , 
2—aso cX < X2. Conversely, suppose limsup V(xX )/V(x) <_ c, where Xq >1.
x-H-oo
Given e > 0, choose xq = x q (c) so large that x >_ x q implies
V(xXo)/V(x) <_ c+e. Then (what follows is a standard argument for monotone
functions in the theory of regular variation) for any X > 1 choose an
k-1 kinteger k = k(X) >_ 1 so that X^ <_ X < X , vjhich is possible since
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A > 1 .  Then f o r  x > x , o — o
V(xX) V<*Xo> V(xX^) V U X ^ 1) V(xXQ)
V(x)  i  V(x)  '  v(xXk - l )  v(xXk - 2) • • •  V(x) - lC
o o
and s i n c e  k -1  lo g  A/ log  A^, we have
l im s u p  V(xA)/V(x)  <_ c Ar  , r  = log  c / l o g  A 
x-H-°°
The i n d e x  r  i s  i n  [ 0 , 2 ) ,  s i n c e  1 <_ c < A  ^ and 0 log  c < 2 l o g  A . 
T h i s  p r o v e s  ( 1 . 5 ) .  To c o m p le te  Theorem 2 we remark  t h a t  t h e  bound on
i s  e a s i l y  d e r i v e d  from ( 2 . 9 )  and t h e  u n i fo r m  bound of  Theorem 1.
Remarks. ( i )  I f  t h e r e  i s  a A^ > 1 f o r  which V(xAo ) /V (x )  1,
t h e n  by t a k i n g  c = 1 in  ( 1 . 6 )  we see  t h a t  V(xA)/V(x) -*■ 1 f o r  A _> 1
and h ence  f o r  A > 0; t h i s  means t h a t  V i s  s l o w ly  v a r y i n g  and F e D ( 2 ) .
( i i )  The above p r o o f  t h a t  ( 1 . 6 )  i m p l i e s  ( 1 . 5 )  g i v e s  an a l t e r n a t i v e
p r o o f ,  d e p e n d e n t  on t h e  m o n o t o n i c i t y  of  V, of  Theorem 1.  We choose  c
2-ctin  t h e  above p r o o f  to  be cA , i n  ( 1 . 5 ) ,  and o b t a i n ,  f o r  x > x (A ) ,
o  —  o  o
9 —ot 2—(Y,4*r
t h a t  V(xA)/V(x)  _< (cAq )A , u n i f o r m l y  i n  A A^. S inc e  A^  may be
chosen  so l a r g e  t h a t  r  * l o g  c / l o g  A^ _< e ,  t h i s  r e c o v e r s  ( 1 . 2 ) .  T h i s  i s  
e s s e n t i a l l y  t h e  a rgument  o f  F e l l e r  (1 9 6 5 -6 6 ) ,  b u t  F e l l e r  i s  c o n t e n t  w i t h  
any u n i fo r m  u p p e r  bound f o r  V ( x A ) /V (x ) ,  and ,  a s  we have s e e n ,  t h i s  
o b s c u r e s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  s t o c h a s t i c  c o m pac tnes s  i s  a s im p le  g e n e r a l i s a t i o n  
o f  t h e  domains o f  a t t r a c t i o n .
Proof o f  Theorem 3. I f  ] im  l im sup  H(xA)/H(x)  < 1 t h e n  t h e r e  i s  a
A-H-oo x-H-°°
Aq < 1 f o r  which  l i m i n f  H( xAq) / H ( x ) > 1,  a s  i s  e a s i l y  s e e n .  Hence by
x-H-°°
F a t o u ' s  Lemma,
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liminf V(x)/x2H(x) >_ - 1 + 2 
x-H-oo
(1
u liminf H(ux)/II (x)du 
o xH-°°
=  2
1
u[liminf - l]du >_ 2 
} o
Ar o
u[liminf - l]du 
J o
> A2 — o [liminf H(xA )/H(x) - 1] > 0 , x-*+°°
so 2limsup x H(x)/V(x) < + 00 and F e SC by Theorem 2. 
x-H-°°
Proof of Theorem 4. The equivalence of (1.7) and (1.8) follows from 
Theorem 3 and the equivalence of (1.9) and (1.10), so we prove only the 
latter. If limsup H(xA)/H(x) _< c’A a for A > 1 and F  ^ D (2), then
x-H-oo P
liminf x2H(x)/V(x) = a > 0, and for A > 1, 
x-H-°°
, . V(xA)limsup
X-H-oo
X2 limsup - ■
x-H-oo x2x H(Ax)
H (Ax) 
H (x)
x^H(x) 
V (x)
_< A2 a ^c’A a a ^(2c-a) = cA2 a ,
so that F £ SC(a). Conversely if F e SC(a) and F D^(2) then a < 2 
(by Theorem 6) and
limsup
x-H-oo
H(xA)
H(x) limsupx-H-oo
A2x 2H ( A x ) 
V (Ax)
V (Ax) 
V (x)
V(x)
x2H(x)
y-2 -1, v 2-a -1A a (2c-a)cA a 'A-a
for A > 1, as required. Finally, that (1.10) is equivalent to (1.11) is
proved in the same way as we showed the equivalence of (1.5) and (1.6).
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 4. Returning to the proof of
1 -2Theorem 3 with the extra information that liminf H(xA)/H(x) — r  ^ for
x-H-oo
A < 1, we see that V(x)/x H(x) -* + 00 , so F e D(2).
We now require the following Lemma due to, e.g., Wolfe (1971) :
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LEMMA A. The infinitely divisible distribution whose characteristic 
function has representation (1.5) of Chapter 1 has a finite moment of order
3 > 0 if and only if x^ dT (x) < + 00 .
Proof of Theorem 5. Let F e SC(2) and suppose there is a sequence
S .
for which ——  - A , converges to a r.v. with infinite variance. Then B I n
by Theorem 0 of Chapter 1, for some a2 0 and canonical measure T(x),
n ,V(xBn ,)/B^, + o2 - udT(u)
o
as n ’ -*■ + 00 , and the right hand side -*- + 00 as x + 00 , by Lemma A, which 
contradicts F e SC(2). Conversely suppose F $ SC(2). Then we can find 
a sequence x^ + 00 for which liminf V(xx^)/V(x^) -+ + 00 as x -► + 00 . As
in the proof of Theorem 2, we can then find kn -► + 00 so that
liminf V (xB, )/V(B ) -»• + 00 as x -»- + 00 . But if there is a k' c k for—. K K n nn „ n n
Sknwhich -—  - A^, -> a r.v. with finite variance, then by Theorem 0 of
k ' n
n  irx  o  r i  o,2 2,m/ N, /r_2 I 2
; -*■ L’J
n n
right hand side is bounded as x -► + 00 by Lemma A. This gives a contradic-
Chapter 1, V(xB^,)/V(B^,) > [o - u dT(u)]/[o2 - u dT(u)] and the 
o J o
tion and shows that (1.13) is sufficient for F e SC(2). 
Now it is easy to see that F e SC(2) if and only if
(2.10) lim liminf V(xA)/V(x) >_ c  ^ > 0 . 
A-H3+ x-H-co
VThus if F e SC(2) and there is an n' -*• + 00 for which - A , -+■ a r.v.d « n n
with zero normal component, then
V (AB ,)/V(B I) udT(u) udT(u)
as n' -* + °° , and the right hand side vanishes as A -+ 0+, contradicting 
(2.10). Thus (1.14) is necessary for F t SC(2). Conversely ii F \ SC(2)
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then (2.10) fails and we can find a sequence xn + 00 f°r which
lim limsup V(Ax )/V(x ) = 0. Again we can find k so that.
A-»0+ n n n n
lira limsup V(AB, )/V(B, ) = 0 ; but if there is k' k for which ^ z~\ a K> n XTA-*0+ n n n
V
—----A^, -*■ a r.v. with non-zero normal component, then V(AB^,)/V (B^,)
k ’ n n n
t2 _ u^dT(u)]/[o2 - u^dT(u)] ■+ a2/[a2 - u dT(u)] > 0 as
A -* 0+, giving a contradiction, and showing that (1.14) is sufficient for 
F e SC(2) .
Proof of Theorem 6. We first show that (1.15) is equivalent to
(2.11) FeSC(a), 0 < a < 2, and lim liminf V (xA) /V(x) = + 00 .
A-H-°° x-H-°°
sn I
Let (2.11) hold and suppose there is an n' for which —----A , -*• a r.v.B , n
_2with finite variance. Then n'B ,V(AB ,) -► an n
2 _ udT(u) <
a2 - u'aT(u) < + °° , by Lemma A, so lim limsup V(AB ,)/V(B ,) < + 00 ,■V . I n no A-H-°° n
contradicting (2.11). Conversely suppose (1.15) holds, so F e SC(a) for
some a e (0,2], and in fact a < 2 since by Theorem 5 the limits have
finite variance if a = 2. Also, if (2.11) fails, liminf V(xA)/V(x) _< c < + 00x
for A > 1; but then, by Theorem 1 of Chapter 3, F e D^(2), contradicting 
(1.15). Thus (1.15) implies (2.11). Now note that, by Theorem 1 of 
Chapter 3, (1.18) is equivalent to (1.16). We next show that (2.11) is 
equivalent to (1.18). Clearly (2.11) implies (1.18) so let (1.18), 
equivalently (1.16), hold. Since F D (2), then, liminf x^H(x)/V(x) _> a > 0
P X++o°
2Since F e SC, limsup x H(x)/V(x) _< c < + 00 , and also from the proof of
X-H-»
Theorem 1 of Chapter 3, liminf H(xA)/H(x) >_ bA
x-H-oo
2b-2 for A > 1, where
b = a/(a+1) > 0. Hence for e > 0 and x ■> xq (e ,A),
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V(xX) \ 2 V(xX) H(xA) x^Ux) . ,9-1, , 2b-2
v«  »W w " -  b abc lX2h
so lim liminf V(xA)/V(x) = + 00 , which is (2.11); a < 2 as before. So
A-H-oo
far we have that (1.15), (1.16), (1.18) and (2.11) are equivalent and we 
need only deal with (1.17). Note first that (2.11) is equivalent to
(2.12) FeSC(a), 0 < a < 2, and lim limsup V(xA)/V(x) = 0.
A-KH- xr-H-°°
Let (2.12) hold and (1.17) fail, so there is a sequence n ’ + 00 for 
sn »
which -----A , a r.v. with non-zero normal component; but thenB I n
n  l i’ A _ f 1
u dT(u)]/[a2 -V(ABn ,)/V(Bn ,) + [a2 _ u dT(u)] > 0 for A > 0,
' o
which contradicts (2.12). Thus (2.12) implies (1.17). Conversely, let
(1.17) hold, and suppose (2.12) fails, so there is a sequence x^ -*■ + 00
for which liminf V(x A)/V(x ) > e > 0. We can then find k with q n n n
B^ ^ x^ for which liminf V(Bk A)/V(B^ ) e6 > 0; but there is a 
n Sk * n n
k' <=■ k for which -^ - A, . -> a r.v. with zero normal component, son —  n B. , kk' n
V(Bk,A)/V(Bk ,) 
n n
u2dT(u) — + 0, giving a contradiction. Thus
(2.12) holds and the proof of Theorem 6 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let Fe SC and let 1 be a subsequential 
limit of F. Suppose first that F, and hence I, are symmetric. Let 
have distribution I, let X ^ ,  X^2\ . . . X ^  be k independent copies
of X-j., and let
s^k) = X ^  + X^2) + ... + x ^
Now there is a sequence n, for which XT = lim S /B , wherei I i nt n±
S = X, + X„ + ... + X , the X . ’s are distributed as F, and
ni i 2 ni 1
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B = n 
ni
B
2 (k). I u dF(u). Hence we can write X^:
1 -Bn .l
lim S^^/B , in an
i ni ni
obvious notation, where all the component X^’s have distribution F and 
are independent. Thus we can say, for each i,
(k) + ... +
Si ni ni___________+ Yk
C, B C, ik n^ k
k Pwhere is any sequence and for each k, Y^ — *■ 0 as i -*■ + 00 . Now
let k" be any sequence. For each k" we can find iQ = i^Ck") so
I k". -k"that i iQ implies P(|Y^ | > e) , where e > 0. Hence also
I k" I -k" k" PP( IYi I > e) <_ 2 , so -* 0 as k" -+ + 00 . Now consider
o v ov
s(1) + s (2> + ... + s(k,,) s k ) ni ni ni
_1________ 2_____ 2___________2_ + Yk
Ck„ - B Ck„ io(k") •
The first term on the right hand side has distribution 
[nio(k")+k"]*
F (x B C. ,,) , and because of the stochastic compactness of
ni k o
Fn (x B ), we can find a subsequence k' of k" for which
[ni (k')+k']*
F ° (x B C. ,) converges to a non-degenerate distribution,
ni (k*) o
provided we choose C. , so that B C 1 = Bn . This means,K ni (k*) o i (k')+k' o
since Yk k 0 as k' -► + TOVk ) (V, that converges to a non-
degenerate random variable, and shows that I e SC. For the non-symmetric
case, the above proof works for S<k)s, the symmetrised sum, and then from
Feller (1971 Lemma 1 page 149), letting be a median of _ (k)J, we
have, for x > 0,
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2 P(|Sjk)-Mk | > 2 Ck x) < P ( | S ^ S| > 2 C k x) 1 4 P(|S^J - Mj > Ck x) ,(k) s (k)
showing that
q(k) M 
si is SC, and completing the proof of (1.19).
We now prove (1.20). Let F e SC(a) 0  D^(2), where a < 2, and 
Sn'suppose ——  - A , XT, where XT has the inf. div. distribution I ; B . n I In
I has canonical components a2 (= 0, by Theorem 6) and T(x). We show 
that I e SC(a) 0 Dp(2) . We have for x > 0 and X 1,
(2.13) T(Xx)/T(x) = lim n'H(AxB ,)/n'H(xB ,) <_ limsup H(Xy)/H(y)■ n n
< c'A
y
-a
by Theorem 4, and, defining W(x)
X > 1,
u dT(u), we have for x > 0 and
W(Ax)/W(x) = lim V(XxBn , )n ' B^^/v(xBn, )n' B^^ <_ limsup V(yX)/V(y)£ n' n n / n y
< c X2-a
by Theorem 2. Also for x > 0, since F £ D (2),
(2.14) x 2T(x )/W(x ) = lim (xB ,)2H(xB ,)/V(xB ,) >, n n n —n
_> liminf y2H(y)/V(y) >_ a > 0 ,
y
and, from the proof of Theorem 1 of Chapter 3, since liminf H(xX)/H(x)
x-H-«°
2b“ 2_> bX for X >_ 1, where b = a/(a+l) > 0, we have for x > 0 and
X > 1,
(2.15) T(Xx)/T(x) lim n ’H(XxB ,)/n'H(xB f) liminf H(yX)/H(y) t n n
> bX
y
2b-2
aim to show limsup P(|x | > xX)/P(|x | > x) _< c"A a for X > 1
■v X X
Letting be the symmetrised sum, we have from page 149 of Feller
(1971), for x > 0,
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P (IXTI > x) = lim P (I S ,-A , B , I > xB ,) > \ liminf P(|sS, I > 2 xB ,) 'I' , 1 n n n n — 2 , 1 n 1 nn n
 ^liminf n'P(|xS| > 2 xB^,) exp [-n' P ( | Xs | > 2 x B^,) ] .
Now is also SC, since it has the representation
ss,nV V  1 K' \B , An ’v n ’ ; B , An' ^ n X I - X' ,
and the latter r.v. is inf. div. with canonical tail 2T(x), as is easily 
seen. Thus n'P(|xS| > 2xBn,) -* 2T(x) , and so
(2.16) PdXjl > x) > ^ T(2x)e-2T(x)
> i b 22b-2 T(x)e-2T(X> ;
T TAlso for x > 0, define the truncated r.v.'s X^ by : X^ = X^ if
IxJ < xB , xf = 0 otherwise. Then if ST = X? + ... + XT ,1 i1 — n i n 1 n
P (IS -A B I > xB ) < P(|ST-A B I >xB ) + nP(|x| > xB ) .1 n n n 1 n — 1 n n n 1 n 1 1 n
Now we may choose the centering constants A as A = nBn n n
-1 udF(u)+0(1)
(where 0(1) depends on x), and then we write by Chebyshev's inequality,
P(|ST - A B I > xB ) < x~2B_2E(ST - A B )2 1 n n n 1 n — n n n n
—  9 -2 T -2 -2 2 T= x B VAR(S ) + x B E (S - A B )  n n n n n n
= x“2b”2 nVAR(X^) + o(l) , n i
since E(S - A B ) = n n n n udF(u) - AnBn = 0(1). Hence we have, noting
xB r n
that VAR(X^) u dF(u) - udF(u)
-xB
[1 + o(l)]V(xBn) ,
P(|Sn " AnBnl > xBn) - X 2ßn2 n v (xBn> + n P (|x| > xBr) + o (1) , 
and so, going through the subsequence n' gives
A3
(2.17) P(IXTI > x) = lim P (IS , - A ,B ,1 > xB ,)I , 1 n n n 1 an
£ x_2W(x) + T(x) .
This means, from (2.16) and (2.17), for x > 0 and X > 1,
P ( j X l j  >  XX) , ,-l,3-2b.-2 W(Xx) W(x) 2T(x)
- «<*> x2T(x)
, .-l,3-2b T(Xx) 2T(x)+ b 2 TÖO 6
* K-l03-2b.-2 ,2-a -1 2T(x) , ,-l03-2b , -a 2T(x)< b 2  X c X  a e + b 2 c X e
+ c"X-a
as x , using (2.13) , (2.14) and the fact that T(x) 0 as x -*■ + 00 .
From Theorem 4 we will have IeSC(a) H  D^(2) if I ^ D (2); but by (2.15), 
(2.16) and (2.17),
PdXjl >xX) 2b_3 T(Xx) -2T(Xx) x2T(x) . , , 2b-2
> X ) - ^  W(x)+x2T(x) - C°nSt-
as x + + 00 . Thus from Theorem 1 of Chapter 3, I $ D (2) . We now show
that F e SC(a) f) Dp(2) implies (1.21). From (2.13) with x = 1, and 
(2.14), for X > 1,
P(IXx I > X) < X 2W(X) + T(X) £ a 1 (a+l)T(X) <_ b ic,T(l)X-1  h 1 -a
< b V  cX a = c"X-a
by (2.16) and the fact that
T(1) = lim n'H(B ,) = lim B2,H(B ,)/V(B ,) 1 limsup y2H(y)/V(y) £ cn n
This proves (1.21), and we now show the converse; let (1.21) hold - we
have to show F e SC(cx) C \  D^(2) . Note that I itself is not the normal
distribution, so F | D^(2), and we have postulated F e SC, so by
2Theorem 2 there is a k > 0 for which limsup x H(x)/V(x) < k < + 00 .
x-H-°°
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Reasoning as above then tells us that 0 < a x T(x)/W(x) _<_ k < + 00 for 
every x > 0. (I has zero normal component by Theorem 6).
Furthermore, from (2.14), (2.17), and (2.16), for X > 1,
(2.18) £ a 1(k+l) p( 1 1  const. X2 P (|Xp| > X) £ const. X2-a
since we are told that P (| X^. | > X) <_ c"X , and P(|x | > 1) > 0 since I 
has infinite variance. Now we show FeSC(a). Suppose not, so that
(2.19) Xa 2 limsup V(xX)/V(x) -*•+«> as X -► + 00 . x
We can find an x -+ + 00 for which Xa 2 liminf V(x X)/V(x ) -* + 00 as n n n n
X -♦■ + » as follows : given e > 0 and any X^l + °° with X^+  ^^ X^ ,
choose i (e) so that XJ.. < (l+e)X, for i > i (e). Given a largeo i+1 —  i —  o
ot-2A > 0, choose X (A) so large that X limsup V(xX)/V(x) A whenever
0 x
X _> X . For each i there is then a sequence xn (i) for which
Xj 2 liminf V(x X )/V(x ) > A if i is such that X > Xi „ n i n —  o i —  on o
Now (x (i)} o  (x (i+1)} , because n —  n
X^.2 liminf V(xn (i)Xi+1)/V(xn (i)) _> Xp+2 liminf V(x^(i) X^)/V(xn (i))
1  A(X.+1/X1)“'2 >  A(l+e)a~2 .
Hence we can take the diagonal sequence xR (n), and for a given X _> X , 
choose J(X) so large that Xq Xj X < X^+  ^ ; then
Xa"2 liminf V(x X)/V(x ) > X TJ_. liminf V(x X T)/V(x ) n n n — J+l n n J n
1  A(XJ+1/XJ)a'2 > A(l+e)a~2 ,
giving the required sequence x^. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we can
not/ find a k -* + °° for which Xa 2 liminf V(XB, )/V(B, ) -► + 00 as n K. kn n n
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A + oo . But, because of what we have assumed in (1.21), we can take a
-2subsequence if necessary and make k^B^ V(AB^ ) -► W(A), for some W of
n n
the form we have been considering, so that
limsup V(AB^ )/V(B^ ) £ W(A)/W(1) <_ const. A^ a 
n n n
by (2.18). This contradicts what we have just said, so (2.19) must be 
false and this obviously means FeSC(a). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 7.
Remark. From the above arguments and the uniform bound of Theorem 1, 
we can easily see that, for e > 0 and n > nQ(e),
P(IS - A B I > xB ) < const, x a+E uniformly in x > x (e) > 1,1 n nn' n — J — o —
when F £ SC(a). From Theorem 9, we can take A = 0  when a > 1 andn
EX = 0, and in this case we recover an inequality due to Thompson, Basu 
and Owen (1971 Lemma 3.2) (see also Owen (1973)).
Proof o f  Theorem 8. Clearly F e D(2) is sufficient. For necessity: 
we have that for any n" -*■ + °° there is a subsequence n' -*■ + °° for which 
Sn * 2
---- A , -+ a normal (0,(o’) ) distribution. Hence by Theorem 0 ofd , n n
Chapter 1, n ' V(AB^,)/B^, (a')^ and so V (AB^,)/V (B ,) -*• 1 for every
A > 0. Thus V(ABn)/V(Bn) -*• 1 for every A > 0. If x^ ->• + “ define
k -* + 00 by B. < x < B. , so for A > 1, using (2.5), n J k — n k +1 °n n
V(Ax ) V(ABk +1) . n' n
1  <  — —  <
- V(xn> " V(Bk > n
V(AW
V< Wn
k +1 n
v ( \  >n
< (l+e)
V(6 1Bk )
+  1
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and this holds for arbitrary , so V(Ax)/V(x) -+ 1 for A 21 1 and
hence for A > 0, so V is slowly varying and F e D(2).
2-aProof of Theorem 9. We have limsup V(xA)/V(x) _< c A and 
/V(x) <_ A^ a+£: uniformly in
Since a > 1, E | X | < + °°, i.e., -
V(xA)/ £  A > A (e)  for x > x (e), where e > 0. —  —  o —  o
f 00
udH(u) < + 00 . Consider
udH(u) = x ^V(x) + u ^V(u)du
limsup
x
-x f udH(u) J x_____
V (x) - 1 + limsup x
-2 V(xu) ,
u Too du
_< (c - a + 1) / (a-1)
where we can take limsup under the integral because of the uniform bound.
Now the centering constants may be chosen as = const. + nB -^1 udF (u),
where A > 1 is arbitrary. Hence, since EX = udF(u),
I A -nB 1EX + const.I 1 n n 1 nB 1 I / udF (u)I n IuI>ABI I - -  *-»
< -nB-1 udH(u)
< nB 1 (c-a+l+e)/(a-l)V(AB )/AB —  n n n
by the above estimate, when n no (A,e). The last term is, since
B = nV(B ), n n' *
A 1 Const. V (AB )/V(B ) n n
< const. A2-a-l const. A
.-1 ,
1-a
when A > 1. Letting A + 00 , we then see that A = nB EX + const.,n n
and since the constant is irrelevant, we can choose A = nB ^EX .n n
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Proof of Theorem 10.  Suppose t h e r e  a r e  no n^ ,  b^ -*■ + 00 f o r  which
i  P-► + 1.  Suppose t h e r e  i s  an n f o r  which A -*■+ by t a k i n g  a
s u b s eq u e n c e  we can make - —  -  A -► X, a p r o p e r  random v a r i a b l e .  But 
B n ,n . i
t hen Li  PB A  i  n
-*• + 1 ,  g i v i n g  a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .  C o n v e r s e l y ,  s uppose  t h e r e  a r e
s e q u e n c e s  n . ,  b .  f o r  wh ich —------ ► + 1 and t h a t  A may be t a k e n  as  0,
1 1  b i  -  s n
n iBy t a k i n g  a s u b s e q u e n c e ,  we can make —----- ► X, a p r o p e r  n o n - d e g e n e r a t e
b i
random v a r i a b l e .  But t h e n  ----- ► + X, which  i s  i m p o s s i b l e .
Bi  ~
Proof of Theorem 11. I f  l i m i n f  V(xX ) /V (x )  > X f o r  some X > 1o o o
X-+-H»
t h e n ,  a s  u s u a l ,  we can make l i m i n f  V(xX)/V(x)  21 X'
x-H-o°
f o r  some e > 0
when X X^  ( e ) . By Theorem 1 o f  C h a p te r  3 t h i s  means F { 0 ^ ( 2 ) .  
Hence a l s o ,  f o r  X > 1,
—9 - 1 + r
j r H(xX) ( a  ^X , , , V(xX) ( a ) X “ 1
l i m i n f  ~ ------J l i m i n f  _ T : \  > i Ö----- J > XH(x) —  ^ 2 c - a  J V (x) —  ^ 2c -a  '
i  P
+ + 1,e v e n t u a l l y .  But i f  t h e r e  a r e  s e q u e n c e s  n , b ,  + 00 f o r  which ~r
i
we saw in  C o r o l l a r y  1 t o  Theorem 3 of C h a p te r  4 ,  t h a t
l i m i n f  H(xX)/H(x)  _< A ^ f o r  X 1. Hence,  t h e r e  a r e  no such  s e q u e n c e s  
x-*+°°
and so by Theorem 10,  A^ may be chosen  as  z e r o .
Proof of Theorem 12. We use  t h e  example c o n s t r u c t e d  f o r  t h e  p ro o f
of  Theorem 5 of  C h a p t e r  4 .  T h e r e ,  we had an F w i t h  E | X | < + 00, E X = 0 ,
s  D n r
f o r  which  t h e r e  i s  a s e q u e n c e  b -► + °° such  t h a t  ^---- *• 1 .  A l s o ,  F
n
s a t i s f i e d
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l-F(x) ^ F(-x) = 0  (x > 2), so
x(log x)
H (Ax) 
H(x)
-1 (x + + 00)
and [1-F (x) ] /H (x) + 1, F(-x)/H(x)
and, s p. n Fsince 7—  ■+ 1, by TheoremDn
chosen as zero.
10
0 as x -* + oo , This means F e D(l); 
the centering constants cannot be
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CHAPTER 3
DOMAINS OF PARTIAL ATTRACTION FOR I ID RANDOM VARIABLES
0. Introduction
Let X-,X2 »... be independent and identically distributed random
variables with distribution F, and let S = X.. + X0 + .. . + X . We sayn 1 2 n
that F is in a domain of partial attraction, notated F e , if there
is a sequence n^ of integers and constants A^, -*■ + 00 for which
S
ni
— --- A, converges in distribution to a non-degenerate (infinitely
Bi 1
divisible) random variable. If the limit random variable is normally
distributed, we say that F is in the domain of partial attraction of
the normal distribution, notated F e D (2).
P
The domains of partial attraction constitute a generalisation of the
domains of attraction, the latter being characterised by the convergence
S
of the whole sequence —--- A^ to a non-degenerate random variable. The
n
domains of attraction can be described in terras of regularly varying
properties of the tail sum, P (|X| > x), and the truncated variance, 
rx
V (x) u dF(u), of F; here X is any random variable with distribution
F. In particular, F is in the domain of attraction of the normal dis­
tribution if and only if x^P(|x| > x)/V(x) -► 0 as x + 00 (Levy (1937 
page 113)), and the latter condition is equivalent to the slow variation 
of V(x); i.e., V(xA)/V(x) -► 1 as x -*■ + 00 for each X > 0 (Feller 
(1971 page 283)). Levy (1937 page 113) showed that F e Dp (2) if and 
only if liminf x P(|x| > x)/V(x) = 0, and by using this condition and by
X-H-oo
generalising some properties of slow variation, we prove in Theorem 1 
below that F e D (2) if and only if liminf V(xA)/V(x) = 1 for X  >_ 1,
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thus showing that a property analogous to the slow variation of V holds 
in the case of partial attraction. Theorem 1 contains two other 
characterisations of D^(2) which seem to have no counterpart in the 
theory of domains of attraction. Theorem 2 below proves the sufficiency 
of a condition on the tail sum for D^, the necessity having been shown 
by Doeblin (1940), and Theorem 3 gives another proof of some sufficient 
conditions for and D^(2) which were originally given by Levy (1937),
We remark that the class D^(2) has recently been significant in 
work by Rogozin (1968), Heyde (1969) and Kesten (1972), and some of the 
results in the present chapter are used in deriving those of Chapter 2.
In an Appendix to this Chapter, we look at a purely analytical aspect 
of the methods of proof of the results given here, and relate it to the 
theory of regular variation.
1. Domains of  Par t ia l  A t t rac t ion .
Our first result characterises D^(2); we let V(x) =
let X be a random variable with distribution F, so that 
P(|X| > x) = l-F(x) + F(-x).
u dF(u), and
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent :
(1.1) F £ D (2) ;
(1.2) liminf P(|x| > xX)/P(|x| >
X-H-o°
(1.3) liminf V(xX)/V(x) = 1 for
X-kFoo
(1.4) liminf V(xX)/V(x) <_ c for
X-vfoo
(1.5) liminf x^P(|x| > x)/V(x) = 
x-*-H»
Herü (1..5) is Levy's (1937 page 113)
-2x) <_ X for X _> 1 ;
X >_ 1 ;
X >_ 1 for some c _> 1 ;
o. □
classic criterion for D (2). ThatP
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(1.2) implies F e Dp (2) is implicit in Feller (1969 Theorem 1), where 
it is not, however, related to the concept of partial attraction.
Our next result characterises D^; the necessity in Theorem 2 was 
proved by Doeblin (1940 Theorem VII) :
THEOREM 2. F e D if and only if lim liminf P (|x|>xA)/P(|x|>x)=0.
A-*+<» x-H-°°
Corollary to Theorem 2. if F e D thenP
liminf P (|X| > xA)/P(|x| > x) < 1 for A > 1. I 1
x-H-°°
The following result leads to sufficient conditions for DP and D (2) : P
THEOREM 3. If E|x|a < + 00 for any a > 0 then
(1.6) liminf P ( | X | > xA) /P(|x| > x) <_ X a for A 1.
x->+°°
If (1.6) holds for all a < 3, then it holds for a = 3«
If E|x|a = + °° for any a > 0 then
(1.7) limsup P (I XI > xA) /P (I XI > x) ^ A a for A >_ 1.
x-H-00
If (1.7) holds for all a > 3, then it holds for a = 3* 1 1
The following results were deduced by Levy (1937; page 213 and page 117):
Corollary to Theorem 3. if E|x|a < + «> for some a > 0 then
F e Dp. If e |x |U < + 00 for every a < 2 then F e Dp(2). 1 1
That E|x|a < + °° for some a > 1 implies F e was proved by
Thompson and Owen (1972), with a specific set of norming constants.
Before stating our next result, we recall that the possible limits 
S
niof — —  - A_j, when F e Dp, are infinitely divisible random variables 
whose Levy representations have normal components a2 _> 0. We use the
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notation F e D (I) to mean that F is in the domain of partial
attraction of the distribution I.
THEOREM 4. The following are equivalent :
(1.8) F e D (2) ;
(1.9) F £ Dp(I) for some I having finite variance ;
(1.10) F £ Dp(I) for some I having non-zero normal component. □
The equivalence of (1.8) and (1.9) was proved by Gnedenko (c.f. 
Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968 page 189)); we derive Theorem 4 as a 
corollary to Theorem 2, and we also give a direct proof showing how the 
different subsequences may be constructed.
As an application of Theorem 1, we prove :
THEOREM 5. F £ D (2) if and only if liminf P(|x|>t ^) / [ 1—Re4> (t) ]=0,
P t-K)+
where <}> is the characteristic function of F. L_. I
To close this section we mention a result of Matuszewska (1962), who 
showed that
(1.11) log liminf P ( | X | > xA)/P(|X| >x) <_ log A liminf log P (| x| >x) / log x, 
x-H-oo x-H-co
for A > 1. □
Hence if liminf log P(|x| > x)/log x = -a, and a > 0, then F £ D by 
x-H-oo P
Theorem 2, while if a >_ 2, F £ Dp(2) by Theorem 1. This gives sufficient
conditions for D and D (2) which are easily seen to be weaker than P P
those of Levy, which we gave as the Corollary to Theorem 3.
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3. Proofs for Chapter 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. Note first that, if EX2 < + <*>, (1.1), (1.3)
(1.4) and (1.5) hold trivially, while (1.2) follows from (1.6) in
2Theorem 3. Hence we need only consider the case EX = + 00. We will take
Levy's condition (1.5) as known, and first show that (1.2) is equivalent
to it. Suppose that (1.2) fails; then, letting h(X)=liminf H(xX)/H(x)
x-H-°°
for X > 1 (we use the abbreviation H(x) = P (|X| > x) throughout) there
- 2is a X > 1  for which h(X ) > X . Now given e > 0 and X > 1 o o o
choose x = x (e,X) so large that x > x implies H(xX) > [h(X)-e]H(x). o o —  o
Then (the following argument sharpens the result of the lemma on page 82 
of Doeblin (1940)) :
-X r 0
uH(u)du = 
o •' o
uH(u)du + j
-1 ° f X  1uH(u)du
J  o -1
= o f X  1uH(u)du
o J
uH(uX)du/[h(X) - e]
-2 uH(u)du/[h(X) - e]
+ X-2
o
rxX
uH(u)du/[h(X) - e]
so that, since H is non-increasing,
h(X)-e <_ o(1) + X"2 + X_2(X2-1)x 2H(x )/2
and
>x
uH(u)du 
o
liminf x2H(x)/2 J uH(u)du _> [X2h(X) - 1]/(X2-1) for X 1 
x-H-oo J o
> 0 for X = Xo
But this means liminf x2H(x)/V(x) > 0, contradicting (1.5). Thus (1.2)
x-W-oo
holds. Conversely, suppose (1.2) holds and (1.5) fails, so 
liminf x2H(x)/V(x) >_ a > 0 and liminf x2H(x)/2 f uH(u)du b = a/(a+1) > 0.
X-H^> X-H-°° o
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Then for A > 1 , 0 < e < b , and x >_ xo(e,X),
rxA
uH(u)du /
rxA
uH(u)du = exp 2 uH (u)du
x 2 f U  yH(y)dy
exp 2 (ux) H(ux)__ du
1 2 /“x yH(y)dy u
2(b-e)^ exp 2(b-e)log A = A
Now, by this result and the definition of b, 
rx A
(b-e)2 uH(u)du < A2x^H(xA) and 2A^^ uH(u)du <
rxA
< 2 uH(u)du ,
x2(b £-)x 2h(x) < x2(b e )  2 uH(u)du < A2x H(Ax)/(b-e)
and
liminf H(xA)/H(x ) bA
x ->+oo
2b-2 for A >_ 1 ,
which contradicts (1.2). Thus, (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent. Now
if F e Dp(2), there are sequences n^, x^ -► + 00 for which n^V(x^A)/x^ 
-► o2 > 0 for A > 0 (this follows from Theorem 0 in Chapter 1 by dis­
regarding the centering terms udF(u) , as we may and will do
throughout this chapter, when EX = + 00). This means liminf V(xA)/V(x)=l
X“H-°°
for A >_ 1, showing that (1.3) is necessary. (This is the content of 
Theorem 3 (4.1) in Feller (1969)). Conversely, suppose (1.3) holds, so 
we can find x^ -*■ + 00 for which V(x^A)/V(x^) + 1 for A 1 , and 
suppose F  ^ D (2); this will lead to a contradiction. Define n^ -* + 00
by x' uH(u)du, and by Helly's Theorem, we can take a further
subsequence if necessary and make n^H(x^A) -► T(A), and n^V(x^)/x^ -+■ c 
Since
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1 = 2n^x^ uH(u)du = n_^V(x^)x^^ + n^H(x^) ,
J o
we have c + T(l) = 1, so 0 c 1 and 0 <_ T(l) <_ 1. We also have, for 
- 2 - 2X > 1, n^V(Ax^)x^ ^ n^V(x^)x^ -+■ c, and since for A > 1
niXi2tv(xiX)-v(x±)] = "nixi2
x^A
u dH(u) _> ni[H(xi) - HCx^)] ,
we have T(A) = T(l) for A > 1. Also for A > 1,
2nixi
Ax
-2 f 1 „/ x , -2uH(u)du = n^x^ V(x^A) + A2n^H(x^A) -*• c + A2T(l)
Now suppose T(l) > 0; we will show this is impossible. Since F tj; 0^(2),
2b— 2we have by the first part of the proof, liminf H(xA)/H(x) bA for
x-H-co
— 1 O K - 0A >_ 1, where b > 0, so limsup H(xA)/H(x) <_ b A for A _< 1, and by
x-h -°°
the usual argument used in Chapter 2, we can obtain a uniform bound of the
type H(xA)/H(x) < A ^   ^ e uniformly in A < A (e) < 1  if x > x (e) ,—  — o — o
where 0 < e < 2b. This shows that T(A) < A T(l) for A < A , and—  — o
also, by the uniform bound and dominated convergence, for A > 1,
c + A2T(1) = lim 2 
i
un^H(ux^)du = 2
r A
uT(u)du
9 K — 1 ou iwhich is finite since uT(u) £ u T(l) _< u e L(0,Aq). Thus
c + A2T(1) = 2 uT(u)du = T(A) - 
•' o
•A „
u dT(u)
T(l) - udT(u) = T(l) - u dT(u) ,
since T is constant on [1,°°). Hence for A > 1,
•1 7
u dT(u) = c + (A2-1)T (1) -* + » as A + + °°
if T(l) > 0; but this is impossible because
1
u dT(u) < uT(u)du
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is finite. Hence we must have T(l) = 0, and this means T(A) = 0 for
-2X > 0, and that c = 1. We now easily see that n.V(x^A)x^'“ 1 for
A < 1, and so by Theorem 0 of Chapter 1, there are constants for
S
niwhich ----- A, + N(0,1); i.e. F e D (2), and we have a contradiction.i p
This shows that (1.3) is sufficient for F e D^(2). Finally (1.3) implies
(1.4); suppose (1.4) holds but (1.3) doesn't. Then liminf V(xA )/V(x) >1
x-H-oo
0for some A >1, and the usual argument shows that liminf V(xA)/V(x) A
x-vH»
for A _> AQ(e) _> 1 for some e > 0. But this contradicts (1.4), for 
large A, so we see that (1.4) is sufficient for F c D^(2). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. If F e there are sequences n^, x^ and a 
canonical measure T for which n^H(x^A) -* T(A). If the limit is not 
normal or degenerate, there is a A^ > 0 for which T(Aq) > 0, so
liminf H(xAA-1)/H(x) < liminf H(yA)/H(yA ) < T(A)/T(A ) + 0 as A+ + °°. O — , o — oX-H-oo y-H-°°
If the limit is normal, then F e D (2) and lim liminf H(xA)/H(x) = 0
A-H-°° x-H-oo
by Theorem 1. (This argument is due to Doeblin (1940)). Conversely, let
lim liminf H(xA)/H(x) *=0. If F e D (2) then F e D . Otherwise,
A-++CO x-H-oo  ^ ^
F  ^ D (2), so EX^ = + °° and liminf x^H(x)/V(x) ^ a > 0. We can find 
P x-H-oo
x -*■ + °° such that limsup H(x A)/H(x ) ->-0 as A then define
1 i-H-« 1 1
n^ -► + 00 by n^H(x^) ^ 1, so limsup n^H(x^A) -*• 0 as A -*■ +
i-H-00
liminf n H(x ) = 1 > 0 and finally 
i-H-°°
_ 2 — 1 — Xlimsup n V(x.A)x <_ a limsup A2n.H(x,A) <_ a X 2 
i-H-w i l l  i-HHo
S
nifor A j> 1. By Theorem 1 of Chapter 1, this means — —  - A, is
i
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stochastically compact for some A^, so F £ D^(I) for soine (non­
degenerate) I. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Let’s continue this argument under the hypothesis F $ D (2) to getP
an easy proof of Theorem 4. We will show that the I just found has 
infinite variance and zero normal component. From the proof of Theorem 1, 
we have liminf H(xX)/H(x) ^  b X ^   ^ for X _> 1, where b=a/(a+1) > 0, so,
if
and
T(X) ■
/•OO
x-*-H=°
1 lim n,H(x X)
i->4«> 1 1
u^dT(u) = + °°;
o
Chapter 2). We also have
is the canonical tail of I, we have T(X)^bX
i.e., I has infinite variance (c.f. Lemma A in 
limsup H(xX)/H(x) b ^X^  ^ for X < 1, so
x-H-oo
for X < 1,
limsup n V(x X)x  ^ <_ a  ^ limsup X2H(x X)/H(x ) <_ (ab) 
i+-h» i l l  1 1
as X -*■ 0+
and hence by Theorem 1 of Chapter 1, I has zero normal component. 
It is interesting to give another :
Proof of Theorem 4. Let F e D (I) where I has finite variance. P
We will show F e D (2) . There are sequences n^, -*• + °°, a constant
o2 >_ 0 and a canonical measure T for which n,H(XB ) -*■ T(X) ,
X „ 1 1
n1V(XBi)Bi2 ,2 - u dT(u), and u dT(u) <+oo. As in the proof
' o ' o
of Theorem 7 of Chapter 2, we can find subsequences i^, X^ -+ + °° such 
that n H(X,B ) = o(X )^ (k -*• + °°) , since T(X) = o(X )^ (X -*■ + °°) ;
- 2hence, we might as well assume n^H(X^B^) = o(X^ ) (i -► + °°) for some
2X^ 4 + °°. Now define m^ = X^n^, c^ = X^B^. Then for X > 0, 
miH(Xci) = X^niH(XXiBi) = o(l) (i + + «>)
and
X2n1V(XXiB1)X.2B12
G2 -
n1V(XXiBi)Bi2
O
u^dT(u) = c ,
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Sm,
s a y ,  where  0 < c < + °°. Th is  means t h a t  ------ -  A. -+ t l ( 0 , c )  f o r  some
Ci  1
A^, so F e D p(2 ) .  The r e s t  of  Theorem 4,  i . e .  when I has  a n o n - z e r o
component  o , i s  p roved  i n  a s i m i l a r  way, e x c e p t  t h a t  we t a k e  + 0 so
t h a t  n^H(A^B^) = o(A^) ( i  -* + 00) , a s  we can do s i n c e  A2T(A) -> 0 (A+CH-)
S
mi( a l w a y s ) .  We t h e n  f i n d  t h a t ---------A, N ( 0 , o 2 ) where m, and c ,  a r ec^ i  i  i
a s  above .
Proof of  Corollary to Theorem 2. Suppose t h e r e  i s  a A > o f o r
o
which l i m i n f  H(xA ) / H ( x )  > c > 0 .  Given 0 < e < c , choose  x = x (e)  
X-H-co o - o  o o o
so l a r g e  t h a t  H(xA ) / H ( x )  > c - e  > 0 i fo — o x > x : f o r  A > A d e f i n e  — o — o
k(A) > 1  by Ak 1 < A < Ak , — o — Then f o r  x > x , — o
H (x l )  
H(x) -
>
s i n c e  c < 1, 
o  —
e v e r y  A ^  1,
H(xAk 1 ) H(xAk 1 ) H(xAk 2)o o o H(xA)
H(X) "  H(xXk~ 2) H(xXk' 3 ) ' ’ ' H(x) o o
k - 1  lo g  Ao
(Ve) - (co'e)
l o g  X l p g ( cq- e)
lQg x0
A
n e c e s s a r i l y .  Thus i f  c = 1 ,  l i m i n f  H(xA)/H(x)
x - H - o o
so F i  D by Theorem 2.
* P
1 f o r
Remark. T h i s  p r o o f  shows t h a t ,  i f  l i m i n f  H(xA)/H(x)  i s  p o s i t i v e
x-H-oo
f o r  some A^ > 1,  t h e n  i t  i s  p o s i t i v e  f o r  e v e r y  A >_ 1. I t  would be
i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  know what k in d  of  con v e rg e n c e  c o r r e s p o n d s  to  t h e  o t h e r
p o s s i b i l i t y ,  t h a t  l i m i n f  H(xA)/H(x)  = 0 f o r  e v e r y  A > 1.
x-H-oo
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose 
Le t  h(A) = l i m i n f  H(xA) /H(x)  f o r
E I XI a < + °° t so
0°
ua ^"H(u)du < + °o. 
J o
A 21 1, and suppose  h(A) > 0 f o r
x - H - o o
some A > 1 ( o t h e r w i s e ,  t h e r e  i s  n o t h i n g  t o  p r o v e ) .  Given e > 0 w i t h  
e < h(A) , choose  x q = XQ(e ,A )  so t h a t  H(xA) > [ h (A ) - e ]H (x )  f o r  x >_xq.
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Then for x > x , —  o
ua ^H(u)du >
' x
uQ ^H(u)du
xA
ua Hl (u x) du
> Aa [h(A) - e] [ ua ^H(u)du ,
so h(A) = liminf H(xA)/H(x) <_ A a for A >_ 1, which is (1.6). Now if 
x-H-°°
this holds for every a < 3, it holds for a = 3; if not, there would be
— Ra A > 1 for which liminf H(xA)/H(x) > A . By a familiar argument
x-H-oo
(c.f. the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 2) this would imply
liminf H(xA)/H(x) > A
X-H-oo
- 3+e for A >.  ^ (e) for every (small) e > 0,
giving a contradiction (take a = 3~e)• The remainder of Theorem 3, when 
I I otEIXI = + °°, is proved in a similar way.
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose F e D (2); then from the proof of
Theorem 1, liminf H(xA)/H(x) _> bA 
x-H<o
2 b-2 for A > 1 for some b > 0. Now
1-Re <p (t) (1-Cos tx)dH(x) = t Sin t x H(x)dx
' o
Sin x H(xt ^)dx + Sin x H(xt ^)dx
Sin xH(xt ^)dx + H(t )^ Sin x dx ,
by the mean value theorem, where £ = C(t) 1• Thus
■1
[1-Re 4. (t)]/H(t X) SinxH(xt ^)dx + Cos 1 - Cos
_2b“ 2and, since limsup H(xA)/H(x) _< b A for A < 1, and we can get a
X-H-oo
uniform upper bound for A < 1 in the usual way, we have
limsup [1-Re <J> (t) ]/H(t )^ < b  ^
t+0+
x2b 2 Sin x dx + 2
1 -2< ^ b 4 + 2 < + °°,
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which proves one half of Theorem 5. Conversely, suppose
limsup [1-Re <J> (t)]/H(t < + °°; note that
t-K)+
1-Re (f) (t) =
>
-00
(1-Cos t x)dH(x) > 
J o
1
(1-Cos t x)dH(x)
1 12 3
-1
2x dH(x) 
o
3  t2V(t '1)
limsup [1-Re <f> (t) ] /H(t _> limsup 77 t^V(t ^")/H(t 
t-*0+ t+Of
or liminf x^H(x)/V(x) > 0, and 
x-H-°°
F i Dp (2). This proves Theorem 5.
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A p p e n d i x  to C h a p t e r  3 : K a r a m a t a ' s  G e n e r a l i s e d  R e g u l a r  V a r i a t i o n .
Our proofs of the results in Chapters 2 and 3 depended heavily on 
the fact that the tail sum, P(|x| > x), and the truncated variance V(x), 
are monotone functions of x, and in this Appendix we wish to explore the 
possibility of obtaining similar results in general. In fact we can do 
this to a large degree, and we will show that our results throw some light 
on Karamata's (1935) theory of generalised (one-sided) regular variation, 
called R-0 variation.
A function f, positive and measurable on [A,°°) for some A > 0, 
is said to be R-0 varying if
(la) m <_ f(xA)/f(x) j< M for 1 <_ A <_ a and x ^ A,
for some m e (0,1), M e (1,°°), and a e (l,00). An R-0 varying function
f is S-0 varying if
(lb) c _< limsup f(xA)/f(x) <_ C for A _> 1
x-H-°°
for some c e (0,1) and C e (l,00). The theory of R-0 and S-0 varia­
tion has recently been reviewed and extended by Seneta (1976), to whom we 
refer for further results and references. Our intention is to comment on 
the possibility of developing one-sided R-0 or S-0 variation, in the 
sense of requiring (la) or (lb) to hold only for the upper or lower bound 
separately. Since we do not need to suppose the uniformity inherent in 
(la), we shall work with O-variation, where we say f is 0-V if f is 
positive and measurable on [A,°°) for some A >_ 0, and, for some N,
(2) limsup f(xA)/f (x) <_ cA^ for A _> 1 t for some c > 1 .
x~H~°°
-NIf f(x) satisfies (2) then x f(x) satisfies the right hand inequality 
in (lb) (but not necessarily that in (la)), while (]b) implies ( 2;, at 
least for large A. Actually, the value: of N in (2) is irrelevant in
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what follows, and we could have assumed only the right hand side of (lb), 
but (2) occurs naturally in our applications; in fact, we would like to 
replace (2) with the weaker condition, limsup f(xA)/f(x) < + » for A _> 1
x-H-co
(we would then be talking about A^-functions, in the terminology of 
Matuszewska (1962)) but we have not obtained our results in this generality. 
We remark that, since the value of A in (2) is immaterial, we can
simplify the notation by taking A = 0; we also assume that u f(u)du
converges for any k under consideration, when f is integrable on 
intervals [A,x], x > A >_ 0.
One of Seneta's (1976 page 94) important results is: if f is R-0 
varying, then
(3) 0 < liminf — -—  ^^ limsup — -— . - —  < + °o ,
x->+oo Jx u f(u)du x-H-« /X u f(u)du o o
for any k > h-1, where h is a constant depending on the values of m 
and a in (la). The value of h will not be important to us, because 
we are going to find conditions under which (3) holds for any k, and 
hence to show that there is an essential dis-symmetry between the one­
sided theories which would be developed by assuming (2), and a correspond­
ing lower bound, separately. In Lemma 1 we will see that, when (2) holds,
. x f (x) . ,limsup ---- r— —  < + 00
x-H-oo Jx u f(u)du ' o
for every k; while in Theorem 1 we will see
that liminf
x-++°°
k+lf( . x f(x)
u^f(u)duo
> 0
ever else is assumed, lim A
A-H-oo
k+1
cannot be achieved without assuming, what-
liminf f(xA)/f(x) = + 00 ; and the latter is 
x-H-°°
a real restriction.
Our main result is Theorem 1, for which we require the following two 
Lemmas.
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LEMMA 1. Suppose limsup f(xX)/f(x) < + 00 for X in a set of
x-H-°°
positive measure contained in [1,°°), and that f is integrabie on 
[0,x], x > 0. Then for any k,
k+lf . .
(4) limsup — -—  --^ --  = c. < + 00 .
x-H-°° /X u f (u) du 
J o
□
Proof. Suppose not; then for some k there is a sequence x^ -► + °° 
for which
0 liminf
n-+-h»
x
n k k+1u f(u)du/x f(x ) n ir  ^o
liminf
n-H-«>
1
u^f(ux )du/f(x ) n n
liminf f(ux )/f(x )du . n' nn-H-oo
9
by Fatou's Lemma. This means liminf f(Xx )/f(x ) * 0 a.e. X e [0,1] ,
n-H^ >
liminf f(Xx)/f(x) = 0 a.e. X e [0,1], and limsup f(xX)/f(x) * + » a.e. 
x-H-«> x-H-oo
X > 1, giving a contradiction.
LEMMA 2. If f is 0-V then f is integrabie on bounded inter­
vals and
•xX
(5) limsup
x-H-oo
W 1^ 4-1u f(u)du/x f (x) = f, (X) < + °> for X XK. O
for some X > 1 . CD o —
Proof. When (2) holds, we can obtain from a proof of the type of
Letac (1970) (see Seneta (1976 page 97)) a uniform bound of the form :
N+ef(xX)/f(x) <_ X uniformly in X >_ XQ(e) if x ^ xq (e) for 8ome
Xq >_ 1 for every e > 0 (it is in this proof that we require the upper
Nbound in (2) to be of the form cX ). Thus f is integrabie on [Xqxo ,x ],
for x > X x . Now for X > X , o o — o’
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limsup
rxA
ukf(u)du/xk+^f(x)
J xAo
limsup
x-»+*
ukf(ux)/f(x)du 
Ao
limsup sup [f(ux)/f(x)]
x-H-« A <u<A o---
u du 
Ao
< + °°,
as required.
THEOREM 1. Let f be 0-V and suppose
, °o
ukf(u)du 
o
+ 00 . Then
liminf * —  > 0  if and only if lim Ak+  ^ liminf = + «> .
x-H-oo f x  u f(u)du A-+-H» x-H-oo ',x'o
The proof follows from the following two Lemmas. □
xk+1f(x)LEMMA 3. If (4) holds and liminf - - - r— *—  = b > 0 then
x->+oo fx u f(u)du o
liminf f(xA)/f(x) _> be,  ^ A^ ^  ^ , for A _> 1. ( |
X ^+oo
Proof. For A > 1, e > 0 and x > x (e),—  o
J x X  ukf(u)du o___________
/X ukf(u)du
exp
rxA k + 1  , . - 1 ,  u t (u) u du
x /“ ykf(y)dy 
rxA
>_ exp [(b-e) 
, b-e
u ^du]
(c.f. Matuszewska (1962 page 336)). Hence, by what we have just proved
and the definitions of b and c, ,k
b-e
(b-e)
rxA
u f(u)du <
o
rXA
u f(u)du ,
k f / v , . k+1 k+lf x su f(u)du < A x f(xX) ,
k+lf . . x f (x) 1 (ck + e) u f(u)du ,
o
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for x x^ (e,A). This means
Ab-e k+1,, , . v v-1 , k+1 k+1,,A x f (x) £ (c^+e)(b-e) A x f(xA) ,
leading to the desired result.
LEMMA 4. Let f be 0-V, suppose u f (u)du = + 00 , and let
h (A) = liminf f(xA)/f(x), for A > 1. Then
X"H-°°
k+1 Ckk+1,, . Ak+1h(A) - A K
liminf -S-.-ifeL -  > ---- ------- a- for X > X ,
x++~ /* ukf (u)du - fk (X) ~  °o
where is defined in (4) and A^ and f^(A) in (5).
Proof. Take A > A . If h(A) = 0 there is nothing to prove, soo
take h(A) > 0. Given e > 0 with h(A)-e > 0 take x * x (e,A) so
k k+1uKf(u)du/xK xf(x) 1  f (A) + e, for 
xAo
that f(xA)/f(x) > h(A)-e, and
x ^ xq; the latter can be accomplished by Lemma 2. Now
x
u f(u)du u f(u)du + u f(u)du
< o
< o
< o
o
rx
o
rx
u f(u)du
u f(u)du
u f(u)du
u f(uA)du/[h(A) - e]
+ A
+ A
-k-1
-k-1
+ A-k-1
rxA
o
xA
o
rxA
uKf(u)du/[h(A) - e]
u f(u)du/[h(A) - e]
u f(u)du/[h(A) - e]
< o ukf(u)du + A~k 1(A k + e) o u f(u)du/[h(A) - e]
+ A k 1[fk (A) + e]xk+1f(x)/[h(A) - e],
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xA
/ ° u f(u)du
where we have used also the fact that limsup ----- ---------£ A , which
x-H-00 /x u vf(u)du °
we will prove later. Continuing, we get
Xk+1[h(X)-e] < o(l) + X^k + £ + [£. (X)+e]
“  k /X uk£(u)duo
which leads to the required result. To complete the proof, note that for 
A > 1, e > 0 and x XQ (e,A), by Lemma 1,
/xX uk£(u)du o__________
/X U k f (u)du o
which is what we needed.
exp
xA k+l£ , N -1, u t (u)u du
x  ^o  ykf^ dy
rxA
exp [(ck + e) u ^du]
c, +e k
Remarks. (i) There are analogous results to the above when
f °°
u f(u)du < + °°; we consider
r oo
u f(u)du, instead of
J o JX
u f(u)du.
(ii) When f is non-increasing, (2) holds with N * 0, and Lemmas 
1 and 2 are trivial. Lemma 3 was proved, in essence, by Feller (1969) 
under this restriction. Note that, when N < 0 in (2), f is non­
increasing .
x^+1f(x)(iii) When the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, liminf ----- - - 1-—  > 0
/ X ukf  (u)du
/xX ukf(u)du
if and only if lim liminf ---- :--------  * + 00; this can be proved by
A-H-oo X-+-H» fx u f(u)du o
similar methods.
(iv) With reference to the possibility of one sided theories, we 
have not found a converse to Lemma 1, or been able to prove Theorem 1 
without assuming f is 0-V. A minor modification is to assume only
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that (2) holds for X > X for some X > 1: this does not change our
—  o  o  —
conclusions.
(v) If we assume the right hand side of (la) in addition to the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1, we can take Xq = 1 in Lemma 2, and everywhere 
else, and rewrite Theorem 1 as :
Corollary to Theorem 1. Let f be o-v, suppose u f (u)du = + 00
1 o
and assume f(xX)/f(x) < M < + 00 for X e [l,a] for some a > 1. Then
k+1
— — ~—  = 0  if and only if liminf < X ^ ^ for X> 1,
x-H- /* ukf(u)du x+4~ £(x) -
liminf
(vi) If f is positive, measurable and integrable on [a,00) , a _> 0, 
we can always say something about the ratio f(xX)/f(x) in the following
sense : if f(x)dx < + °°, then liminf f(xX)/f(x) <_ X ^ for X >_ 1, 
a x-H-°°
-1f(x)dx = + °°, then limsup f(xX)/f(x) >_ X for X >_ 1. 
a x-*+°°
while if
This is proved in the same way as Theorem 3 of Chapter 3, and shows that
the Corollary to Theorem 1 holds even when
#00
x^f(x)dx < + 00.
o
When f(x) = P(|x| > x), the tail sum of a distribution, and k = 1, 
the Corollary to Theorem 1 becomes an equivalence for the domain of 
partial attraction of the normal distribution, given in Theorem 1 of 
Chapter 3.
We conclude with a discussion of Feller's (1965-66) concept of
"dominated variation" (DV for short), a term we have been avoiding. Feller
defines : f e DV if f is non-decreasing and limsup f(xX)/f(x) < + 00
x-H-oo
for X > 1; f e DV if f is non-increasing and liminf f(xX)/f(x) > 0
x-*-F°°
for X _> 1. We wish to suggest that this terminology is not very 
appropriate, at least in the context of probability theory. We saw in 
Chapter 2 that stochastic compactness is related to
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2 - alimsup V(xX)/V(x) <_ cX for X _> 1, i.e., to the dominated variation
x-H-oo
of V; stochastic compactness is also related to limsup H(xX)/H(x) <_ cX
x-H-to
for X _> 1, where H(x) = P(|x| > x) is a non-decreasing function; but
this condition has no name under Feller's scheme. On the contrary, to
say that H is of dominated variation, i.e., liminf H(xX)/H(x) > 0 for
x-H-°°
X 21 1, is to say something about the partial convergence (or lack of it) 
of F, as we saw in Chapter 3. The concepts being quite different, we 
have not made use of Feller's terminology in this thesis.
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C H A P T E R  4
RELATIVE STABILITY AND ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE FOR 
I ID RANDOM VARIABLES
0. Introduction
Let be independent and identically distributed random
variables with distribution F, let X be a random variable with distribu­
tion F and let sn = xi + X2 + ••• + xn * We saY that F is relatively
stable if there is a sequence of norming constants -► + °° for which 
S D S DH r  n  reither —-- ► 1 or --- ► -1. This concept was introduced by KhintchineD Dn n
(1936), who showed that, when X^ are non-negative, F is relatively 
stable if and only if
xP(X > x)
/* [1-F(u)]du
as x -*■ + 00 ;
see also Gnedenko (1970 page 541) and Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968 
page 139). In this chapter we generalise Khintchine's condition to 
arbitrary random variables, and we also show that, if for every sequence 
n" + oo there is a subsequence n' -► + 00 and constants B -*• + 00 for
which Sn' PV -* c' , a constant with 0 < |c'| < + °°, then F is relatively
stable. As well, we ask for conditions under which there exist sequences
S
n^ -> + “ , B^ -*• + 00 for which — i P + 1. Although we are considering
degenerate convergence in this chapter, our methods are still related to 
those of the theory of regular variation.
We go on to consider the relationship of relative stability to the
weak and strong laws of large numbers. Suppose the weak law holds in the
S p S p S p
form —  -+ p; then if y 4= 0, -r^- -> + 1, where B = nlyl. But i f --- ► 0,n 1 B —  n 11 n
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n Pis there a sequence B for which we can obtain ---► + 1? The answer is
n
yes, but this can only happen under rather special conditions (Theorem 4
S Dn Fand the Corollary to Theorem 5). However, if —  0, we show in
Theorem 5 that there is no sequence -+• + 00 for which —  -*■ + 1 a.8.;
n
combined with a result of Chow and Robbins (1961) we can summarise this
almost sure behaviour by : there is a sequence Bn -+■ + ® for which
S
■—  -+■ + 1 a.s. if and only if 0 <  | EX | E | X | <+°°; the sequence B can 
n
then be taken as n|Ex|. Thus we see that the concept of "almost sure 
relative stability" would tell us no more than the strong law of large
numbers does, so we only use the term "relative stability" to describe
S
convergence of in probability.D n
We conclude Section 1 of this chapter with an application of our 
methods. In Section 2, we characterise relative stability in terms of 
characteristic functions, and give an application. All the proofs for 
this chapter are given in Section 3.
1. Relative Stability.
We say that F does not have compact support if P(|x| > x) > 0 for 
every x > 0.
THEOREM 1. Suppose F does not have compact support. Then F is 
relatively stable if and only if
xP(|x| > x)--— 1----- -*■ 0 as x -► + 00 .
/*x udF(u)
s
The sign of lim -g—
n-H-oo n
which is constant.
is determined by the ultimate sign of
■X
udF(u),
;-x
The sequence B^ is regularly varying with index 1,
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satisfies B ^ n n udF(u)| ^ median (S^) as n -► + 00, and may be
chosen to be non-decreasing. | 1
We remark that no symmetric F can be relatively stable; but we don't 
need to exclude symmetric F if we interpret the expression in (1.1) as 
being infinite in this case.
As an application of Theorem 1, we show that there is no "compactness"
S D n ^version of the convergence --- ► + 1 :Dn
THEOREM 2. Suppose F does not have compact support. If for 
every sequence n" + 00 there is a subsequence n' -*• + 00 and constants
Sn' PB , -► + 00 for which -—  + c', where c' is a constant, possibly n d *n
depending on the choice of n', with 0 < |c'| < + 00, then F is relatively 
stable. L— 1
Theorem 2 is a kind of parallel to Theorem 8 of Chapter 2. We now 
give a subsequential version of Theorem 1 :
THEOREM 3. Suppose F does not have compact support
Sni psequences n ., B ■+■ + « for which -r=—  -► + 1, then i i Bi
If there are
(1.2) xP ( I XI > x) 
I/* udF(u)|
liminf - 0
Conversely, if (1.2) holds and in addition either X is non-negative or
X is not in the domain of partial attraction of the normal distribution
(Levy (1937 page 113)), then there are sequences n ., m ., B. -*■+«, for 
S S
ni P mi P r-which either — —  -*■ + 1, — —  -► -1, or both. L_
Bi Bi
We remark that we can equivalently take + 1 a. s. in
Theorem 3, so that we are considering the "strong limit points" of -g
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(c.f. Erickson and Kesten (1974)). It is not known whether (1.2), 
without the additional conditions on X, is sufficient for the conclusion 
in Theorem 3. We do have
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. If there are sequences n^, B^ -► +°° for
Sn, p
which — —  + 1, then liminf P (| X| >xX)/P(|x| > x) _< X for X _> 1,
Bi x-H-00
so F is in some domain of partial attraction. IZZ
Corollary 2 to Theorem 3. if for a sequence B -► + «,
S p
limsup Is l/B < + 00 a. 8., then either (1.2) holds or -*• 0.
n-H-® n
Corollary 2 is a kind of parallel to Theorem 1 of Heyde (1969); it 
also generalises a result due to Kesten (1972, Theorem 7) to the effect
that limsup |s | /Br < + 00 a.s. implies g 
n-H-00 n
n P 0 if X is symmetric
(since (1.2) cannot hold in this case). We use Kesten'8 result in the 
proof of Corollary 2.
Let's mention what happens when F has compact support; in fact,
2 S p
suppose EX^ < + ®. Then if EX =}= 0, we have —  -► + 1, where B =n|EX|,
while if EX = 0, there are no sequences n^, B^ -*■ + « for which ~  
(see the proof of Theorem 4).
U  + i
We also mention
LEMMA. If F does not have compact support and is relatively
* n + nstable, then S = I IX.I and either S = I max (0,X.) or
n j-i j n j-i j
S = S+ - S are relatively stable. I—n n n J
S p n rAs an application of our methods, consider the problem : if —  -► 0
(so that udF(u) 0 as x -+ + ®) is there a choice of
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S p n vfor which —  -*• + 1? The answer is yes (we give an example following the
proof of Theorem 4) but this can only happen in rather special situations :
THEOREM 4. If F is relatively stable and udF(u) 0 as
-x
x + oo then EIXI < + 00 and there is no 6 > 0 for which l-F(x)-F(-x) =
= 0(x  ^ (x + ») . 1 1
S
The situation in Theorem 4 cannot happen if we require —--*■ + 1 a.s.:
n
THEOREM 5. If liminf
s
which ■+ + 1 a.s.
D  —n
udF(u) I = 0 there is no + 00 for
Now a result of Chow and Robbins (1961) states that if ---► + 1 a.s.,
Dn
then EIXI < + °°; this was also shown by Khintchine (1936) for positive
random variables. We give a short proof of this result following that of
Theorem 5. Combining this result with that of Theorem 5 gives : there is
S
a sequence Br -► + 00 for which -► + 1 a.s. if and only if
n
0 < |e x | 1 EIx| < + “. We then have Bn ^ n|EX| .
Relevant to Theorems 4 and 5, from the proof of Theorem 5 we can 
obtain :
S pCorollary to Theorem 5. Suppose ~  -► + 1. Then lim
n x-H-oo
udF(u)
exists and equals zero if and only if E | X| < + 00 and limsup — = -h» a.
As another application of our methods, we prove :
THEOREM 6. If B •+ + °° and Z n  ^P
n  i
sn n=1
some e ->-0 then -=.--► + 1 a.s.n B —n
r ± H  > «n < + oo for
We may compare this with a result of Spitzer (1956) : \i 3 • S • I
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0 < y < +
00 - 1 r ^
i f  and only  i f  E n P | ~  -  y| 
n=l ^
> e < + 00 fo r  every
e > 0. Together w ith  Theorem 5, Theorem 6 su g g e s ts  thac  th e r e  i s  no u s e f u l  
g e n e r a l i s a t i o n  o f  S p i t z e r ' s r e s u l t  to  o th e r  p o s s ib le  norming sequences
(bu t  n o te  t h a t  E n  ^ P
c n=l  00 '  C
E n " 1 P
r  S
~  + 1 > eB — 1 nn
<+°° i s  somewhat s t r o n g e r  than
n=l B
~ ±  1| > e <+°° f o r  e ->-0 and e > 0 ) .  n
2. Relative Stability and Characteristic Functions.
Let <p be th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n  of F. The main r e s u l t  of 
t h i s  s e c t i o n  i s  :
THEOREM 8. Suppose F does n o t  have compact s u p p o r t .  Then F i s  
r e l a t i v e l y  s t a b l e  i f  and only  i f  Im 4>(t) i s  r e g u l a r l y  v a ry in g  w ith
index  1 as  t  -+ 0 and -> 0 as t  -+■ 0. We then  haveIm <J>(t)
■ t l - 1
Im 4> ( t ) ^  t udF(u) as  t  -> 0, and we have th e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
-  t -1
<J>(t) * exp [ i  Im 4>(t) 6 ( t )  ] ,  where 6 ( t )  i s  a complex fu n c t io n  s a t i s f y i n g  
<5(t) -+ 1 as t  -* 0. L—1
We a l s o  show : i f  t h e r e  a r e  sequences n , B -+ + » fo r  which
Sn 1
+ + 1, then  l im in f  * 0. This r e s u l t  r e l a t e s  to  a q u e s t io n
Bi  ”  t+o l I m ^ ( t ) l
of K esten  (1972) who in q u i re d  as to  when l im in f  > 0; we thus
see t h a t  t h i s  can only  ho ld  i f  t h e r e  a re  no sequences  n^ , B^ ■+ + 00 f o r  
S
n i  P
which -► + 1. But t h i s  reminds us of Theorem 9 of C hapter 2, and
le a d s  to  a s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n  f o r  K e s t e n 's c r i t e r i o n  :
THEOREM 9 . I f  F e SC we have
( 2 . 1 ) I Im <J)(t) “ t
-1
udF(u)I
-1
0[1--Re vfj(t) ] as t  0 .
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If F e  SC(a) and a is necessarily less than 1, in the sense that 
xX
liminf
x-H-oo
udF(u)/ u dF(u) > X for some X >1, or if 1 < a < 2 o o
and EX = 0, we have
(2.2) Im<J>(t)|=0[l-Re<J>(t)] as t 0 .
3. Proofs for Chapter 4.
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the abbreviations H(x) = P(|x| > x)
and V (x) u dF(u), for x > 0. From Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968
page 124) we see that —  ■+ + 1 if and only if
D  —
(3.1) nH(xBn) 0 as n + 00 for x > 0 ,
(3.2) nBn2< V(xBn) - udF(u) -*■ 0 as n-^+” for x > 0 ,  and
(3.3) -1
xB r n
udF(u) -* + 1 as n -*- + 00 for x > 0 .
> n n K
+ 1 = lim = lim
B ., B as n + °°i becausen+1 n
fS B X rS B > Bn n n+1 = lim n n = 4-1 4m ^B B + B B B -  11 B ,1 n n+1 n+lJ  ^n n+1^ n+1
From (3.1) and (3.3), BnH(Bn) udF(u) I -*■ 0 as n -► + °°. Given any
-B
x > 0 choose n = n(x) so that B^ <_ x < Bn+ .^ Now since 
Bf n rx x
I udF(u)I £  I udF(u)I + I / udF(u)| < | udF(u)| + xH(Bq) 
•’-B •'-X B <|u|<x '-X
< I udF(u)I + Bn+1H(Bn) ,
we have
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xH(x) B H (B ) n n
udF(u)I
-x
Bn B
u d F ( u ) ---B H(B )
•'“B Bn n nn
B H(B ) n n
r
> J i Bn+1 \B H(B ) n n C
ll
Br n
udF(u)|
n b11 “ , B (■ n udF(u)| J
-1
-+ 0 as x -*• +
which proves the necessity of (1.1). Now let (1.1) hold, and let
fX
A(x) G(u)du, where G(x) * l-F(x) - F(-x), for x > 0. Then (1.1)
implies xH(x)/A(x) -»-0 as x -► + », and since |g | H, we also have 
xG(x)/A(x) -+ 0. Given e > 0 choose x q *= xQ(e) so that x >_ x q implies 
IA(x) I >_ e ^xH(x). Now since F doesn't have compact support, H(x) > 0 
for every x > 0 and hence |a (x)| > 0 for x xq. Since A is con­
tinuous, this means either A(x) > 0 or A(x) < 0 for x xq. Suppose
Sn PA(x) > 0 for x xq ; this will lead to —  *♦■ + 1, and the other case may
be treated similarly. Define B^ - sup (x > o|x ^ A(x) n i), so that Bn
is non-decreasing and B^ - nA(B^); also, since A(x) > 0 for x _> xq,
B > x > 0 for some n >0. Now B + 00, since, if not, B B < + 00 ; n —  o o n no
then B >_ B x , but B * nA(B ) implies B ^ nA(B) as n “► + 00, 
no
which is only possible if A(B) * 0. But A(x) > 0 for x _> B , which
o
gives a contradiction. Thus B^ -► + We now show that (3.1)-(3.3) hold
for B^ (taking +1 in (3.3)). We first show that A(x) is a slowly 
varying function. In fact, since xG(x)/A(x) ■+ 0, we have for X > 0
-Xx
-1
I log A(Xx)A(x) uG(u> ^  \ < I log xf - /“ G(y)dy U ~
for x _> xo(e,X), where e > 0 is as small as desired. Hence A(Ax) ^A(x)
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as x -+■ + °°, so Bn = nA(B^) ^ nA(xBn) as n + 00 for x > 0, which is
(3.3). Also nH(xBn) ^ x ^(xBn)H(xBn)/A(xBn) 0 for x > 0, which is
(3.1), and it remains to prove (3.2). Clearly it suffices to show
- 2 - 2  nB V(xB ) -*■ 0 for x > 0, and for this it suffices to show nB V(B ) ->0 n n' n n
because for x > 1,
nB 2V(xB ) = nB 2V(B ) + nB 2 / u2dF(u) < nB 2V(B )+x2nH(B )n n n n  n _ i i D — n n  nB < u <xB nr-' n
But now, since V(B ) * -B H(B ) + 2n' n n uH(u)du < 2
B
fices to show nB-2 uH(u)du->-0, equivalently,
o
uH(u)du, it suf-
uH(u)du/BnA(Bn) -► 0.
But we have xH(x)/A(x) • + 0, so uH(u) eA(u) for u XQ (e), and 
integrating this shows that
uH(u)du < e A(u)du = e A(u)du - e A(u)du 
o J o
du
Since A is slowly varying, the first integral on the right hand
rl
side converges to 
varying, xA(x) -► + 
hand side vanish as 
the sufficiency of
du ■ 1 as x -*■ + 00, and, again since A is slowly 
J o
00 as x -► + “ , so the last two terms on the right 
x -► + oo. Thus (3.2) holds, completing the proof of 
(1.1). Now, since
udF(u) * xG(x) + G(u)du = xG(x)A(x) A(x) * [l+o(1)]A(x) ,
we sue that A(x) and udF(u) ultimately have the same sign, and
Br n
B c nA(B ) ^ n n n udF(u). Also, for x > 0, by Feller (1971 page 149),
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P(|Sn - mj > xBn) <_ 2 P (IS® I > xßn) 0 as n -* + ®,
where S is the symmetrised sum and m is a median of S . This means n n nP B p
(S - m )/B ■> 0, so S 'v-m ^ B as n + + ®. Finally, if rr + + 1,n n n n n n li* —n
then B* is regularly varying with index 1; because B* ^ Bn, where 
B^ = nA(Bn) is the sequence used above, and a sufficient condition for
Bn to be regularly varying with index 1 is + 1 as n -* +
(c.f. Galambos and Seneta (1973 page 113)). This holds since
• G M
r B . -| _ A + l
n ----lj - 1 I - n(n+l)Bni | j G(u)du |
so that
n(n+l)H(Bn) - l]
*- n -1
e - o }
o s n
[1 + o(l)]
leading to the desired result. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof Of Theorem 2. We must have 0 < liminf B ,. /B <n+1 n —n-H-oo
< limsup B ,./B <+°°, since, if not, we could take n" -*■ + » such that n-H-® n+1 n pB^.^/B^, -*• 0 or + °°. By taking subsequences, we can make ** c"
and sn"+]/Bn"+i + o'" . Thus
c,M = lim Sn..+1/Bn..+1 “ lim Sn"/Bn"+i " lim (Sn"/BnM) (Bn,,/Bn,,+l)
= c". (0 or + °°) ,
which is impossible since neither c" nor c,n is 0 or + °° . Also,
by (3.1) and (3.3), for each n" there is a subsequence n* for which
Bf n udF(u) -► 0. Using the 
-Bn
B ,tJ(B ,) n' n
n'
“ V
udF(u) -► 0, so B H(B ) / n n /
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boundedness of B ,,/B , a proof just like that of Theorem 1 shows that n+1 n
(1.1) holds, so F is relatively stable.
Proof of Theorem 3. Our proof is closely related to the method of
Levy's (1937 page 113) characterisation of the domain of partial attrac-
Sni Ption of the normal distribution. We have — —  -► + 1 if and only if
Bi
(2.1)-(2.3) hold with n^ in place of n and B^ in place of Bn«
Hence the necessity of (1.2) is obvious. For the sufficiency, using the 
notation of the proof of Theorem 1, by (1.2) we can find a sequence
-► + 00 for which x^H(x^)/A(x^) -*■ 0. Since F does not have compact 
support, IA(x ) I > 0 for i large. Define n^ -► + 00 by
ni ^ xi/ [H(xi) I A(xi)|] , so that [n^H^)]2 ^ XjHfr^) / | A(xi) | 0 as i-► + «».
Define B_^ > 0 by B_^ = n^|A(x )|; then x^2B2 = x^2n2A2(x^ ) ^
^ I A(x^) I / [x^H(x^) ] -► + °°, so B^ -+ + 00 and x^ = o(B^). Given x > 0 
we can make xB^ x^, so n^H(xB^) <_ n^H(x^) -*• 0. This is (2.1). Also, 
for x > 0,
n1B11A(xB1) = niB11A(x1) + n1B11 G(u)du = + 1 + o(l) ,
because |n^B_^ G(u)du| <_ xn^H(x^) 0. By taking a further subse-
-1quence, if necessary, we can make either n^B^ A(xB^) -► + 1 or -*■ - 1, or 
possibly both. This proves (2.3). To prove (2.2), we have for x > 0
niBi2V(xBi) = njLBi2V(xi) + n^ 2 / u2dF(u)
x1<|u|<.xB1
V(x±)
- B_l I A(x±) [ + x n.H(x.)
V(x±)
Bt x1|A(x1)| + o(1) « o(l)
V (x±) 
xi|A(xi)l + o(l).
At this stage we need the further information that X is non-negative,
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in which case
V (x±)
r*i
u dH(u) uH(u)du
o
:± l A ( x ±) I —  <  2 ,
H(u)du H(u)du
or that X is not in the domain of partial attraction of the normal
2distribution, equivalently, by Levy (1937 page 113), liminf x H(x)/V(x) >0,
x-H-oo
and then
V (x±)
xilA(xi)r = o(l)
V(x.) 
x^ H(xi)
o(l) .
In either case, we see that (2.2) holds, and this proves the sufficiency 
of (1.2).
Proof of Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. if liminf xH(x) / | udF(u)|=0,
X-H-oo ' J—
then liminf xH(x) / 
x-H-oo /
-1H(u)du = 0, and so liminf H(xA)/H(x) _< X for
o x-H-oo
X _> 1 (this is proved in the same way as Theorem 1 in Chapter 3; see 
also Theorem 3 in Chapter 3 and the Appendix to Chapter 3).
Proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 3. Using standard notation,
limsup |s I/B < + 00 a.s. implies limsup |SS|/B = limsup |Sn-S^|/Bn 
n cso p p
< + 00 a.s., so by Kesten (1972, Theorem 7), ^  0 and (S -m )/b -► 0,d n n / nn
where m = median (S ) . Take any n" -*- + 00 and a subsequence n' such
11 11 I sn Ithat m ,/B . •+ c ’. Clearly I c 1 I < + 00, otherwise limsup „— = + 00 a.s n n - / i t
Now suppose (1.2) doesn't hold. Then
B
S n
n' P-—  -+ c ' means that c ' = 0,V
otherwise (1.2) would hold. Hence m ,/B , -*■ 0, and since this is truen n
for all subsequences, m^/B^ + 0 and g—  ->• 0.n n
b p
Remark. Noting that —  -> 0 implies liminf { | / B^ = 0 a.s., we
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can r e w r i t e  C o r o l l a r y  2 as  : 0 < l i m i n f  | S | /ß  _< l im sup  |s | /B  < +  00 a . s
n-H-oo n-H -«
implies  (1.2).
Proof of  the Lemma following Corollary 2. I f  F i s  r e l a t i v e l y  
s t a b l e ,
x P ( | x |  > x) _< e I udF(u)  I <_ e u d P ( | x |  < u) = e u d P ( | x |  < u) 
J- x  J o -x
when e > 0 and x > x ( e ) . Thus S* = E X ,  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  s t a b l e ,— o n . 1 j  1
+  -  ]=1
and s i m i l a r l y  e i t h e r  o r  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  s t a b l e .
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose F i s  r e l a t i v e l y  s t a b l e  and
udF(u)  = l im  udF(u)  = 0.  Suppose f i r s t  t h a t  F h a s  compact
S
X - H - 0 0  J - y r
2 n D Os u p p o r t ,  so EX < + 00, EX = 0 and —^  ■+ N ( 0 , o 2) .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  t h e r e
s
ni  p
-► + 1 ;  i f  t h e r e  w e r e ,  wea r e  no s e q u e n c e s  n ^ ,  B -► + 00 f o r  which  ^
ni
would have n .  B -* + 0 0 , and so by C h e b y s h e v ' s  i n e q u a l i t y ,  f o r  e > 0 ,  
1 n i
P ( | s  I > eB ) < e- 2  B- 2  ES2 = e " 2 n ,  B~2 EX2 *  0 ,
V  ni ni ni 1 ni
i  P 0 ,  a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .  Now suppose  F does n o t  have  compact
s u p p o r t i n  which  c a s e  Theorem 1 a p p l i e s ,  and we saw t h a t
A(x) =
■A
[ l - F ( u )  -  F ( - u ) l d u i s  p o s i t i v e  ( s a y ) f o r  l a r g e  x and s lo w ly
v a r y i n g
0
as x -> + ®. Now i f G(x) = l - F ( x ) - F ( - x )  = 0 ( x  ^ ^)
•on
(x -*• + °°)
f o r  some 6 > 0 ,  t h e r e  i s  a 8 > 0 f o r  which u^ G (u )du c o n v e r g e s .
S in c e  i 
r°°
i s  s l o w l y  v a r y i n g , x^A(x) + oo (x ■+ +
X
°°) , w h i l e  - G(u)du  -
•* X
G ( u ) du + A(x)  = A ( x ) , g i v i n g
°° > -  I u^G(u)du -  - x ^ G(u)du  -  3 ß-1 G(y)dy du
> x pA(x) -*■ +
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a contradiction. It remains to show E j X | < + 00. From (1.1) we have
xH(x) = o[A(x)] (x -► + 00) , so for x > x (e) ,-  o
H(u)du < e
•u
G(y)dy du = e 
o Lo 1 G(uy)dy du o
G(uy)du dy - -e
o '
CO-1y G(u)du dy
i x yt _ i r o
y G(u)du dy I £ e
* r\ J rs *
y 1(x0y)dy
= e x , o
the interchange of integration being justified since the second repeated 
integral is absolutely convergent (c.f. Rudin (1966 page 141)). Hence 
EI X| < + «.
Example of a Relatively Stable F with Expectation Zero.
Define a left-continuous random walk by
P(X = k) - - 1---- r k > 2
ck (log k)
P(X = 0  or 1 or -2,-3,... ) ■ 0 
P(X - -1) = I ,
00 OO
where a = E -------- j and c = a + E — j------- x . Hence
k-2 k(log k) k=2 k (log k)
00
EX = E ---- ---- x - a = 0 , and for n >_ 2 ,
k=2 k(log k)
/ udF(u) “ E
u >n k>n k(log k) 2 log n
as n -► + °°.
Also for n > 2,
P (I XI > n) = li(n) “ E
k=n k^(log k)^ n x2(log x)2
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nH(n) nH(n)
fn udF(u) 1 udF(u)
n
^ n log n
u >n
dx
n x2(log x)
( Log n ) d x
n J ]_ (log nx)^ x2
log n
since [log x] 2 is a slowly varying function. Thus xH(x)j 
and F is relatively stable. This completes the example.
udF (u) -* 0
Proof of Theorem 5. We require the following lemma (c.f. Chow and 
Robbins (1961 Lemma 1), Feller (1968 Lemma 3.2)) :
LEMMA 1 , If B is non-decreasing and liminf B , /B > 1  for n . nA nn-H«° o
some integer A > 1  then either X /B 0 a.s. or limsup lx | / B = +°° a.s ° o n n 1 n' n
according as E H(B ) converges or diverges. I— I
n=l n
Proof of Lemma 1. First, note that, given any integer A > A > 1,
k k+1and defining k = k(A) by Aq _< A < Aq , we have
0 k B k B k-1 B . nAk nA* nA* 1nA ___o m o o ___
B -  B B B * * * Bn n ,k-l , k-2 nnA nAo o
o _ , vk-  >_ (c-e) ,
provided n n (A ,e), where c = liminf B  ^ /B^ > 1 and c-e > 1 for
n-H-«> o
some e > 0. Since k+1 > log A/log Aq, we then have
B -  n
> (c-e)  ^ A
log (c-e)/log A
(c-e) 1 A2<S > A6
for A >_ A^(c,e) Aq, where 26 = log (c-e)/log Aq > 0.
Wow suppose E H(x B ) = + °° for some x > 0, so E H(xB ) = + 00 rr o n  o n
for x < x . Consider x > x ; define an integer 1 =* i(x) so that — o o
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6 6i  > x / x  . Then x B, > x i  B > xB f o r  i  > A , n > n , so — o o i n  — o n — n — 1 — o
E H(xB ) > E H(x B. ) > E H(x Bn — o i n  — ^ o n i+ jn>n n>n n^n— o — o — o
f o r  e v e ry  j  _> 0 ,  s i n c e  Bn i s  n o n - d e c r e a s i n g .  But
2 . OO 00
E E H(x B = E H(x B ) = + °°,o n i + i  . o n3=0 n = l  J n = i
so E H(xB ) = + « f o r  t h i s  c a s e  a l s o .  The r e m a in d e r  o f  Lemma 1 f o l lo w s  n'
from  t h e  B o r e l - C a n t e l l i  Lemma.
Remark. F r i s t e d t  (1969) c o n s i d e r s  convex se q u e n c e s  Bn in  a r e s u l t
r e l a t e d  to  t h e  above Lemma; f o r  such  s e q u e n c e s ,  B^/n  i s  n o n - d e c r e a s i n g ,
so l i m i n f  B , /B  > A f o r  A > 1.. nA n — —n-H-oo
The p r o o f  o f  Theorem 5 , and th e  r e s u l t  o f  Chow and Robbins (1961) 
f o l l o w  from  :
LEMMA 2. I f  e i t h e r  l i m i n f  | u d F ( u ) |  = 0  o r
x-H-oo J-x
/•x
l im su p  
x-H-o°
S
3 ^  — i  a» s .
n
ndF(u) j = + 00, th e n  t h e r e  i s  no seq u en ce  00 i ° r  w hich
Proof of Lemma 2. We can  assume F does n o t  have  compact s u p p o r t
S
( s e e  t h e  p r o o f  of  Theorem 4 ) .  Suppose ----- ► + 1 a . s . ;  t h e  o t h e r  c a s e  may
15
s nn Pbe t r e a t e d  s i m i l a r l y .  Then ------► 1, and a l s o  E H(B ) < + °°; b e c a u s e ,is nn n = l
from Theorem 1 we may choose  B^ to  be n o n - d e c r e a s in g  and r e g u l a r l y
v a r y i n g  w i th  in d e x  1 , so t h a t  Bn s a t i s f i e s  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  Lemma 1 , 
and th e n  l im sup  |s | /B  < + ® a . s .  im p l ie s  l im su p  |x | / Bn < + 00 a . s .
n-H-<» n-H-oo
00
and h ence  E < + 00. Now, i n s t e a d  o f  B^ we can  u se  any
n = l
a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  e q u i v a l e n t  s e q u e n c e ,  and we d e f i n e  B(x) = xA[ B( x) ] ,  a s  in
fXt h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 1, w here  A(x)  = G(u)du and G(x) = 1 - F ( x ) - F ( - x ) ,
J o
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3
for x > 0. If B* = B(n), then by Theorem 1, —  ■+ 1 a.s., so 
oo n
E H(B*) < + 00. Now B(x) is a differentiable function, because
B'(x) = A[B(x)] + xG [B (x) ] B' (x) ,
or
B'(x) = A[B(x)]/[1 - xG[B(x)]] = [1 + o(l)]A[B(x)] ,
S p
since x| G [B(x) ] | < xH[B(x)] -*• 0 as x + + 00, when -*■ 1, by (2.1).Bn
Also, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 1, A(x) > 0 for x xq, so B(x) 
is ultimately increasing. Hence
" 00 rn+1
E H(B*) _> Z H[B(x) ]dx =
n=l n n=l ' n
00 > H[B(x)]dx
H (x)
Xq B'[B*1(x)]
dx ,
-1where B is the inverse function to B, existing ultimately by the 
monotonocity. From the above, B* [B ^(x)] = [1 + o(l)]A(x) as x -► + °°,
so we have the integral H(x)A(x) dx converging. But this is impossible
if either A(x ) 0 or A(x )->-+«> for some x , because thenn n n
A(xn)
oo = lim I log A-^ - y  I = lim G(x)
_< liminf 
n
x fX G(u)du o J o
r  iG(x)i
A(x)
H(x)
A(x) dx .
This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Theorem 5 is immediate from Lemma 2, and we now deduce the result of
S S p
Chow and Robbins (1961). If +  1 a.s. then —  -► 1, and from Lemma 2,
D  On n
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rx t n
l im su p  I udF(u)  | < + °°. A lso  B ^  n 
x-H-°° ■'-X n J-B
u d F ( u ) ,  so B^ = 0 (n )  as
n -* + 00, and s i n c e ,  a s  we saw, E H(B ) < + 00, we have £ H(n) < +
n = l  n n = l
and EIX| < + °°.
We rem ark  t h a t  Chow and R o b b in ’ s r e s u l t  was p roved  by K h in tc h in e  
( 1 9 3 6 ) ,  in  t h e  c a se  when X i s  a n o n - n e g a t iv e  random v a r i a b l e .
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 5. The n e c e s s i t y  f o l lo w s  from  
Theorem 4 and th e  f a c t  t h a t  EH(Bn ) = + 00 (Theorem 5 and Lemma 1 ) .  
C o n v e r s e ly ,  suppose  E| X| < + 00, l im su p  |s | /B « + 00 a . s .  andn 1 n
l im su p
x-H-°°
udF(u) = l im  
■x x-H-°°
udF(u )  0 . T h is  m eans, s i n c e  B ^ n udF (u),
t h a t  n = 0(Bn ) as  n -►+«», so Z H(Bn ) < + » ,  s i n c e  E|x| < +
s
im p l ie s  £ H(n) < + °°. But §■ + 1 and Z H(B ) < + “  im ply
g nüT n n>_l
+ 1  a . s . ,  a s  we s e e  i n  Lemma 3 be low , so l im su p  Is l/B  < + 00 a . s . .  ~  „. ‘ 1 n 1 nn n-H-«>
a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .
Proof of Theorem 6 .  We r e q u i r e
O p  D  ____
LEMMA 3. I f  ^  -*■ 1 and Z H(B ) < + 00, th e n  ■ +  1 a . s .  . I— I B , v n * Bn n > l  n
Proof. A s im p le  m o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  p ro o f  o f  F e l l e r  (1946) ( c . f .
Rogozin (1968 ))  shows t h a t ,  when Bn i s  n o n - d e c r e a s i n g  and 
i S -med S
l i m i n f  B n/B > 2^ , th e n  -JL- ------- -  -> 0 a . s .  i f  EH(B ) < + « > .  When
n-*+co n2 n B n '
_n P 
Jn
—---- *■ 1 ,  B^ can be ch o sen  to  s a t i s f y  t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s ,  and a l s o  B^ 'V 'm edS^
so —---- ► 1 a . s .
n
Now to  p rove  Theorem 6. L e t  A = P ( | ^ -  -  1 1 > e ) ,  so Zn ^A < + 00 .
From Loeve (1963 page 265) t h e r e  i s  a su b seq u en ce  n^ •+■ + 00 w i th  n ^ ^ ^ n . ,
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nifor which A -* 0. Thus P(|~—  - l| > £ ) -*■ 0. li P 1. Hence
n.H(B ) -*■ 0 and B ^ n.A(B ), where A(x) i n^ n^ l n^ G(u)du,
G(x) = l-F(x) - F(-x). We want to show B ^ B ; in fact, let
Ui+1 ni
a. = n,A(B ); then for i > i (e) we can make I------ll < e andi i n^ — o n^
niH(a±) < e/(l+e), so
i+1 - 1 ni+l A(ai+1) . < ,ni+lni A(at) —  1 n
j^i-i ^(a, ,_)
- ll + —  - 1ni
± e + (l+e)a^ | n^ G(u)du
3 3
£ £  + (l+e)n4H(a,) | - l| 1 e + e|-— ^  - l| .i i « a a
Hence a1H(ai)r—  “ l| _i an£^  ai+l % ai* Now we ^ave ~A(a~")-- * and
from the proof of Theorem 1, we see that 80 TT~ + 1. It
remains to show IH(Bn) < + Symmetrising, and using Feller (1971 
page 149), for x > 0,
S , -nP(I Xs I > B )
P(|lT - 1| > ? ) i 7  P(|s!| > B ) 4  nP(|xB| > B )e
and since -r^  -*■ 0, nP(|x|8 > B ) -»-0 and e
-nP(|x8| > B )
+ 1, 80
ZP( I X8 J > Bn) < + This clearly means !P(|x| > Bn) ■ LH(Bn) < + 
completing the proof of Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 7. For brevity, let X = Re <t>» ^ “ Im <j>. The
s p .
following are equivalent : ^  -*• 1, 4>n (t/B ) •> e , n log 4>(t/B ) ■+• it,15 n nn
n [ 1-4)(t/B^) ] + -it, n[l-x(t/Bn)] - niip(t/Bn) -► -it, n[l-X(t/Bn)] + 0 and
S
n ij/ (t/B ) t for t =f 0. Thus, if ■=—  +  1, i|>(t /B )/ip(l/B ) -* t, and
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since ip is continuous and B ... ^ B , we see by Seneta (1971, Theorem B)n+1 n
that ^(t) is regularly varying with index 1 at 0. Also
[ 1— X (t/B^) ]/ip (t/B^) -+ 0 for t > 0, and since X and ip are continuous
and B ,. ^ B , we have by Kingman (1964) that [ 1—X(t) J/4>(t) + 0 as n+1 n
t ■+ 0. Conversely suppose ^(t) is regularly varying with index 1 at 0, 
and [l-x(t)]/iKt) **■ 0. Then either ip > 0 or ^ < 0 near 0; suppose 
ip > 0, since the other case may be handled similarly. Define B^ -+■ + 00 by 
n ip (1/B^) ^ 1, so n ^  (t/B^) t and n[l~x(t/Bn) ] + 0 as n + + 00. This
n £ imeans —  + 1.Dn
To see that ip(t) ^ t
-1
udF(u) as t 0+ : we have
-t-1
n ij> (B^) 'v 1 'v nA(Bn)Bn\  so Br (B^)/A(Bn) 1 (here A(x) G(u)du ^
udF(u)). Now A is slowly varying and ip is regularly varying with 
c
index 1, so B ^ (t/B )/A(tB ) ^ tB ^ (1/B )/A(B ) t, and since n n n7 n n n *
everything is continuous and ^ Bn* we Bave By Kingman (1964) that
-1
iKt) ^ tA(t )^ ^ t udF(u) as t 0.
-t-1
ni PRemark. If there are sequences n ,, B -*• + « for which -r-^ + 1,1 1  D
then ni[l-x(t/Bi) ] -*■ 0, n^ ij; (t/B^) ■+ t as i ■+ + 00, so
liminf [l-x(t) ]/1 i{j(t) | “ 0. We have not obtained a converse to this result. 
t-K)
To complete the proof of Theorem 7, we derive a representation for <f> . 
ite (t) itn 1B e (tB )
Write 4>n (t/Bn) ■ e , so <|>(t) * e . From the above
proof, 1— 4>(t) ^ i \p (t) as t + 0, so for each n ^  1, itn ^Bnen (tBn  ^ ^
M.iK O  as t 0. Thus ntBn^en (tBn) * 6n (t)iKt), where 6n (t) 1 as
i^(t)6n(t)
t 0 for each n ^  1. But then 4>(t) * e , showing that 6n (t)
is independent of n, say, 6^(t) “ 6(t) for n _> 1, and <J>(t) 
where 6(t) 1 as t -*■ 0.
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Proof of Theorem 8. Let F e SC, so from Chapter 2, x2H(x) ^ cV(x)
°0
for x xq. Now it's easy to see that iKO = Im 4>(t) = - Sin t x dG(x)
and x(t) = Re <J>(t) 
-1
Cos t x dH(x) . Hence for t > 0
k(t) - t udF(u) I
-t-1
/-00
Sin tx dG(x) + t xdG(x)|
' o  **0
-1
(tx-Sin t x)dG(x) I + | - Sin t x dG(x)|
J o -1
-1
< -t
< -t
x3dH(x) + H(t 1)
; o
-1
x2dH(x) + ct2V(t 1)
(c+l)t2V(t )^ , for t <_ xq  ^ ,
since |dG(x)| <_ -dH(x), and V(x) u dH(u). Further for t > 0
-1
i - x ( t ) (1-Cos t x)dH(x) - (1-Cos t x)dH(x)
-1
x2dH(x) = -j t2V(t 1) ,
and since similar results hold for t < 0,
. . .-1
- t -1
(3.4) I vf> (t) — t udF(u) I _< 3(c+l) [1 - x(t) ], for |t| <_ x ^ .
If F e SC (a) and 1 < a _< 2, we have
-1
udF(u)
-t-1
t EX - t / udF(u) , 
-1u > t
and the second integral, is, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 9 in 
Chapter 2, 0[t2V(t ^)] = 0[l~x(t)] as t -*■ 0. Thus
(3.5) U(t) - t EX I * 0[1 - x(t) ]
in this case. If F e SC (a) and a is rieceaaai-i ly less than 1, we know
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from Theorem 11 of Chapter 2 that the center ing constants A ^ may be 
chosen as zero; i.e.,
limsup nB-1 udF(u) I < +■ 00
and since B ^ nV (B ), this means n n'
Br n
and
limsup B^ I udF(u) I/V(Bn) < + 00 ,
-Bn
limsup B  ^I I udF(u)|/[l - x(l/B )] < + 00.n  J - R  n
Since ^ ®n* a m^nor m0£iification of Kingman's (1964) result shows
that
limsup t 
t-*o
udF(u)I/[1 - x(t)] <  +  oo .
From (3.4) we thus have limsup |ijj(t)|/[l - x(t)] < + 00» as required.
t-*o
Remark. Theorem 8 generalises Mailer (1975), for a < 2; the case 
a > 2 can be treated in a similar way.
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CHAPTER 5
ALMOST SURE BOUNDEDNESS AND APPLICATIONS
0. Introduction
In this chapter we consider mainly i.i.d. random variables X^ with
partial sums S = X, + X0 + ... + X . Section 1 is concerned with a n 1 l n
single theorem and its applications. We show that, for a certain class 
of norming constants B(n) -*•+“ , limsup S /B(n) <_ c a.s. if and only if
n-H-oo n
£ n "^P[S (c+e)B(n)] < + 00 for every e > 0, under some other reason-
n>l n
able conditions. The method of proof of this relies heavily on the work 
of Kesten (4-972) and Baum and Katz (1965). Our applications of this result 
include a fairly general statement of the strong law of large numbers for 
i.i.d. random variables, and a simple derivation of the law of the iterated 
logarithm. In the latter context, we also look briefly at independent but 
not necessarily identically distributed random variables.
The second section of this chapter is closely related to the first. 
Here we generalise other results of Baum and Katz (to the case of more 
general norming sequences) and consider some applications related to 
stopping times and (for martingales) a result on boundary crossing which 
generalises a theorem due to Strassen (1967).
The third section of this chapter, dealing with some specialised pro­
perties related to regular variation of norming constants for almost sure 
boundedness of Sn/B(n) is rather speculative, but includes some gross 
information on the interaction between the distribution and the norming 
constants.
All the proofs for this chapter are given in Section 4.
1. Almost Sure Boundedness.
We consider a non-decreasing norming sequence E(n) -*• + «, which 
without loss of generality we can extend to a non-decreasing function 
B(x) on x _> 0, taking integer values at the integers, and satisfying
(1.1) limsup B(nA)/B(n) = b+ (A) < + 00 for some A > 1.
n-H-«
When (1.1) holds for some A > 1, it holds for all A _> 1 and without
loss of generality we can take b+ (A) to be non-decreasing. Defining
b+ = b+ (l+) , we also have limsup B(n+1)/B(n) £  b+ , since for n large
n-H-oo
and e > 0, B(n+1)/B(n) £ B[(l+e)n]/B(n) £ b+ (l+e) + e. Sequences
satisfying (1.1) were also used by Davis (1968); they are sequences of
algebraic, rather than geometric growth, as we can easily show that 
MB(n) _< n for some M 0 if n is large when (1.1) holds.
Also, define b_(A) = liminf B(nA)/B(n) for A _> 1, and b_ = b_(+ ®) .
n-H-oo
Let X^, X^,..., be i.i.d. random variables with + X^ + ... + X^,
and make the further assumptions
(1.2) P(S > -A) > q > 0  for n > n  for some A > 0 and n > 1,* n —  —  n —  o —  o —
and
(1.3) limsup X /B < 0  a.8.. n n —  n-H-°°
We now state the main result of this chapter, which is essentially 
an extension of Lemma 1, page 722 of Kesten (1972) and the ideas of Baum 
and Katz (1965).
THEOREM 1. Suppose (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) hold. Then
limsup S /B(n) <_ c/b^ a.s. implies E n ^P[S >_ (c+e)B(n)] < + 00 for 
n-H® n n>^ l n
every e > 0, while E n ^P[S >_ cB(n) ] < + 00 implies limsup S^/B(n)
n>l n-H-®
2
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By restricting the class of nonning sequences further, we can write 
Theorem 1 in the following symmetric form :
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Suppose (1.1) holds with b+ (l+) = 1, and
suppose b_ = b_(+ «) = + « (equivalently, liminf B(nX)/B(n) > 1 for
n-H«
X > 1). Then if (1.2) and (1.3) hold, limsup S /B(n) c a.s. if and
n-H-« n
only if E n ^P[S _> (c+e)B(n)] < + « for every e > 0. I 1
n>l n
Note that the conditions on B(n) in Corollary 1 hold if B(n) is
regularly varying with positive index. Condition (1.2) can often be
satisfied by symmetrising and noting that (1.2) holds with A ■ 0, q * ■— ,
for symmetric random variables. Also, (1.2) is implied by liminf S > -«
n-H-«
a.s., because the latter means P(Sn f  -A i o) * 0 for some A > 0, or
P(Sr > -A) * 1 ultimately. (On the other hand (1.2) only implies
limsup S > - 00 a.s.). Condition (1.3) will often be implied by 
n-H« n
limsup S /B < + 00 a.s., however, this does not appear to be so in the . n n n-H«
generality of Theorem 1. But in Corollary 1, (1.3) can be weakened to
limsup X /B < + 00 a.s., as the latter implies E P(X > xB ) converges 
n-H» n^l
for some x > 0, hence, when liminf B(nX)/B(n) > 1 for X > 1, it con-
n-M-®
verges for all x > 0, so limsup X /Bn 0 a.s. (c.f. Theorem 5a below).
n-H-«
(Here X is a random variable with distribution the same as the X^).
Note also that (1.2) and (1.3) together actually mean limsup X /B *0 a.s.
n-H-® n n
By reversing the sign of Sn , we can look at liminf Sn/B(n), and
n-H-«
thus we obtain
Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. Suppose (1.1) holds. If (1.2) and (1.3)
hold, then limsup S /B(n) * + 00 a.s. if and only if 
n-H-«
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Z n ^P[S 21 cB(n)] = + 00 for every c > 0. If P(S A) >_ q > 0 for 
n>l n n
some A > 0 for n > n , and liminf X /B > 0 a.s., then — — o . n n —n-H-°°
liminf Sn/B(n) = - 00 a.s. if and only if Z n P [S <_ -cB(n)] = + 00 for 
n->+® n>l. n
every c > 0. f )
Our next result is a law of large numbers; it may be compared with 
a result of Spitzer (1956) when B(n) = n, and Theorem 1 of Baum and Katz 
(1965), when B(n) * n ^ a , 0 < a < 2. We let med S be a median of S .
Corollary 3 to Theorem 1. Suppose (1.1) holds. Then
(1.4) (Sn - med Sn)/B(n) -*■ 0 a.s. if and only if
(1.5) Z n ^P[|S -med S | >_ eB(n)] < + °° for every e > 0 ,
n>l n n
and each of (1.3) and (1.4) implies Z P[|X| > B(n)] < + ®, equivalently
n>_l
(1.6) EB-1|X| < + ®,
where B ^(x) - inf (y > 01B(y) > x} is an inverse function to B(x). If 
in addition either X is not in the domain of partial attraction of the 
normal distribution, or B(n) satisfies
(1.7) liminf B(nX)/B(n) > for X > 1
n-H-®
then (1.6) implies (1.4) and (1.5). I— I
hThe restriction (1.7) forces B(n) to increase faster than n , in 
fact it is easily seen to imply B(n) >_ n for some e > 0 for large n. 
However, (1.6) implies (1.4) for a wider class of sequences than (1.7), 
although by the law of the iterated logarithm, B(n) could not be permitted 
to increase as slowly as (n log log n) . Lai and Lan (1976, Theorems 4 
and 5) give results related to the above corollary for sequences satisfying
I
liminf B(nX)/B(n) > 1 for X > 1, B(n)/(n log n)2 * + ®; this is a wider 
nH-°°
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class of sequences than (1.7), but their results do not include Corollary 3. 
We given an example for which (1.4) holds but (1.7) does not, at the end 
of Section 3 of this chapter.
For convergence in probability we can show : suppose n JB(n) is
non-decreasingj converges to +°° and EB 11X| < + °°. Then
p(S^ - med Sn)/B(n) 0. This may be compared with a result of Kesten
(1972, Theorem 7), where it is shown that if limsup |S -med S |/B(n) <+ 00
n-H-00 n
a.8. (in which case n ^ B(n) -+■ + » and EB *|x| < + ») then
(S - med S )/B(n) $ 0. n n ' v
Corollary 4 to Theorem 1. Suppose EX^ < + 00 and (without loss of
generality) that are symmetric. From Friedman, Katz and Koopmans
n ' ' ' ■—  1(1966), it follows that E n sup | P [S >xB(n)]-----n>l —o°<x<+°° n /Zk
„ rrfa-
for the sequence B (n) = n
■nh
2u dF(u). Now B(n) ^ n , and so for any
non-decreasing sequence x(n) -+- + », satisfying limsup x(nX)/x(n) < + 00
n-H*»
for X >_ 1, E n 1 P[S > x(n)B(n)] converges or diverges according as 
n>JL n
2—1 —1 — x^ (n)E n [x(n)l e ' converges or diverges (using the fact that
n>l
f°° - k  u2 -1 - h  x2 2e ^ du ^ x e ^ as x -► + °°) . This series converges for x (n) *
2= (2+e) log log n for any e > 0, and diverges for x (n) ■ 2 log log n,
so from Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, since (1.2) and (1.3) clearly hold,
limsup S /(2n log log n) 2 = 1 a.s. This is the law of the iterated 
n-H-« n
logarithm. (Some generalisations of Friedman, Katz and Koopmans1 results 
are discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis). L— ^
To conclude this section, we compare our results with the Corollary
to Theorem 1 of Feller (1970). He showed that, if X^ are independent
2but not necessarily identically distributed, and EX^ < + 00» EX^ * 0, then 
for any non-decreasing B(n) -*■ + °°, limsup S /B(n) c a.s, if and only if
n  >-f<»
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E min 
n>l
, B(n+1) _
* B(n) 1 P[S _> (c+e)B(n)] < ■+ 00 for every e > 0. Now
by a result of Galambos and Seneta (1973), (see also Bojanic and Seneta 
(1973)), a sequence B(n) is regularly varying with index p > 0 if and
^ pn-1F B*(n+1}only if there is a sequence B*(n) ^ B(n) with B*(n) ~ 1
Combining this with Feller’s result, we obtain at once : when B(n) is
regularly varying with positive index, limsup S /B(n) £ c a.s. if and
n-*-H» n
only if E n ^P[S _> (c+e)B(n)] < + °° for every e > 0, when X are 
n>l n 1
2
independent but not necessarily identically distributed3 and EX^ < + *, 
EX. = 0.
Now, reasoning just as in Corollary 4, we obtain from what we have
just stated : if B(n) is regularly varying with positive index and X^
2
are independent r.v. 's with EX^ < + 00 and EX^ = 0, and
u du I < + 00, thenE n  ^ sup IP [S > xB(n)]---—
n>l -oo<x<4<» /2 tt
2 2 klimsup S /(2 B (n)log log B (n)) = 1 a.s. [This reduces to the usual
n-H« n
law of the iterated logarithm for i.i.d. r.v.'s, since in that case
i< 1B(n) 'v n is regularly varying with index .]
We can compare this with Corollary 2 of Kruglov (1974), who assumed
1 -k u2only that B(n+1) ^ B(n), but that sup |P[S >xB(n)] ----
-°o<x<+°° /2tt
du I
= 0 [<(>(B(n)) ], where 4> is continuous, non-decreasing and satisfies
E (|>(cn) < + “ for every c > 1. He then shows that 
n>l
limsup S /(2B2(n) log log B2(n))2 = 1 a.s., when S = X^ + + .. . + X^,
n - H - ®
and Xj are independent and symmetric. We can show that our result in 
the previous paragraph is stronger than Kruglov's, as far as the condition
on S is concerned, because : if liminf B(nX)/B(n) > 1 for X > 1
n n-H-o°
and 4> is a function as above, then E <J>(cn) < + 00 for some c > 1
n>l
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implies E n  ^ 4>(B ) < + Note, however, that Kruglov does not assume 
n>l n
2EXj < + °°, or restrict B(n) in any other way. Chow and Teicher (1973), 
consider the special case of weighted sums of i.i.d. random variables with 
finite variances, but allow norming sequences which satisfy a condition 
slightly more general than regular variation; thus the latter condition is 
not necessary in our result.
In an Appendix following the proofs of Chapter 5, we relax the 
restriction of independence in the sufficiency part of Theorem 1, and 
consider a sequence of Markovian stationary random variables.
2. Some Problems Relating to Stopping Times and Boundary Crossing.
In this section, our main result, Theorem 2, is a partial generalisa­
tion of Theorem 3 of Baum and Katz (1965), and is designed to permit a 
generalisation of a result due to Cohn (1974a). Throughout this section 
B(n) -*■ + oo and C(n) -+■ + °° are non-decreasing integer valued sequences 
extended to monotone functions on [O,00), with inverses B ^(n) •*+«>,
C_1 (n) + + oo. We let S * X. + X0 + . . . + X , where X. are i.i.d.n I L n i
random variables with distribution F, and med S is a median of S .
THEOREM 2. If
(2.1) l P
n>l
sup
Lk>C_1(n)
Sk-med Sk | 
B(k) > e < + 00 for every e > 0,
then
(2.2) E [C(n) - C(n-l) ] P [ | S - med S | _> eB(n) ] < + 00 for every e > 0
n>l n n
If in addition B(n) satisfies (1.1) and C(n) satisfies
(2.3) liminf C(nX)/C(n) > 1 for X > 1
n-H-a>
then (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent and eacii implies
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(2.4) E { B  11 XI C[B 11 XI ] } < + oo.
Conversely, if (2.4) holds, B(n) and C(n) satisfy (1.1), and either F 
is not in the domain of partial attraction of the normal distribution, or, 
defining D(n) -*-+<*> by D ^(n) = B ^(n) C [B ^"(n)], if
(2.5) liminf D(nX)/D(n) > X^ for X > 1
n-H-oo
then (2.2) holds. I— 1
Theorem 2 has a serious shortcoming. Finding conditions under which
(2.4) implies (2.2) in a general situation seems to be rather a difficult
problem. The condition we have given, (2.5), is designed to apply to the 
2case EX = + 00, and even here the proof we have found is not standard,
2i.e., is not just a simple truncation procedure. For the case EX < + 00, 
which we have not dealt with, what seems to be needed is a generalised 
version of results like those of Heyde (1967a), Galstyan (1971), Heyde 
and Leslie (1972), which prove the convergence of
E n^  ^ sup IP (S < xn^) - [ e ^ U du | , or a similar expression, 
n> 1 — oo<x<+°° ■'-oo
when EIXI < + « for h > 0. For B(n) increasing faster than n* ,
e.g., satisfying (1.6), we could then obtain E n*1  ^P[S > B(n)] < + 00,
n>l n
and this is the case C(n) = n^1 in (2.2). It is not clear, however, how 
such results can be formulated in an optimum manner in the generality we 
desire.
We remark that a condition like (2.3) is required when showing that 
(2.2) implies (2.4) (because, see Corollary 3 to Theorem 1, which is the 
case C(n) = log n), and is probably also needed when showing that (2.2) 
implies (2.1).
Our next result generalises Theorem 1 of Cohn (1974a), which is a 
result related to stopping times. We note in the proof of Theorem 3 that
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our formulation of Theorem 2 allows us to avoid the use of "change of 
variable" results such as the Lemma in Cohn (1974a).
THEOREM 3. If h > 0 and E <| sup [ | -■ med | — B(n) ] ^ <+ 00,
L  __ I
then E (XI B |x| < + 00, provided that
(2.6) liminf B(nX)/B(n) > 1 for X > 1.
n-H-e°
Suppose B(n) satisfies (1.1) and the subadditivity condition
(2.7) B[y(x-ly)] _< 3 [B (x) + B (y) ], for x,y > 0 and some y,3 > 0;
then the converse is true for 0 < h < 2 if we assume in addition that 
B(n) satisfies
(2.8) liminf B(nX)/B(n) > X1/(2_h) for X > 1. □
n-H~°°
Here condition (2.8), depending on the value of h, is undesirable 
and the restriction to values of h < 2 is unnecessary. These restric­
tions are a reflection of the shortcoming in Theorem 2. We can avoid them
hwhen B(n) increases faster than n for some specific cases: thus the 
following result gives an indication of how close B(n) may approach to
hn :
THEOREM 4. If 0 < h < 2 and EX - 0, then e | x| 2+h| log| x| |-1 < +  00
if and only if E</sup [|s | - (6 n log n)^]+ V  < + 00 for every 6 > h.
 ^n^l n J
For h ^  2, EIX|2+h is sufficient for the finiteness of the expectation. C H  
We conjecture that the expectation in Theorem 4 is infinite if 6 h, 
because the result bears some similarity to a known result on boundary 
crossing. Let L[B(n)] ■ sup { n 1 | | |  > B(n) } be the last time 
crosses the boundary B(n). Strassen (1967) showed that, when 
B(n) * (2 6 n log n) \  e |x |2+2^+£ < + 00 for some t > 0 implies 
E L*‘[B(n)] < + oo for every 6 > h, while l i l^ ‘|B(i.)J " + 00 for 6 < h.
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It'8 easy to see that EL^[B(n)] < + 00 if and only if
E P[ sup ^-;rr > 1] < + 00, equivalently, by Theorem 2,
n>l , ^  1/h Ü W  —  k>n
E n^  ^P[S > B(n)] < + 00. Theorems 3 and 4 are also proved with 
n>l n
Theorem 2, hence we expect a connection with E L^ 1 [fi(n)]. We remark that 
Strassen's result was sharpened by Lai and Lan (1976 Theorem 3), who also 
considered one-sided analogues of the problem discussed here.
We can extend Strassen's result to martingales as follows. The proof 
we give of the equivalence of (2.1) and (2.2) uses only the Levy inequality, 
which also holds for martingales, (Loeve (1963 page 385)), so if we let 
{S , F } be a martingale, i.e. E (S IF , ) = S  , a.s., where (F ) is 
a non-decreasing sequence of o-fields, and S^ is F^-measurable, with 
differences = S^ - Sn_^, and (to avoid centering difficulties) assume 
S^ are symmetric, we have at once : if B(n) -► + °° and C(n) + + 00 and
(2.9) E P 
n_>l
sup
-k^C_1(n)
< +  00 for each e > 0, then
(2.10) E [C(n) -C(n-l)]P[|s | _> eB(n)] < + °° for every e > 0. 
n>l n
Conversely if C(n) satisfies (2.3), then (2.10) implies (2.9).
kNow let B(n) = ( 2 6 n log n) , 6 > 0, and define L[B(n)] as before. As
above we then have EL [B(n)] < + 00 for h > 0 if and only if
E n^ ^P[|S I _> B(n)] < + « . To make this series converge, we can use a 
n>l n
bound of Heyde and Brown (1970) to prove immediately : suppose also that 
E(X2 I Fn i) are constant a.s. and E|Xn |2+2h+e £  C < + ® for n >_ 1 and
some e > 0. Then EL^[B(n)] < + 00 for 6 > h  if 0 < h <_ 1.
in particular, the statements of the last paragraph hold for 
independent but not identically distributed random variables.
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3. On the Norming Constants for Almost Sure Boundedness.
In this section we return to i.i.d.r.v.'s X. with S = X,+X~+...+X .i n 1 2 n
It often happens that for certain classes of norming sequences (now
denoted B ) , n' *
(3.1) either X /B 0 a.s. or limsup IX I/B = + 00 a.s., n n , 1 n 1 n
according as E P(|x| > B )  converges or diverges. 
n>l n
Here X is any r.v. with distribution the same as X^. By the Borel-
Cantelli Lemma, the crux of a result like (3.1) is
(3.2) if E P (IXI > XB ) diverges for some X > 0 then it 
n>l n
diverges for every X > 0.
There are two ways in which a result like (3.2) can be obtained. The first
is to restrict the type of B^ considered; for example, Kesten (1972)
showed that (3.2) holds if B is non-decreasing and satisfiesn
(3.3) lfm inf 
n-W-« l<j <n
r B a -Ij—
a B.L n j J
> 0 for n > 1 for some a > 0,
while Rogozin (1968) showed that (3.2) holds if Br is non-decreasing and
(3.A) B [nq]/Bn 1  [qc/(1-q) ]^, for n > q  1 for every q e (0,1) 
for some c > 0.
Kesten*s and Rogozin's results generalise Chow and Robbins (1961 Lemma 1), 
Feller (1968 Lemma 3.2), Stout (197A page 131), and others. We prove
THEOREM 5a. Relation (3.2) holds for non-decreasing sequences 
satisfying
(3.5) liminf B , /B > 1  for some integer X > 1 ,  nX_ n o
□and both (3.3) and (3.4) imply (3.5).
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Note that (3.5) is related to the type of regular variation we learnt 
to apply in Chapter 3.
The second approach to proving (3.2) is to restrict the type of
distribution considered. The basic result of chis type is due to Levy
(1937 page 346), who showed that (3.2) holds for any Br ■+ + «- if F, the
distribution of X and X^, is not in the domain of partial attraction of
the normal distribution. From the proof of Theorem 1 in Chapter 3, this
is equivalent to liminf P(|X| > xX)/P(|x| > x) > X  ^ for X > 1, which
x-+-f«
suggests we can generalise Levy's result to :
THEOREM 5b. For any Br ■+ +  °°, (3.2) holds if
(3.6) liminf P (|X| >xX)/P(|x| > x) is positive for some, and hence
x-H-oo
every, X > 1. I— 1
Now a useful unification would be to show that Theorem 5a is derivable 
from Theorem 5b, and vice versa. We have not been able to do this success­
fully but we give some incomplete results which are suggestive of the 
relationship between the two results, and also provide directly some simple 
results on a gross classification of distributions or sequences required
to achieve limsup |s - med S |/Bn < + 00 a.s. Specifically, the con- 
n-H-oo
vergence or divergence of E P(|x| > Bn) itself implies a connection
n>l
between the distribution and the sequence as follows :
THEOREM 6a. If B is non-decreasing and E P (| X| >B ) < + °°,
n n>l
then (3.6) implies
(3.7) limsup B /B > 1  for some X >1. I— J. nX n on-H-°° o
Note that the required unification thus holds at least in a restricted 
class of norming sequences; e.g. if Bn ib assumed to be non-deer easing
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and regularly varying with some index, then (3.5) and (3.7) are the same. 
From the proof of Theorem 6a we obtain
Corollary 1 to Theorem 6a. if limsup |s -med s |/B < + « a.s.,
n-H-oc
then either F is in the domain of partial attraction of the normal
. %distribution, or limsup B ./B > X for X > 1, if B is non-decreasing.. nA n n ,— *n->+« 1 \
Corollary 2 to Theorem 6a. if limsup |s -med s |/B < + °° a.s.,
n-H-«>
and limsup Bn^/Bn < + « for X >_ 1, then F is in some domain of partial 
n-H-oo
attraction, provided is non-decreasing. I— 1
One way of interpreting Corollary 2 is : if F is not in some domain 
of partial attraction, so that its tail decreases very slowly, an essen­
tially exponentially increasing B^ is needed to achieve
limsup |s -med S |/B < + 00 a.s. Also, we see from Corollary 2 that 
n->-H» n
(1.1) represents a real restriction in the context of Theorem 1 of this 
chapter.
Corollary 3 to Theorem 6a. if limsup Is -med s I/B < + « a.s.. ' n n nn-H-oo
and B^ is non-decreasing and slowly varying (i.e., B ^  ^ B^ for X > 1)
then liminf P (|X| > xX)/P(|x| > x) * 0 for X > 1. I 1
x-H-oo
Corollary 3 suggests that, for a slowly increasing Bn ,
limsup |s -med S |/B < + 00 a.s. can only be achieved with an essentially 
n-H~°°
exponentially decreasing tail for F.
Rogozin (1968) showed that (3.4) follows from
(3.8) -1 2 -2limsup n B I B, < + 00, when B . n , 1 nn-H-°o j >n
is non-decreasing.
This is a crucial condition in the working of Feller (1946) , who mentions
, k(footnote on page 259) that (3.8) holds if 1 iraim ^ n ^ n  > 2* . We show:
x H<»
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(3.8) ie equivalent to
(3.9) liminf B ,/B > X^ for X > X for some X > 1.nX n —  o o —
Now Rogozin shows that
(3.10) 0 < limsup
n-H-oo
S - med S I /B < n n 1 n + 00 a. s .
implies that (3.8) and (3.9) cannot hold, so (3.10) implies
o
liminf Bn ^/Bn * for X >_ X _> 1 while Rogozin (1968) and Heyde (1969) 
n-H-»
show that (3.10) implies that F is in the domain of partial attraction
of the normal distribution. (This also follows easily from Corollary 3
to Theorem 1). Kesten (1972) proved the converse to Rogozin's and Heyde's
result, viz. if F is in the domain of partial attraction of the normal
distribution, then there is a non-decreasing sequence for which (3.10)
holds. This is a very subtle and elegant generalisation of the law of the
iterated logarithm. Kesten showed that B^ must also satisfy n Si
L
which means (c.f. Theorem 3 of Chapter 3) that limsup ^  X 2 for
n-H-®
X _> 1. Thus, we have : if Br is non-dear easing and (3.10) holds, then
(3.11) liminf B ./B < X^ < limsup B . n A nn-H® n-H-«0
X > X > 1. —  o —
Note that, if in addition we assume n ^  is non-decreasing, we have“^B
equality in the left hand inequality of (3.11).
I t 's now very easy to given an example for which (1.4) and (1.5) hold
but (1.7) does not. Just let F be a symmetric distribution with
2 . v-1 , «2 „ ,1+6 for 6 > 0. ThenP (IXI > x) ^ (x log x) and B - n(log n)
fx 2
V(x) ■ u dF(u) * 0 (log log x ) , and it's easy to see by simple trunca-
' - X
tion that (1.5) holds, while (1.7) does not. Clearly we can construct any 
amoiint of examples along these lines. In general, we would take an F in 
the domain of partial attraction of the normal distribution, so there is 
a for which (3.10) holds. Letting B * bn log n, say, we then have
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(Sn - med ^n)/B* + 0 a.s., while by (3.11), liminf £ A"2 for some
n n >-H“ 11 n
A > 1, so (1.7) is violated for B*.n
Let's mention also that Theorems 5a - 5b make it easy to find an F
for which (3.2) fails; in fact, take P(|XJ > x) = e X, B^ = log n, so
P(IXj > AB ) = n \  and E P(|x| > AB ) converges for A > 1, diverges
n>l n
for A < 1.
Finally, we mention the counterpart of Theorem 6a, which we do not
use:
THEOREM 6b. If Br is non-decreasing and E P(|x| >B )
n^l n
then (3.5) implies
+  c o ,
(3.12) lim8up P ((XI > xA)/P(|x| > x) > 0 for A 1.
jc- H - »
4. Proofs fo r  Chapter 5.
Proof o f Theorem 1. Assume first that limsup S /B(n) ^
n n2 -1 -2c[b+ (A)+e] [b+ (A)) a.s., where e > 0 and A > 1. Looking at the
proof of Lemma 2 on page 722 of Kesten (1972), we can see that 
limsup S. / B(A.) < p a.s. implies limsup S. / B(A.) < p+e a.s.
i V i ' j  “  j  V i '  J
and
J H ' J "J+ l
this implies E P[S _> pB(A,)] < + °°. Here A, - [A^], the greatest
J>1 j  J J
integer less than or equal to A^  ; Kesten actually gives his result for the
sequence A^  * 2^, i.e., he considers A = 2, but his proof works in the
above generality, as is easily seen (he also considers only the case A ■ 0
in (1.2), but again his proof is easily modified). Now limsup S /B(n)£p
n n
a.8. implies limsup S /ß(A ) <_ p a.s., so j A1+1 / J+iJ+l
S S
Xj+1 Xj+1 B(Xj+l) , B(A[Aj]+l) B( [ A^  ]+l)limsup -R7t-y  = limsup --rH--r ~^7T~T~ 1 P limsup —  ^ ™  - - *
j B(Xj} j B(Xj+l} B(Xj} j B([AJ] + 1) B([AJ])
< p b+ (A)b+ 1 p b+ (A) u > B ■ j
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by (1.1), remembering also that limsup B(n-»1)/B(n) £ b = b (1+) b (X) ,
n + +
and noting that, under (1.2), limsup S /B(n) >_ 0 a.s.; in fact, for any
n n
6 > 0, P(S /B(n) _> -6 io) > limsup P(S >_ -6B(n)) limsup P(S ^_-A) j^q > 0. n n n n n
Now under our initial assumption we can conclude from Kesten's modified
2 -1result that E P[S. _> c(b,(X) + e) B(X.)] < + «. Our proof proceeds
J j V i
from this. For j ^  1 and n X , S. = S + E X., so by (1.2)j 1 XJ+1 n isBn+1 i
and Petrov (1975 Theorem 3),
P[S. >_c(b^(A)+e) *B(A ) ] qP | max S >c(b?(A)+e) 1 
j+1 J Ll£niX4J.1 ]
> qP[Sn > (c+e)(b^(A)+e)_:LB(Aj+1)]
■l£n<Aj+i
B(Aj+1) + A
where j is large enough for A/B(Xj) _< e. (Note that, although we have 
only assumed (1.2) holds for n >_ nQ> it must then hold for n 1, since 
min S , > - 00 a.s. if X is a proper r.v.). Suppose also that n ^  X .
Then we have A^+  ^“ [A^+h  < A^+  ^ < A[A^] + A <_A(n+1), so
B(XH'1) . B(A(n+l)) B(n-t-l) 2 . . 
B(n) -  B(n +1) B(n) - b+ (A) i
for j _> jo (e). Thus for X^  < n we ^ave
P[S. > c(bJ(A) + e)B(A )] > qP(S > <c + e)B(n)) 
Aj + i  +  J+1 n
and adding this from n = X^  + 1 to X^+  ^ gives
(Xj+l)“1(Xj+1-X.)P[Sx > c(b^(X)+e)B(XJ+1)] >
lj+l -1>_ q E n P (S _> (c+e)B(n)) .
n=Aj+1
-1 < x ~ iSince (X^+l) £ X J , adding over j _> jQ gives
« > X E P[S. >c(b?(X)+e)B(X )] >. E n_1P [S > (c+e ) B (n) J
j+1 J n>.Xi +1
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which is the required result. By choosing A near to 1 and e near 
to 0, our hypothesis becomes limsup Sn/B(n) c/b*1 a.s., and thus we 
complete the first half of the proof.
To prove the converse, assume E n ^P[S > cB(n)] < + “ . Take
n>l 11
A > 1 and A^  = [A^]; then for j >_ 1,
xj+i , , V i
Z n P[sn > cB(n)] > X * Z P[S„^cB(n)]
n=Xj+l
P[Sn > oBCrx)]
X3+l<n<X.+1
n=Xj+l
By Petrov (3-975 Theorem 3) and (1.2), for n _> A^
P [S _> cB (n) ] > q P [ max S , >_ cB (n) +A] > q P [S, 21 (c+e)B(n) ]
" l<J<n 3 Aj
where e > 0 and n is so large that A <_ eB(n). Also, for n £  A
and j 1 jQU) *
B(n) B(X1+1) B(X[X3]+1) B([X3 ]+1) 2...
U X O -  » ( x p  - B ( [ xj ] + i )  b ([x3 ]) -  +( > '
so that
P[Sn > cB(n) ] > q P [ S Ä > c(b+(A) + e)B(Aj)] 
for Aj _< n <_ Aj+ ,^ and we have
j+1
inf P[S > cB(n) ] > q P [S. > c(bf(A) 4- e)B(A . ) ]a . n — a .xP*Vi j
leading to,
j+1
£ n 1P[S > cB(n)] > q(l-A 1-\ j 1)P[S, > c(b?(A)+e)B(A.)], ,. n a . T jn=Aj+l j
Summing this over j >_ jQ gives
(4.1) “ > Z n XP[S _> cB(n) ] >
n>X. +1 n-  3 -1 -Jo"1> q(l-X -X ) Z P[:i > c(b‘(X) + e)B(X.)]
3^ o  3
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which means limsup S, /B(A ) <_ cb,(A) a.s., and (by (1.2)) that c 0. 
j Aj 3
We now want to see what happens to (S, -S )/B(A ). Note that,
j+1 j J
since [x] <_ x < [x] + 1 for any real x, we have [ ]  < A3*'*' - 
A3 + 1 < [A3+1 - A3] + 2, and [A3+1]-[A3 ] > A3+1 - A3 - 1 >_ [A3+1 - A3] - 1. 
Define A to be those A e (1,2] for which -log (A-l)/log A = k(A), an 
integer; note that 1 is a limit point of A. Clearly A (A-l) = 1, 
k = k(A) >_ 0 and k -*• + 00 as A -*• 1+ through A. Now since A^+^ - A^  * 
* A^(A-l) = A^  ^ < [A3 + 1, similarly A^+  ^- A^  [A^  ^], from the
above argument we can conclude [A3+ ]^ - [A^] = [A3 + z, where z is an
integer between -2 and 1. This means has the same distri­
bution as S
V k +Z
j+i -j
when A e A. Now we modify the a.s. stability
criterion (Loeve (1963 page 252)). Let
J. = sup (S - S, ), so that for x > 0,1 V n.Vl » j
P[U. >_ xB(A )] = P[ sup E X >_ xB(A )]
J 3 A.<n<A.,- i=A,+l 3j “ J+1 j
n+A j
* p [ sup E X. >_ xB(A ) ]
l<.n£Aj+1-Aj i=Aj+l 3
- P[ sup S<j) > xB(A )] 
^ j + l - ^ j  n '  j+1
j q ^ P l s p *  , > xB(X ) - A]
j+1 j J
by Petrov s (1975 Theorem 3) generalisation of Levy s inequality, when
n+A
a) .(1.2) holds, where S
j n
E X. * E X, is the sum of n inde-
i-A.+l 1 i-1 Aj+1J
(j)pendent random variables. Now note that S^J = S, -S, , and if we
j+1 J j+1 j
choose jQ so large that A eB(A^+ )^ for j jf , we have
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(4.2) q Z P[Uj>xB(X j)] < I P[SA - >(x-e)B(X )]
- Z P[SX +z I (x-e)B(X )]
j>3o Aj-k+z J+1
since S. -S. has the same distribution as S. . . Now if z < 0,
V i  xj xj-k+z
we can bound P[Sx . , +z —  (x-e)B(X
j-k
Lj+1)] above by P[SX _> (x-e)B(X^+1>-A]
j~k
by Petrov's (1975) result; but if z > 0 we have to use (1.3). Suppose 
z = 1; then
P[S > (x-e)B(XJ+1)] < P[8 > (x-2e)B(Xj+1)] +
j“k j~k
+ P[XX + z I e B ( X J+1)]
J”K
while if z ■ 2, we can iterate this inequality and just add another term
P[XX +z >_ eB(A ) ] to the right hand Bide. By (1.3), 
j"k Z J
limsup X. /B(A _) <_ limsup X 1 0 a.s., so by theAj_ktz j^i Aj — j *■
Borel-Cantelli Lemma, E P [X^ +z >_ eB(A,+^)] < + °° for every e > 0.
i?J0 J-* z 3
Also, note that
A*k k+1liminf B(XJ+1)/B(Xj_k) > liminf B([XJ * A* ])/B(AJ k )
>_ b_(Xk+1) = b_(X(X-l)_1)
when A e A, so when x - 2 e >_ c b^(A) /b_(X (A-l) )^ ,
E P[S. > (x-2e)B(A. )] < E P[S. >_ (x-2e)b (X(X-1)"1)B(X )]
j>jrt J-k J J>J +k j j
< 4-00
by (4.1). Thus we have shown that E P[SX k+. -  < + "
when x-2e >_ cb^(X)/b_(X(X-l) 3), so by (4.2), and the Borel-Cantelll
Lemma , limsup U /B(X ) <_ cb^(A)/b (X(X-l) )^ a.s. But then, for j j J+1 +
xj+i •
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limsup <_ limsup
n n
<Sn - \ >
B< V >
B(V i >
B(n) + limsup B(X.)
< limsup S(AJ+1)
B(X1+1> hi w  + U “sup bö~7
c b B (\)
£ ----------- + cb (A) a.s., if a e A,
b ( M A - l ) “1)
B(A )
~B~(n)
and letting A -* 1+ through A gives the required result.
Remarks. (i) The above proof, apart from the use of Kesten1s Lemma, 
is a formalisation of the methods by which the various versions of the law 
of the iterated logarithm have always been proved; notably, the use of a 
geometric subsequence and then the "filling in" of the remaining values by 
the use of Levy's inequality and the a.s. stability argument in some form.
(ii) In the second half of the proof of Theorem 1, the assumption 
(1.2) can obviously be weakened to
P(Sn >_ -An) _> q > 0 for some non-decreasing >_ 0, A^ * o(Bn ) ,
when n > n , —  o
(iii) Let's change our assumptions and suppose are independent
but not necessarily identically distributed, and symmetric. The second 
half of the proof of Theorem 1 now works, except for the requirement that 
S. -S have the same distribution as S, . . However, note that
J+l J j+1 j
(S. —S . ) is a sequence of independent r.v.'s with
j+l j
limsup j I y/ß(A <_ 2cb^(A) a.s., since we showedj-H-oo j+l J
limsup |s, I / B(A ) < cb^(A) a.s. Thus, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, the
j-*~ j ' J
2 -1series in (4.2) converges for x > 2cb+ (A)/b_(A(A-l) ), giving at once :
suppose further that B(n) satisfies (1.1) and that (1.3) holds. Then
I n [ IS I >_ cB(n)] < + « implies limsup |s |/B(n) 2cb+ (l+b^/b_) a.s.
n>_l n n-H*» n
Note that this argument has introduced a factor of 2, which can be dispensed
Ill
with when EX. < + as we showed at the end of Section 1.J
Proof of Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorem 1: these are obvious from
Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary 3 to Theorem 1. it suffices to consider symmetric
random variables; then (1.4) implies EP[|x|  >_ eB(n)] < + °° for every
e > 0, so (1.3) and (1.6) hold and (1.5) holds by Theorem 1. If (1.5)
holds, by Levy's inequality, P[S _> eB (n) ] _> i  P [ max S _> eB(n)] _>
n J
— \ P S^j — eB(n) 1 — \ P S^j — e ' B(n) 1» wBere e > 0»  ^> 1» J n .1 
and e' = e/[b+ (X) + e], making B(j) <_ [b+ (X) + e]B(n) by (1.1). Thus 
for j large enough,
JXJ -i le > l n P[S :> eB(n) ] > j  log X P[S >_ e' 
n=j n J
B ( j) 1
or Sn/B(n) -► 0. Thus nP[|x| > eB(n)] -+• 0, and by Feller (1971 page 149),
P [Sr >_ eB(n) ] _> const. nP [X >_ eB (n) ], implying E P[X ^  eB(n) ] < + °°. Thus,
(1.3) holds, and applying Theorem 1, S /B(n) + 0 a.s., which is (1.4).n
Now suppose (1.6) holds, equivalently, £P[|x| _> B(n)] < + °°, and that 
either X is not in the domain of partial attraction of the normal distri­
bution, so that by Levy (1937 page 113), B 2(n)V(B(n)) <_ const. P [ | x| >^B(n) ], 
or that (1.7) holds. By a truncation argument, for 0 < e < 1, if
V(x) udF(u),
J- x
E n ' M l s  I ■> eB (n) ] _< E P[|x| >_ eB(n)] + e"2 E b"2 (n) V(B(n)). 
n>l n n^l n>_l
By Theorems 5a-5b of the present chapter, we have that E P [|X| _> eB(n)]
n>_l
< + 00 for every e > 0, so for the case when X is not in the domain of 
partial attraction of the normal distribution, (1.5) holds. For the other 
case, when (1.7) holds,
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E B~2(n)V(B(n)) 
n>l
= E [V(B(n+l) - V(B(n))J I B~ 2(j)
n>l j^n
-2, x rii (n+1)<_ const. E n B (n) 1n>_l 4 B (n)
const. E P[|x| > B(n) ] <
u2dP(|x| 
+ ai.
n>l
> u)|
- 2 - 2since limsup E B (j)/nB (n) < + 00 is equivalent to (1.7), by the 
j >n
methods of the Appendix to Chapter 3. Hence again, (1.5) holds.
Remarks, (i) If B(n) satisfies (1.7) then (1.4) is equivalent to
(3.3) E [X /B - med (X /B )] converges a.s.;
n>l
because, (3.3) implies (1.4) by the Kronecker Lemma, while by the three 
series condition (Loeve (1963 page 237)) the symmetrised version of (3.3) 
converges if EP[jx| > B(n)] < + 00 and E B (n)V(B(n)) < + 00, and that 
this is so when (1.7) and (1.6) hold, was seen in the proof of Corollary 3.
(ii) Suppose EX2 < + 00 and E B 2 (n) < + 00 (which is implied
n_>_l
by (1.7)). Then the above type of proof easily shows that (1.4) holds.
Thus, again, (1.7) is not necessary for (1.4) - but neither is
E B~2(n) < + «. 
n>l
(iii) Our method of showing that (1.6) implies the others under the 
stated conditions was used in essence by Feller (1946) and Heyde (1969) 
see the discussion in Section 3 of this chapter.
-kProof of the fact that : if n B is non-decreasing (B = B(n)),
converges to + 00 and EB ^|x| < + 00, then (S^ - med Sn)/Bn ->-0. It
suffices to consider symmetric r.v.'s. For e > 0 and n large,
■°°
e > I B_1 (u) dP ( I XI > u) j >_ B_1(n)P( |x| > n)
B 1(n)P(|x| > n) + 0 and nP(|x| > Bn) + 0. Similarly, lot A large
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e > | f  u 2B ^ ( u ) u ^ d P ( | x |  > u) I _> I u "B L  (u) u^dP( | X| > u) |
B
t l i - 2 n- l
B
> nB 2 I u^dP ( I XI > u) I = nB ^V(B ) -- nB ^V(A)— n ' 1 1  1 n it nA
= nB^2V(Bn ) + o ( l )
-2  -1  -2  u s i n g  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  u B (u) i s  n o n - i n c r e a s i n g  and nB -»-0. Thus
- 2  -2nB V(B ) 0 ,  and so nB V(AB ) -*■ 0 f o r  A < 1 ,  and a l s o  t h e nn n n n — *
- 2,
0 = l im  [nB~2V(B ) - n B ~ 2V(AB ) ]  = l im  nB~2 n n n n n u dP ( I XI > u) I
>_ A l im s u p  [n P ( I x| > ABn > -  n P ( | x| > Bn ) ] = A l im sup  n P ( | X| > AB^) . 
Hence n P  (|x| > ABn ) *  0 f o r  e v e ry  A > 0.  For  A > 1,
nß 2V(AB ) = nB 2V(B ) -I- nB 2 n n n n n
AB 
r n
u dP( j XI > u)I
< o ( l )  + X nP(|x| > Bn ) = o ( l ) ,
and from t h e s e  i t  f o l l o w s  from Theorem 0 o f  C h a p te r  1,  remember ing  t h e
p
symmetry,  t h a t  ^n / Bn 0* The g e n e r a l  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  by s y m m e t r i s a t i o n ,
n o t i n g  t h a t  Z P(|x| > B ) < + «> i m p l i e s  Z P(|x8| > B ) < + 
n > l  n n> l  n
Proof Of the fact that : i f  l i m i n f  B(nA)/B(n)  > 1 f o r  A > 1,  and
n-H-oo
<f> i s  n o n - i n c r e a s i n g  and such  t h a t  Z <f>(cn ) < + 00 f o r  some c > 1,
n> l
th e n  Z n ^<t)(B ) < + » .  To s e e  t h i s  : 
n > l
- 1  -1  fBj+1Z n <f>(B ) = Z n Z | d4>(u) | £  c o n s t .  Z
n > l  n nj>l j  >n 7 B ^  j^_l
J+l
’j
d(ß (u) I l o g  j
and t h e  c o n d i t i o n  on B(n) means B(n)  n u l t i m a t e l y  f o r  some e > 0 ,
- 10  — Xso when B  ^ <_ u ,  j  _< u and l o g  j  _< e l o g  u .  Thus
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E n 
n_>l
<^J>(Bn) const.
f V 1
I | log u d<J>(u) | =
&  ®j
const. | log u d 4>(u) |
J1
= const. u <^j)(u)du
J1
because log n<j>(n) -»■ 0 (since
r
E 4>(cn) < + 00 
i>l
implies n<p (cn) 0) .
But the last integral above is
► 00
<J>(cX)dx and
1
this is finite since
e <Kcn) < + 00.
n>l
Proof of Theorem 2. It suffices to work with symmetric r.v.'s. 
Suppose (2.1) holds; then
sk C(j+1) Sk
SUP > = 1 z p [ sup —  >_
k^C-1(n) k Ji1 n*Cj+l -1 kk>C 1(n) K
> E
j^l
[C(j+1> - C(j)]P[S.+1 i
bo (2.2) holds; here and throughout we use B = B(n), C * C(n) inter-n n
changeably. Now suppose (2.2) and (2.3) hold. We have, using Levy's 
inequality, if X > 1 is an integer,
C(Xj+1)
k>c"1(n) k
= E E
n*C(X^)+l
< E [C(Xj+1)
< E [C(Xj+1)
" J>1
P[ sup
TJ
k> j k
Ij I [ U10.A g  __
n^ j Xn<k<Xn+1 k
< 2  1 [C(XJ+1) - C(Xj)] l P [S ,1 >eB(Xn+1)]
]>1 n>j X
= 2 Z P[S > eB(Xn+1)] Z [C(XJ+1) - (C(Xj)] 
n>l X j-1
1 2 Z C(Xn+1)P[S > eB(Xn+1)l
n>1 A
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 ^ 1 k.Now using Levy’s inequality again, P(Sn ü XiJn) i  ^  P( max —  _> x)
1 . . l<k<n k1 -r- - - J m  . >3_> j  P[S > xB(AJ) ] if n > XJ, so by (2.2)
00 > £ [C(n) - C(n-l) ]P[S > eB ] = Z Z [C(n) - C(n-l) ]P [S > eB ]. , n — n . . n ~ n“i1 Ji1 „=ij.
xJ+1
n=XJ+i
> 7  Z [C(Xj+1) -C(Xj)]P[S > eB(Xj)] 
j>l XJ
>_ const. I C(XJ)P[S >_ eB(XJ)]
Jll
g
because, when C(n) satisfies (2.3), C(nX) >_ X C(n) for large n and 
X for some 6 > 0, so C(X^+ )^ - C(X^) _> (X^-l)C(X^) for large X and 
j. Thus (2.1) holds.
Now suppose (2.2), (2.3) and (1.1) hold. By Levy's inequa lity, for
e > 0, A > J., P(S > £B„) i i P (  max S.>. eB ) 1 4 P(S > eB ) >i P(S >e'B ) 
n n i l<k<n 3 3 J
provided j n < JX, where e' * e/b+ (X) + e, and B^  [b+ (X) + e]Bn by
(1.1). Thua
j* 
e > E 
n-j
[C(n) - C(n-l)]P(Sn > eBn) > |  P(S > e’B )[C(jA) - C(j)]
1 \  A6 C(j)P(Sj > e'Bj)
for j and X large enough, using (2.3), and thus we have ^n/®n *  0*
This means by Feller (1971 page 149) that p(sn L  B ) Ü  const. nP(|x| > B^), 
so by (2.2),
j
» > Z [C(n) - C(n-l) n P(|x| > B ) = Z A, Z n [C(n) - C(n-l)] 
n>l n j>l J n«l
j
- Z A, Z [C(j) - C(k-l)] 
j>l J k-1
j
- I A [j C(j) - Z C(k-l) ]
J>1 J k-1
wheie Aj - P(|X| > B^) - P(|X| > B^^). Now when (2.3) holds, we see by
c.
the methods of the Appendix to Chapter 3 that liminf nC(n)/ l C())^B > 1,
fi-Hu j = l
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j
so jC(J) - Z C(k-l) _> (1—3) > 0 for j _> j . Thus we see that 
k=l °
Z jC(j)A. < + °°, and this is equivalent to (2.4) by a simple rearrange- 
j±l 2
ment.
Suppose (2.4) holds. If F is not in the domain of partial attrac­
tion of the normal distribution, a truncation argument like that of 
Corollary 3 to Theorem 1 shows that (2.2) holds. Thus, suppose B(n) and 
C(n) satisfy (1.1) and (2.5) holds. This means from Corollary 3 that
S /D ->0 a. s., so for every e > 0 n n
00 > z
n>l
-1n P[S > eD ] n —  n
(J+l)C(j+l) 1
Z Z n P[S >_ eD ]
j>l n-jC(j)+l n n
and for jC(J) < n <_ (j+l)C(j+1) , by Levy's inequality P(Sn > eDR) _>
- 2  P(SjC(J) -  -  P(SjC(j) -  e D tO+l)C(j+l)]} >P[SJC(j) >e'D(jC(J))],
using the fact that D(n) satisfies (1.1), as follows from our assumption 
that B(n) and C(n) satisfy (1.1). Here e' > 0 is a constant 
multiple of e . Thus we obtain
E {  
Jll 1
( 1 + 1 C O + 1 )  - 1C (1) \
(j+i)c(j+i) ;
I t J  C(j+1) - C(J) 1  ,
\ C(j+1) / Fls2 Jil
« D ^B(j). Now note that S
. V . ' 8 V  ^  ^  ■ Q _ c .k bjk bJ(k-l) *
PlSjC(j) -  e'DjC(j)1
jc(j) - e' V
jc(j)
; i.e., S
is the sum of the C(J) 
C(j)
jc(j) ■ £  YhJ>> and
that (j)each has the distribution of jk - j(k-1) - j of the X^'s;
i.e., of Sj. Now, by the symmetry and Feller (1971 page 149),
Ptsjcu)i£,V  - p
c(j) m
E Y, J> e'B. 
k-1 k " j
> const. C(J)P(y £J) >_ e'Bpexp {-C(j)P(y £J >_ e'Bj)} 
■ const. C(j)P(Sj ^ e'B^)exp { -C(j)P(S. ^ e ’B.)}
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const. C(j)P(S^ _>
provided we can show C(j)P(Sj e'Bj) 0 as This follows
P 2 2since, as we mentioned earlier, S^/D^ -*■ 0, so jV(D^)/D^ -*• 0, jV(n)/n -► 0 
(where D(j) = n) , or cB ^(n) B  ^(n)V(n)/n‘" -+ 0, or jC(j)V(B^) - * ■  0. 
Similarly jC(j)P(|x| eB^) -*• 0 for e > 0, and by truncation, for 
0 < e' < 1, P(S >_ e'Bj) < j P (IXI > e'Bj) + j V (B.) (e'Bj)”2, so
C(j)P(Sj >_ e'Bj) **" Here, of course, V(x) u dF(u). Returning to our
main argument, we have now obtained E [C(j+1) - C(j)]P[S, e'B,] < + 00,
j^ l 3 3
which is clearly equivalent to (2.2).
To remove the restriction of symmetry, we use the usual symmetrisation 
procedures, and, for (2.1), the strong symmetrisation inequalities (Loeve 
(1963 page 247)). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose E|x|hB 11X I < + °° and B(n) satisfies 
(2.7). We will have
(3.4) E { sup [|Sn - med S I - B(n)]+}h < + « 
n_>l
if E P { sup [ IS - med S | - B(n)]+ _> j1^ }  < + 00. Here we follow 
Jll nil n n
Cohn's (1974a) proof. When (2.7) holds (wherein we can assume y * 1, 
without loss of generality, because of (1.1)) we have
P supmi
IS - med S | 1 n_____  n
B(n)+jl/h
< P sup
n>l
IS - med S | n_______n
B(n+j ' ) -
where j’ = B 1(j1 h^). Thus we need
E P
J>1
sup
n>_l
IS - med S I
B (n+j ') - e < +  «,
equivalently, by the strong symmetrisation inequalities,
E P sup 
_ n>l B(n+j') -  2
iß < + °° where QS^ denotes the syauneLrised sum.
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Now for e > 0,
ICi-l i
j>l B(n+j') -  2-  ß-e > P
|s;| x |sM
™p i w r  i 2 eJr Bärin < e
and sup | , |/B (n+j ') £ |s®,|/B(j ') ->0 a.s. by Corollary 3 to Theorem 1
n>l J J
((1.7) holding because of (2.8)). Thus for (3.4) it: will suffice co show
E P
J>1
n+1' . 1 ,
- I ß - e < +  00 or E PJll - P B Ö Ö - 2 6-
which is the same as
E P
J>1
sup B(n) -  2 ß ' £ < +  00
-1where we have put C (j) * j ' 
latter holds by Theorem 2, so (3.4) holds.
B‘1(j1/h), C(j) [B(j)] . But the
Conversely, suppose (3.4) and (2.6) hold. Then by symmetrising and
following Cohn's (1974a) argument, we can easily see that
E E P (IXI > B(n) + j^*1) < + oo t hence, easily, f | H[B (x)+y^^]dxdy 
j>1 n>2 Jo 'o
< + 00, where we put H(x) - P(|x| > x) . Thus
00 > r* r\ xdH(B(x) + y1/h]dyr b_io J 1/h 
yh
(u - y^^)d H (u)dy
1/h,B 1(u - yJ'/“)dy dH(u)
o ' o
B ^(u - y^^)dy dH(u)
o h,-h u A
> I uh B_;L[(1 - A‘1)u]dH(u)
> const. uh B 1(u)dH(u) - const. E|X|nB 1|x|
(put u * B(x) + y^*1)
(reverse order of integration)
(X > 1)
h -1
because liminf B(nA)/B(n) >1 for A> 1  impllec llmsup B ^(nA)/B  ^(n) < + 00
n-H-<c n u h »
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for X > 1 and hence liminf B ^(nX)/B ^(n) > 0 tor X < 1; thus,
n-H-co
B ^(y u) > const. B ^(u) if y < y for some y <1, and u is large.— — o o —
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 4. The necessity of the moment condition follows
_ i 2from Theorem 3, upon noting that B (n) ^ n /log n when B(n) *
h= (6 n log n) . For sufficiency, we follow exactly the proof of
Theorem 3, except that we can remove the term med Sn by a well known
2argument, since EX = 0 and EX < + 00. The fact that Sn/B(n) -*• 0 a.s. 
follows this time from the law of the iterated logarithm, so we once again
|s_l
>_ const.] < + «, equivalently, byhave to show that E P [ sup
jil niC_1(j) B(n)
Theorem 2, E [B (n+1) - B (n)]P[|s | > const. B(n)] < + 00, because 
n>l n
h kC(j) = [B(j)] . But B(n) = (6 n log n; is regularly varying, so this
will hold if Z n^b"1 (log n)^h P[|s | > (6 n log n)^] < + “>, and this
n>_l n
holds when 6 > h by Cohn (1974b Theorem 2) provided E|x|^+b(i0g |x|)
9-4-Vi< + 00 and 0 < h < 2. For h ^ 2, e |x | < + « sufficient by 
Michel (1974 Theorem 2).
Proof of Theorem 5a. That (3.5) implies (3.2) was shown in Lemma 1
of Section 3 of Chapter 4. Thus, suppose (3.3) holds. Then for some
a > 0, n a B > a i a B. for 1 < i < n for n > n >1. Thus » n — i — — — o —
-a -a for 1 < i < nX — — o for any integer > 1
i = n, and since we can choose Xa > 0
-1a
for n > n , so liminf B . /B > aXan X n —  r\ >U Li A  11 Un-H-« o
Similarly, suppose (3.4) holds. Then, letting X q  = [1/q],
Uminf BnX /Bn - liminf BnX /B i llmlnf Bn/B[nq] *
n o  n o  nX X no o
liminf B /Br . = liminf B r ,, /Br , > liminf B , /b. , n [nq] [nq|A |nq] - nX nn n g ii u
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so liminf B . /B nA nn o
Hence, again (3.5)
= liminf B /B n n
holds.
[nq] - for q small enough.
Proof of Theorem 5b. It was shown in the proof of the Corollary to
Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 that (3.6) implies P(|X| > xA) _> A  ^P(|x| > x)
for x > x and A > A > 1  for some 6 > 0. Relation (3.2) is 
—  o  —  o  —  —
immediate from this.
Proof o f  Theorem 6a and i t s  Corollaries .  For brevity, let 
H(x) = P (IXI > x), and suppose Br is non-decreasing. If A > 1 is an
integer,
A-l
E H(B ) > E H(B ) = E E H(B 
k>nA j-o k>n *k>n
i x * H<B(k+l)X> - x B H<Bkx>k>n k>n+l
Ü  A I H[(b (A) + e)B ] 
k>n+l
1  A { h_[b+ (A) + e] - e } E H(B.) ,
k>n+l
where b+ (A) = limsup Bn^/Bn for integers A _> 1, and 
n-H-» n
h_(A) * liminf H(xA)/H(x) for A >_ 1. Now suppose b+ (A) < + <® and 
n-H-°°
h_(A) > 0, and note that then
I H(Bk) 1  E H(Bk) > nH(B2n) > nH[(b+ (2) + e)Bn] 
k>n+l k*n+l
> (h_[(b+(2) + e)] - e}nH(Bn)
so, when E H(B, ) < + », H(B )/ I H(B, ) = 0(n-1) * o(l) as n + +  
k>l n k>n+l K
From what we showed above, this means h_[b+ (A) + ] _< A ^ for A ^  1.
Now suppose E H(B, ) < + °°, and (3.6) holds. If b, (A) ■ 1 for 
k>l
A _> 1, this argument shows that h_(l+) ^  A  ^-*■ 0 as A -*- + », or h(y)*0 
for p > 1, which contradicts (3.6). This proves Theorem 6a, since
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limsup (S - med S)/B < + 00 a.s. implies IIHB ) < + 00.
Now suppose 1 H(B, ) < + 00 and that F is not in the domain of
k>l k
-2partial attraction of the normal distribution, equivalently, h_(X) > 1
-I y - 2for X > 1. The above argument shows then that X _> h_(b+ (X) +) > b+ (X),
or b+ (X) > X* , unless b+ (X) = + °°. In either case, Corollary 1 to
Theorem 6a holds.
Now suppose £ H(B, ) < + “>, that limsup B ,/B < + 00 for X _> 1, ,, R nA nk^ .1 n
and that F is not in a domain of partial attraction, equivalently,
/  CL — —- -h_(+°°) > 0. Then b+ (X)_<A for some a > 0, X > 1, so the above
argument gives X  ^ >_ h_[b+ (X) +) _> h_(X^a), or h_(X) <_ X a. But this 
implies F is in a domain of partial attraction, a contradiction. This 
proves Corollary 2 to Theorem 6a.
Now suppose £ H(B, ) < + 00, that B is slowly varying (equiva- 
k>i R n
lently, b + (X) = 1 for X 1) and that h_(X) > 0. Applying the above 
argument then gives h_(l+) _< X  ^ 0 as X -► + «, a contradiction. This
proves Corollary 3 to Theorem 6a.
Proof that (3.8) is equivalent to (3.9). This follows easily by the 
methods of the Appendix to Chapter 3.
Proof of Theorem 6b. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 6a.
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Appendix to Chapter 5 : Strong Laws for Uniformly Mixing Stationary
Markovian Sequences.
Let (xj)> j be a stationary sequence of random variables; i.e., 
(X^, X2 ,... Xj) has the same distribution as (X^  * * • • f°r
j > 1, k > 0, and let S = X. + X0 + ... + X . We also assume (X.) is 
Markovian, i.e., (Rosenblatt (1971 page 4)) P(Xj|F_._^) = P(X^|x_._^) a.s.
for j > 1, where F^  is the smallest a-field generated by (X^,X2 *...X^ ) 
Our aim is to generalise the second half of the proof of Theorem 1 in 
Chapter 5 to find a sufficient condition for a.s. boundedness of Sn , 
suitably centered and normed. An examination of that part of the proof 
shows that we used the independence of X^  implicitly only in Petrov's
(1975) generalisation of Levy's inequality; the only other probabilistic
‘ S A
J+l j
properties used were that has the same distribution as
which obviously remains true under stationarity, and the fact
that E P (IXI eB(n)] < + 00 for every e > 0 (which was what was 
n>l
actually used, rather than (1.3) in Chapter 5); here X is any r.v. with 
distribution F, the same as that of the X^. We also mentioned, in a 
remark following the proof of Theorem 1 in Chapter 5, that (1.2) can be 
weakened, and we will assume this in the present discussion. The Markov 
assumption is introduced in this Appendix only because of a technicality 
in the proof of Theorem 2; in fact, we use substantially less than the 
full assumption, and we later mention how it might be removed altogether. 
Thus, our emphasis is on the stationarity property of the sequence.
To obtain a generalisation of Levy's inequality, we proceed as in 
Loeve (1963 page 247 and 385). Assume A^ is a non-decreasing sequence and
(1) P(Sn+k~Sj+k - ~An-j I ^  j ^ — q > 0 for n — no’ 1 - j — n* and any
k > k ;
—  G
then we have :
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LEMMA 1. If (1) holds for any stochastic sequence - E ,
then for any x and n > k ,—  o
q P ( sup S. > x) < P(S > x - A ) . 
l<j <n 3 ‘  “  n "  n
Proof of Lemma 1. Let A* = { max S < x, S , >_ x} , and 
!j<i<J+k-l 3
B*?k = (S ,. —S , ,, > -A ,, }» so the Ak are disjoint for fixed k, andj n+k j+k —  n+k j
n k{ max S . ^ x } =  A . Hence 
!<j£n+k 3 j = l 3
n i i nk ^ „nk>
n+k - x“An+k}- p V  (a ; H b p  = e p (a ; o b ‘;k) ,J-l J ' J J“1 j j
while, letting !(•) be the indicator of a set,
PCAj H b^) - E K A ^ K ß f )  = / E[I(B^k)|FJ dP
y  ' j j 71 j
j
- E I (AJ ) P < I FJ> - Ei1<A^ < W sj4* i "iW |Fi)1
iE[I(AE)P(Sn + k - Sj + k > -  An..|F.)]
>  q   ^i <Aj> -  qp ( A j )
when (1) holds. We now have, for n > 1, k > k—  —  o
p(sn+kl x_An+k) 1 q e p(a )^ “ q P  ^ max - x)1<J <n+k
which is the same as the conclusion of the Lemma.
Remark. Condition (1) holds with An *0, q = , if (X^) are
symmetric in the sense that (X^, X^....^^) and (+ X^, + X2 »... + Xj) 
have the same distribution for each j, where the + signs may be present 
or absent in any quantity. This is related to the centering of Sn at 
conditional medians (Loeve (1963 page 385)), but we do not use this
approach below.
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We now have, in view of our previous discussion, for stationary (V*
THEOREM 1. Suppose B(n) is a non-decreasing sequence satisfying
(1.1) of Chapter 5, that (1) holds with A * o(B(n)) and thatn
E P [ IXI _> eB(n)] < + 00 for every e > 0. Then £ n ^P[S ^c£(n)] < + 00 
n>l n>l 11
implies limsup S /B(n) _< cb+ (l+b2/b_) a.s. I— 1
n-H-oo
(See Chapter 5 for the definition of b+ , b_). The Markov assumption is 
not required in Theorem 1, but the awkward condition (1) is. Now we intend 
to generalise Corollary 3 to Theorem 1 of Chapter 5 to the stationary 
Markov case. First we state the following simple generalisation of a weak 
law of Steiger (1973b) (who gave the case B(n) * n) :
Proposition 1. For any stochastic sequence S = E X . ,
n j " i Jn . pB(n)) F . } = o(B(n)) if, as n + °°,
and
E
j=l
E{X. I ( | X |
n
(i) z P[|x
j-1 3
n
(Ü) B~2(n) Eii  Z  E{Xj I ( I Xj I £  B (n) ) - E[Xj I ( | X j | <_B(n) ) | F ^ ; • 0 . 
□
Now we give the main result of this Appendix. We say that (X^) is 
uniformly mixing (or ^-mixing) (Ibragimov and Linnik (1971 page 308)) if 
there is a non-decreasing function 4>(n) + 0  as n -*• + 00 for which
(2) sup sup I P (B I A) - P (B) I <_ <f>(n)
Ae F. Be F°°, , j n+j
COwhere F^ is the smallest a-field generated by (X^, Xn+^,... ). 
Condition (2) is a kind of asymptotic independence which is stronger than 
ergodicity (Stout (1974 page 173)).
THEOREM 2. Suppose B(n) is a non-decreasing sequence satisfying 
(1.1) and (1.7) of Chapter 5, and that Eli  ^| x| <  ^ °°, where b  ^ is
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the inverse function to B(n). Suppose also that (2; holds and (Xj) is 
a stationary Markovian sequence. Then for any x > 0,
LI
Sn - E E[X I (|x | < xB(n))|F ] = o(B(n)) a.s. 
j=l J J J
n -> ■+■ 00. 1 1
Proof of  Theorem 2. We verify the conditions of Theorem 1. Note
that EB  ^I XJ < + 00 and (1.7) of Chapter 5 mean that £ P [ | X| >_eB(n)] <
n^l
< + 00 for every e > 0. Let x > 0 and
xj ■ xj - E[Xj h l - l 1’ and Sn =  **1 •
where 1^ = I(|x^| <_ xB(n)). Clearly X^ is a stationary sequence, and 
we will show En ^P[|s^| eB(n)] < + 00 for e > 0. Let
T nS = £ { X, I, - E[X. I . | F. ] } n j=1 j j 1 J 1 j-1
and put S' = S1 + Y , so P [ | S ’ | _> 2sB (n) ] <_ P [ | ST | >_ eB (n) ] +
+ P [ IY I _> eB(n)], and
£ n  ^P[ J I  _> eB(n) ] £ n 1 P[ | X^  | _> xB(n) for some j < n]
<_ £ P [ I XI >_ xB (n) ] < + «.
-1
_ 1 rp
Thus we need £n P [ | | >_ eB(n)] < + 00. But
P[|S*| > eB(n) ] £  e ~ V 2(n)E(S*)2
- 2 - 2< e B Z(n) j “ 1*! h * E0S h ' W 1
using the orthogonal increments property of a martingale; is a
Tmartingale because is F^-measurable and
E(ST |F .) = ST - + E(X I IF .) - E(X I IF ) = ST . . n 1 n-1 n-1 v n n 1 n-1 n n 1 n-1 n-1
But also, if 0 < e < 1 and V(x) = u dF(u) ,
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E[Yj - e<YjI'W J2 = e x32ij - 2 E[xjJS E(XJ1J |FJ-1) 1 + ee2(Y;i |fW
< e x 2i . -  1 J
2
fxB(n)
E X 7I. - E E 2( X . I . | f . .) J J J J 1 j~l
u“dF(u)
-xB(n)
V(xB(n)) ,
since
E [ X . I .  E C X j X  | F  X)1 -  K { E [ X j I E ( X  I |F ) | F  ] }
Thus
En 1 P[|S^| _> eB(n)] <_ £ L I B * (n) V (xB (n)) < + «,
when (1.7) of Chapter 5 holds, exactly as was shown in the proof of 
Corollary 3 to Theorem 1 of Chapter 5.
It remains to verify that (1) holds with = o(B(n)) for ,
and for this we use the mixing. We have
n+k
s;+k - sj+k ■ 1=j2k+1[xi - E(xiiiiFi-1)i
E E  U j I j IF ) •
-2 „ -2
and, by the Markov property, E(X^I^|F^_^) = E(X^I_^|X^_^) does not involve
r ooX., X, ,,... for i > 1+k, k > 1, and hence is r - measurable. This 
3 j-1 J ~  j+k
00means is - measurable, and so, using (2) and the
stationarity,
P[S;+k - V k - - £B(n-j)lFj1 - P[SA+k - » -e»(n-j)]-*(k)
> P[S' . > -eB(n-j)] +o(l) (k ->■ + “)—  n-j —
>_q > 0, for k > ^ k Q , 1 _< j ±  n, n ^ l ,
pprovided we can show S^/B(n) -*• 0, since this will give P[S^ Ü  -eB(n)] >
> 1-6 > 0 for n > n (6), while P [ S * > - °°] = 1 for 1 < n < n , since —  —  o n —  —  o
pwe (always) deal with proper r.v.’s (X^). But that S^/B(n) -»• 0 follows 
from Proposition 1 if
(i) n P [ I XI > B(n) ] ->■ 0
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and
(ii) n B_2(n) V (B(n)) + 0,
and that these hold follows from what we showed above. We can now apply
Theorem 1 to deduce limsup |s'|/B(n) <_ a multiple cf e a.s.,
n-H~°° n
and letting e -*• 0+ completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remarks. (i) The Markov property was used only to deal with the 
centering r.v.'s E(X_.I^|F^ )^ , and in fact we could have used much less 
(apart from the fact that we needed the Markov property only for the 
expectations, not the probabilities). We could have let E(X^|F_^_^) =
= E(Xj|Xj_^, Xj 2»..* for some fixed v (Doob (1953 page 185)
calls such sequences Multiple Markov Chains) and since, in the mixing con­
dition (2), we consider blocks of r.v.'s separated by k components, and 
then let k -*• + 00, we could perhaps let v -*■ + 00, v < k, in an appropriate 
manner and remove the restriction altogether.
(ii) It might be possible to overcome the problem of centering by a
symmetrisation procedure, but there seems to be none known in the generality
n
we require. Brown (1971) shows that and E E(X^|Fj_^) are often of
the same size for submartingales which are bounded in a certain sense.
1/a(iii) The case B(n) = n , 0 < a < 2, in Theorem 2 generalises the 
Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law. Other strong boundedness results for 
stationary sequences have been given by Petrov (1973). Also Heyde and 
Scott (1973) (see also their references) and Heyde (1975) give iterated 
logarithm results.
(iv) I'm grateful to Bob Kohn for some useful discussions on the
material in this Appendix.
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CHAPTER 6
LOCAL LIMITS AND LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR INDEPENDENT 
RANDOM VARIABLES
0. Introduction.
Let X y  j 21 1» be independent random variables with distributions
F., and let S = X. + X~ + . . . + X . In this chapter we consider two 3 n 1 2 s n
aspects of the convergence of A » where A and ->• + 00 are
n sn
sequences of constants. When —  - converges to a non-degenerate
n
random variable, the probability of - A^B^ remaining in a finite
interval converges to zero as n -+ + an estimate of the rate of con­
vergence of P(x-h < S -A B < x+h) to zero as n -*■ + 00, for x and— n n n —
h > 0, is a local limit theorem for the sequence X^.
For the case when the X^ are identically distributed, Shepp (1964) 
gave a local limit theorem for convergence to normality, while Gnedenko 
and Kolmogorov (1968 page 236) gave a general result for integer valued 
random variables attracted to a stable law. Stone (1965) and Feller 
(1965-66) gave a general result for non-integer random variables attracted 
to a stable law, the former for multidimensional random variables, and the 
latter for stochastically compact distributions. No extra assumptions are 
required in any of these results.
In the general case of non-identically distributed X^, the most that 
seems possible is to give sufficient conditions under which local limit 
theorems hold. This approach, which is the one we adopt, has been used by 
Rozanov (1957), Mitalauskas (1962), Mineka (1972, 1974) and Mineka and 
Silverman (1970). Our method is based on that of Feller (1965-66), and
oui main assumption ((1.1) below) is a generalisation of the stochastic 
compactness condition by means of which balier is able to use ideas from
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t h e  t h e o r y  o f  r e g u l a r  v a r i a t i o n  t o  p rove  h i e  l o c a l  l i m i t  r e s u l t s  in  t h e  
i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  c a s e .  A l though  our  c o n d i t i o n  ( 1 .1 )  l o o k s  v e ry  
r e s t r i c t i v e ,  we a r e  a b l e  t o  show t h a t  i t  i s  l e s s  s t r i n g e n t  t h a n  t h a t  of  
Mineka and S i lv e r m a n  (1970) , who c o n s i d e r  a v e r y  s p e c i a l ,  c a s e  o f  ou r  
Theorem 1 ( c o n v e r g e n c e  t o  n o r m a l i t y  unde r  t h e  L in d e b e r g  c o n d i t i o n ) .  I n  
t h e  r e m a in d e r  o f  S e c t i o n  1 we c o n s i d e r  some r e l a t e d  r e s u l t s  and a p o s s i b l e  
a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  t h e  r e c u r r e n c e  o r  t r a n s i e n c e  of t h e  random walk  S^.  We 
remark  t h a t ,  i n  t h e  s u b j e c t  of  l o c a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m s ,  i t  i s  a lways u s e f u l  
t o  c o n s i d e r  i n t e g e r  and n o n - i n t e g e r  random v a r i a b l e s  s e p a r a t e l y ,  and we 
on ly  lo o k  a t  t h e  l a t t e r  c a s e  i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r .
S
In  t h e  second s e c t i o n  o f  t h i s  c h a p t e r  we c o n s i d e r  t h e  c a s e  —-----
n
c o n v e rg e s  t o  a d e g e n e r a t e  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  and we e s t i m a t e  t h e  r a t e  of  con­
v e r g e n c e  of  P ( IS -A B I > B ) ,  o r  t h a t  of  P ( IS -  med S | > B ) ,  
t o  z e r o ;  such  r e s u l t s  we c a l l  large deviations theorems. Heyde (1967b) 
gave a l a r g e  d e v i a t i o n s  r e s u l t  f o r  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r i ­
a b l e s  which a r e  no t  i n  t h e  domain o f  p a r t i a l  a t t r a c t i o n  of  t h e  normal
d i s t r i b u t i o n ;  by g i v i n g  a c o n d i t i o n  wh ich ,  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  n o n - i d e n t i c a l l y
S
d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r i a b l e s ,  i m p l i e s  t h a t  no sub s eq u e n c e  o f  —----- An
n
can conve rge  t o  n o r m a l i t y ,  we a r e  a b l e  t o  g e n e r a l i s e  H e y d e ' s  r e s u l t  t o  t h e  
g e n e r a l  c a s e .  T h i s  a l s o  g i v e s  a r a t e  of  con v e rg e n c e  r e s u l t  f o r  t h e  
r e l a t i v e  s t a b i l i t y  s t u d i e d  i n  C h a p t e r  4.
1 . A Local Limit Theorem for Non-Lattice Non-Ident1cally Distributed  
Random Variables .
s
We a r e  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h e  co n v e rg e n c e  of —  -  A when A andB n  nn
B - +  + °° a r e  c o n s t a n t s  and n
neglig ib le  (UAN); i . e . ,  when
(Xj /B^)  a r e  uniformly asymptotically
sup P(|x.|>xB)-»-0 as  n -* + 00 f o r  
l f j ln  J n
eve ry  x > 0.  Our main a s s u m p t io n  i s  e i t h e r  :
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(1.1)
xZ E P (I X I > x)
i =1 Jlimsup ---J--------------- < c < + Ä
S V (x) 
j=l J
uniformly in n nQ for some nQ >_ 1, where V (x)
-x
[u-a^ . (x) ] dFj (u)
and a . (x) 3 udF^(u); or
(1.2) limsup
x->+«>
x2 E P (I X® I > x)
__jfi___ _____
n
l V®(x) 
j-1 J
< C < + 00
uniformly in n > n for some n >1.— o o —
g
Here are the symmetrised random variables having the distributions
of Xj - , where X^  are independent of each other and of X.., and
have distributions F.. Also, V ,(x)3 J u2dP(Xj < u) for x > 0. We
will see in the proof of Theorem 1 below that (1.1) implies (1.2). We 
also need an aperiodicity assumption, and we use that of Mineka and 
Silverman (1970) (which is an adaptation of one due to Rozanov (1957)) :
(1.3) for t =}= 0 there is an e = e(t) > 0 for which
(log Bn) 1 E P[Xj “ aj £ A(t,e)] -* + «
j=l
as n -*• + 00 , where a^  is a bounded sequence of constants satisfying 
inf P(|x. - a.I < 6) > 0 for some 6 > 0 (the existence of such a
IjCJ <+co J J
sequence being part of our assumption) and
A(t,e) = (x : I x | < M, |xt-Trm| 21 e for each integer m with |m|<M)
where M > 0 is fixed large enough for inf P(|x.| <M) > 0 (the
lj<j <+°° ^
existence of such an M being part of our assumption).
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Our main result is :
STHEOREM 1. Suppose that (X./B^) are UAN and - A converges
3 n U
to a non-degenerate random variable with distribution I and characteristic 
function <{> , and suppose that conditions (1.1) and (1.3) hold. Then for 
every h > 0,
(1.4) B P(x-h < S -A B < x+h) hir n n n n
c°°
4>(t)dt
J—00
uniformly in -°° < x < + °° as n -► + °°, and the integral on the right is 
absolutely convergent under our assumptions, having the value 2ttI’(0) . C D  
We note that (1.1) is implied by the stronger condition
x2 P(IX I > x)
(1.5) limsup ---- -■ “ .----- £ c < + co uniformly in j >_ 1,
x_H~00 Vj W
which, apart from the uniformity in j, specifies that each F^  is
stochastically compact in the terminology of Feller (1965-66). Mineka
2and Silverman (1970) proved that (1.4) holds when EX^ = a| < + 00 ,
EX. = 0 and when J
(1.6) u dFj (u) 21 da? uniformly in j _> 1 for some M> 0 and d > 0;
S
they also assume (1.3) and the Lindeberg condition, so —  is convergingDn
to normality for some B^. Now (1.6) implies (1.5) and hence (1.1), 
because for x M and j >_ 1, it says that
■x
X
u2d¥. (u) u dFj(u)
(1-d) f u2dF.(u) > d / u2dF,(u) > dx2 P (IX. I > x) 
J-X 3 “  |u|>x 3 _  3
? / rx ox P (IX, I > x)/ u dF.(u) £ (1 d)/d uniformly in j >_ 1
J • L v 1 '
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if x > M. Also,
ot (x) I = I / udF (u) I 1  X 1 / u2dF (u)
J IuI>x J IuI>x J
< x 1d 1 (1-d) u dF . (u) = o J -x
u dFj(u)■]
uniformly in j _> 1 as x -* + °°, so (1.5) holds.
There are cases when P(-h < S < h) is not of the order of Bn n
-1
we prove
THEOREM 2. If —  - A converges to a random variable whose d nn
2characteristic function is not in L (-00,00), then for each h > 0,
B P (-h < S  < h) -► + 00 as n -+ + 00 n n
where Sö = xf + + . . . + Xs is the symmetrised sum, and (X./B ) are UAN,n l 2  n j n .—
S LJ
The possible limits of —  - A^ in this chapter are random variables
n
in the class L (c.f. Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968 page 145)); we give
an example of a class L distribution whose characteristic function is 
2not in L (-0 0,00) following the proof of Theorem 2.
We remark that the more intuitive condition
(1.7) there is a random variable X and constants c^ e (0,1],
for which
, P (I XI x) <_ inf P ( I X I _> x) <_ sup P ( I X I _> x)
l<r1 <j~°°  ^ l<i<+oo1 J <+«
< c 0P (| X | >_ x) , for x > 0 ,
implies (1.1) when —  converges to normality (we restrict ourselves now
Dn
to symmetric X^ for simplicity). Note that if X^ satisfy (1.7), then 
(Xj/B^) are UAN for any Bn ** + 00, because for every x > 0,
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sup P( X. > xB ) < sup P( X. >xB ) ** c„P( X >xb ) ->-0 as r 1 1 1 —  n —  , , , 1 n —  2 1 1 —  n
1<j  <n J 1<j <-P°° J
Hence we can prove :
THEOREM 3. Suppose that X^ are symmetric, that (1.7) and (1.3) 
S
hold and that —  converges to a non-degenerate normal distribution.D
Then (1.4) holds (with A = 0) .
Remarks. (i) Supposing Fj to be symmetric for simplicity, it can 
be shown that condition (1.1) by itself implies the stochastic compactness
Sn 2 nof for some B ; in fact, define B by B = E V,(B ) (as cann n J n , , j nBn J-l
always be done) and then from condition (1.1) and the result of Lemma 1
in Section 3, it can be seen that the relevant conditions of Theorem 1 in
Chapter 1 are satisfied. Hence, for each n" -*■ + °° there is an n* •* + °°
for which VV converges to a non-degenerate distribution, and we can say:
under conditions (1.1) and (1.3) aloney we have for each h > 0y
0 < liminf B P(x-h < S < x+h) _< limsup B P(x-h < S < x+h) < + °° ,
n-H-oo n-H-oo
uniformly in -» < x < + 00. We omit the details of this proof, which 
generalises Theorem 2 in Feller (1965-66).
(ii) One of the applications of local limit theorems is to examine 
the recurrence or otherwise of the random walk S ; for this we would (at
least) like to know whether E P(-h < S < h), equivalently, under the
n=l n
00
conditions of Theorem 1, E B  ^ , converges. Condition (1.1) is not very
n=l n
helpful in this respect, since it gives little indication of the size of
B . However, when (1.7) and the other conditions of Theorem 3 hold, we can n
take c = 0 in (1.1) (see the proof of Theorem 3), so from Lemma 1 in 
Section 3 (take x = B , t = 6B ) we have
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n n 2_t
E V .(6 ) > const. B £ E V.(B ) ^ const. B 1 , where e is small.
j=i J “  n j=i J n
If we further assume V.(6 _< a for some 6 > 0 and a > 0 when j is
J  001_0 _ 1large, this leads to B < const, n 2 for large n. Thus E B = + 00, 
b * n — . nn=l
and this will lead to a recurrent S under some further conditionsn
(the situation is, that S need not be either recurrent or transient;n
see the discussion in Mineka and Silverman (1970)).
2. Large Deviations for Independent Random Variables.
As in Section 1, let be independent random variables with dis­
tributions Fj , let S^ = + ... + Xn, let X*? be the symmetrised
random variables, and let (x) = u2dP(X^ < u) for x > 0. In this
section we generalise a result due to Heyde (1967b), who gave a large 
deviations result for sums of independent identically distributed random 
variables which are not in the domain of partial attraction of the normal 
distribution. Our main assumption is :
(2.1)
x2 E P ( I Xj J > x) 
liminf ---— ------------ > a > 0
X -+ + “ £ V“(x)
j=l J
uniformly in n > n for some n >1.-  o o —
We also use the notation a > ^ b  as n -► + 00 to mean, 0 < liminf a /bn n n nn-*+°°
< limsup a /b < + 00 for sequences a , b . We prove :— , n n n nn-*+°°
THEOREM 4. Suppose (2.1) holds and E P(|x.| > B ) -*• 0 as n-* +
j=i J n
for some B -> + 00. Then, if med S is a median of S , n n n
(2 .2)
n
P (IS -med S I > B ) X  E P(|x.| > B ) , as n + + ». O  1 n n 1 n . , 1 n1 =  1
We remark that the above result deals with degenerate convergence, since,
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under the conditions of Theorem 4, (S -med 3 )/ß + 0. We further prove :n n n r
S PCorollary 1 to Theorem 4. Suppose (2.1) holds and ~  + 0. ThenBn
n
(2.3) p (|Sn | > V  *  l P (IX. I > Bn), as n -<■ + ". □
II PCorollary 2 to Theorem 4. Suppose (2.1) holds and -— ► + 1. ThenB —  n
S n
(2.4) P(|rp + l| > e) Z P (IX. I > eB ) for every e > 0, as n + 00 .
j-1 3 □
When are identically distributed, (2.1) becomes Levy’s (1937
page 113) criterion for X = X^  to be out of the domain of partial attrac­
tion of the normal distribution. In this case, Corollary 1 becomes Heyde’s 
(1967b) result. (Heyde imposes an extra condition, inequality (2) in his 
paper, which is implied by (2.1) (see Lemma 3 below), and hence is un­
necessary) .
Again when X. are identically distributed, Corollary 2 gives the 
rate of convergence for relative stability when the variables are not in 
the domain of partial attraction of the normal distribution (c.f. Chapter 4).
A somewhat stronger condition than (2.1) is used by Levy (1937 page 
344) to examine the strong law of large numbers; a related condition is 
used by Steiger (1973) in a similar context. Levy calls his condition 
"uniformly non Laplacian", and a similar description applies to (2.1),
since we can easily show : if (2.1) holds there are no sequences n ^  B ^
S
ni
A^ for which —  -  A . converges in distribution to a non-degenerate 
i
normal distribution. We omit the details of this result.
Finally, we remark that (2.3) can hold, even for i.i.d. r.v.'s, when 
p
S /B -*■ 0 and X is in the domain of partial attraction of the normal n n r
distribution (c.f. Rohatgi (1973)).
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3. Proofs for Chapter 6.
A l l  summations i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  a r e  o v e r  1 <_ j  <_ n u n l e s s  o t h e r w i s e  
s p e c i f i e d .  We use  t h e  a b b r e v i a t i o n  (x) = P ( | x  | > x) .
Proof of Theorem 1 . We c o n s i d e r  f i r s t  t h e  c a s e  when F.
3
s y m m e t r i c ,  and we m en t io n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r e l i m i n a r i e s .  S inc e  
S
a r e
(X./B ) 
1 n
i s
UAN and ■—  c o n v e r g e s ,  we have by Theorem 0 o f  C h a p t e r  1 t h a t  f o r  x >  0,Dn
-2 fX 2B £ V . (x B  ) a 2 -  u d T ( u ) ,  where a 2 >_ 0 and T(x)  a r e  t h e  c a n o n i c a l
n J n JQ
components  i n  t h e  Levy r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of  t h e  i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i s i b l e  l i m i t
d i s t r i b u t i o n I  ; we have f1 2u dT(u) < + 00. Now I i s  n o n - d e g e n e r a t e ,
so i f  a 2 = 0, T £ 0,  and T h a s  a p o i n t  of d e c r e a s e Ln ( 0 , x ) ,
f1 2
s a y .  By
r e d e f i n i n g  I we can  t a k e x^ < 1,  and t h i s means u dT(u) > 0.
Thus,  w h e th e r a 2 > 0 o r n o t ,  B~2 EV.(B ) > n j  n — a > 0 foi
o
r n > n — 0 f o r  some
n^ 1 and a > 0.  Now we commence t h e  p r o o f .  From F e l l e r  (1965-66  
page  383) o r  Stone  (1965 page 548) we w r i t e  ( remembering  t h a t  F^ a r e  
symm etr ic )
( 3 .1 ) B P (x -h  < S < x+h) n n
l im  hit 
t -H - oo
-1 n - i t x / B
j- tB * ( n ) ( t / B n>
1 -
S in  t  h/B 
t  h/B d t  ,
where  <p , * ( t / B  ) = $ ( t / B  ) 4>« ( t / B ) . . . 4 )  ( t / B  ) ,  and <p. i s  t h e  c h a r a c -  (n;  n l n z n  n n  j
t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  o f  . Thus < J > ^ ( t / B n ) -*■ <}>(t), t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
f u n c t i o n  o f  I ,  f o r  each  t , a s  n -*• + 00. We s p l i t  t h e  i n t e g r a l  i n  ( 3 . 1 ) ;
fA
f o r  A > 0,  t h e  i n t e g r a l  o v e r  ( -A,A) c o n v e rg e s  t o  hit -1 4> ( t )  d t
u n i f o r m l y  i n  < x < + 00, and ,  t h e  i n t e g r a l
rA
-A
by Lemma 2 be low,  we have hTr-1 4> ( t ) d t  = hu -1
4> ( t ) d t  b e in g  c o n v e r g e n t
4>(t)dt  + o ( l )  as
A ■»■ + “ . The i n t e g r a l  o v e r  6B < | t |  < xB i n  ( 3 . 1 ) ,  where 5 i s  s m a l l ,n — — n
v a n i s h e s  u n d e r  c o n d i t i o n  ( 1 . 3 )  a s  i n  Mineka and S i lv e rm a n  (1970) .  To
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prove (1.4) it remains to show that the integral over A ^  |t| < 6B^ in 
(3.1) vanishes as n -*■ + °°, and this is where we use condition (1.1).
LEMMA 1. Under condition (1.1), there are constants e > 0» c' > 0, 
c ’ + e < 1, 6 = 6(e) > 0, for which x >_ 6  ^ and 1 _< t 6x imply
E Vj (t_1x) >_ bt“2(c '+e) n .  (x)
for n > n for some b > 0.—  o
Proof. For symmetric F^ , (1.1) reduces to
limsup x^ EH. (x) / E u^dF.(u) <_ c, so limsup x^E H, (x)^2 uEH.(u)du 
x  ^ •'-x  ^ x  ^ o ^
c' = c/(c+1) uniformly in n nQ . Hence, given e > 0 with c’ + e < 1, 
there is a 6 = 6(e) > 0 for which x 6  ^ implies
x EH.(x) 1
u E Hj (u) du
< c1 + e < 1 for n > n —  —  o
Thus for t > 1 and n > n , 
—  —  o
fX u E H . (u) du 
log — — -- J---------
/t X uEH. (u) du 
o J
u E H.(u) 
.1
t_1x 2 !u0 y IHj(y)dy
du
u
_< 2(c' + e)log t
provided also, t ^x > 6 \  or t < 6x. Thus
-|lV..(x)<j uZHjCu) < t2(c'+E)
ft 1x
uEH. (u) du
- t2 c^ +£:>[J:Vj(t 1x) + t 2x2 ZHj(t 1x)] 
< (c+l)t2(c'+e) E V ( t -1x),
using (1.1) again, provided 1 t £ 6x and x >_ 6 \  n >_ nQ . This 
completes the proof of the Lemma.
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Now to complete the proof. Since F are symmetric, are real,
and
<J>, _x (t/B ) = 4> (t/B )4> (t/B ) ... <J> (t/B ) = exp I log $ (t/b )(n) n l n 2 n n n  j n
1 exp -Z [1 - <{>j (t/Bn) ] ,
because log (1-x) < -x when x > 0. Now if 1 < Itl < ÖB and B > 6 \— — —  —  n n —
f°°
E[l-cJ>.(t/B)] - -E (1 - Cos t x B_1)dP (I X I > x)3  n  J n  n  J
t 1B
> -E (1 - Cos t x B 1) dP ( I X . I > x) n J
1 2 - 2  -1 
± 4  C Bn E Y C V
> j  b t2“2(c,+e) B-2 e V. (B )- 4 n j n
using Lemma 1. From our preliminary comment to the proof, we have
B  ^E V.(B ) > 0 if n > n , s o  for 1 < Itl < 6B and B > 6  ^ we have n J n — o — 11 — n n —
?-?( »+ \ _ t.2-2(c,+e)
E [ 1—4> j (t/B^) ] > at C C , where a > 0, and so 4> ^  (t/Bn) <e a
Hence the integral over A |t| <_ 6B^ in (3.1) is bounded by
( tt)-1
A< t
-at 2-2(c’+e) d t  < TT-1
<6B —  n
-at 2-2(c'+c) dt * o(l) (A -►+») ,
uniformly in -°° < x < + °°, the integral being convergent since c* +e < 1 
To complete the proof we use
LEMMA 2. Under condition (1.1), |4>(t)|^dt< + °° for every p > 0
Proof. From the Levy representation of <J> we see that
f°°
2 log J 4>(t) I = -t^o^ + 2 (1-Cos t x)dT(x) .
* r\
We have
-1 -1
(1-Cos t x)dT(x) > - (1-Cos t x)dT(x) > -7 t^ — 4 xdT(x),
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while from Lemma 1, with x = B , we have for B > <S \n n —
B- 2 EV.(t-1B ) > b t"2(c,+£) b"2 EV.(B ) ,n j n — n j n
if 1 111 j<_ (5Bn » Letting n and e + 0+ in this gives, for
t > 1,
-1
2 -2c ’x dT(x) > -b t
r 1 2 -2c'x dT(x) > a t
where a > 0, as we saw, if a2 = 0. This means, for 11J >_ 1 and p > 0, 
p log I <J) (t) I _ < - - | p a 2 t2 - ^ a p t 2 2c , so I 4> (t) I P e L (-»,») since 
c' < 1. This completes the proof for symmetric F^ .
gTo deal with the general case, let X^  be the symmetrised random
rx SZ 8 nu dP(X < u). When —---converges, the
'—x J n
variables and let (x)
centering constants may be chosen as A = Ea . + const + o(l) (n ■+• + 00) ,B n nj
n
where a ^  * ot_. (B^) udF (u) (c.f. Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968
J-B J n
page 117)); by redefining the limit distribution I we can take the
constant as zero. We first show that (1.1) implies (1.2); in fact, by 
symmetrisation,
I P (I X® I > x) <_ 2 E P (IX I > j  x) < 8 c x 2 E V (| x)
for x large, uniformly in n >_ nQ. Also, (x) is the variance of X^
1 3truncated at x, so (x) * —  (x), and
x E P (I X® I > x) 
E Vj (x)
< 4 c
I Vj(-| x)
r Vj (x)
£ 4 c , uniformly in n >_ nQ .
This is (1.2), and is the condition we shall work with. Now, instead of 
(3.1) we write in the general case
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B P(x-h < S - A B  < x+h) n n n n
-ith
lim hir
T-*+c°
-1
-tB
B -itA + itEa . -itEa . n n nj nj , . j D ne e e 4> / n U/B )(n) n
fi U L 1 1 e bn
1 Bv n; ith/Bn
-itEa . -ita 1 -ita ~ -ita
where <|> ^  (t/Bn)e nJ = (^(t/B^e n «^(t/B^e n . . .$^(t/B^)e
S
is the characteristic function of ----Ea and hence converges toB nin J
the characteristic function of the limit distribution I. We also have 
-2 fx 2B EV?(xB ) -*■ 2 o2 - 2 u dT(u), and of course Lemmas 1 and 2 hold with n 1 n IJ J o
X*f in place of X_. . Hence 4>(t) £ LC-00,00), and the proof of Theorem 1 
will work provided we can find a bound for 4>^(t/B^) on 1 £  111 £ ÖB^.
But
h ( n ) (t/Bn)e
-it Eanj exp E Re log (t/B^)
= exp E log I <|> (t/B^) I 
= exp E log I <f> (t/Bn) I 2 
£  exp £ E [ I <f>j (t/Bn) I 2 - 1] .
Since | (f>. | “ is the characteristic function of X® , we have
1 - I 4> . (t/Bn) I 2 = - j (1 - Cos t x B “1) d P (I X® I > x)
t XB
1 2-2 > - t  t B —  4 n x"dP(|x;i>«)-±tV^(t-1Bn) ,
and, applying Lemma 1 for \£ shows that
[1-14> (t/Bn) I 2] £  bt2 2(c’+e;) , if l £ | t | < _ 6 B n and n £  nQ .
Thus I <J>(n) (t/Bn)e
-itEa
n~H < exp - b t2 2 C^ e L(l,°°) , and the proof
goes through as before.
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Proof o f  Theorem 2. We c o n s i d e r  t h e  symm etr is ed  random v a r i a b l e s
X S. h a v in g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n s  |<J>.|^. L e t t i n g  S° = . .+XS ,j j  n 1 2 n
we can w r i t e  e q u a t i o n  ( 3 .1 )  f o r  x = 0 as
A B P ( - h  < S® < h) > 2 n n —
l im in f  (2tt)
T - H - oo
-1
♦ ( n ) ( t / V 1 - B T n
Sin t  h/B 
t?B 1
and we can  e a s i l y  j u s t i f y  
rh
T Bn
P ( -u  < S < u )du  > n —
l i m i n f  (2 tt) ^h^
t - H - oo
tB r n
♦ (n ) ( t / B n>
1  - B T n
1 -  Cos t  h/B
t 2h 2 /B2 ' n
- 1  2 > (2tt) V * ( n ) ( t / V f l - M |B T n
1 -  Cos t  h/B
t 2h 2 /B2 "
n
d t  ,
2 2 2
where A > 0. Here < f > ^ ( t )  * |<f>^(t)| |  ^2  ^ 1 • • •  |<t>n ( t ) |  i s  non­
n e g a t i v e ,  so a p p l y i n g  F a t o u ' s  Lemma t o  t h e  r i g h t  hand s i d e  and u s i n g  t h e
g
f a c t  t h a t  P ( - u  < S < u) i s  a n o n - d e c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  u on t h e  l e f tn
hand s i d e ,  we g e t
A
h l i m i n f  B P ( -h  < S8 < h) > \  h 2 I <J> ( t )  I 2 d t  + + « 2 , n n — 2 ' T 1n-H-00 A
2 2as  A + °°, b e c a u s e  <f ^ ^  ( t / )  -> | 4> ( t ) | and 4> ( t ) \  L ( - 00, 00) .  Th i s  
c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 2.
Remark. We g i v e  an example of  a c l a s s  L d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  which  
2
<j)  ^ L . Choose t h e  symmetr ic  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  c a n o n i c a l  components  
o 2 = 0 and T(x)  * -  l o g  x i f  0 < x £  1,  T(x)  = 0  i f  x _> 1.  T h i s  
i s  i n  c l a s s  L s i n c e  - x T ' ( x )  i s  n o n - i n c r e a s i n g  ( s e e  Gnedenko and 
Kolmogorov (1968 page 1 4 9 ) ) .  Now i f  4> i s  the  c o r r e s p o n d i n g
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characteristic function,
2 log I 4> (t) I = 2
>_ const. - log t for t 1 ,
rOO2 “  1 2so I <p (t) I _> const. t as t -*■ + 00 and | <j> (t) | dt = + “.
r°° r t
(1-Cos t x)dT(x) = - y  x ^(l“Cos x) dx 
o J o
Proof of Theorem 3. We need only show that (1.7) implies (1.1)
S
when —  converges to normality (and X. are symmetric). Integrating 
n J
by parts, we see that (1.7) implies
(3.2) c^V(x) - (c2~c^)x2P(|x| > x) _< inf V . (x) <_ sup V. (x)
<_ c2V(x) + (c2~c1)x2P( I X| > x)
for x > 0, where V(x) u dF(u) and F is the distribution of X.
Now X itself must be in the domain of attraction of the normal distribu­
tion, since for x > 0,
EP(|X.| > xB ) > n inf P (IX. I > xB ) > n inf P(|xJ > xB )
J l£j<n 1 <j <+«> J
1 c^ n P ( I XI > xBn) ,
so nP(|x| > xB^) 0 for every x > 0, and from (3.2)
B~2 EV.(xB ) > n B-2 inf V.(xB ) > c.n B~2 V(xB ) - n j n - n J n - 1 n
- (c2 - c1)x2 nP(|x| > xBn)
so limsup nB^2 V(xBn) <_ c ^  lim B^2 E ( x B ^ )  = c^^ a2 , and similarly
B 2 EV.(xB ) < n B 2 sup V .(xB ) < c0 nB 2 V(xB ) n j n — n . . \ j n' — 2 n nJ l<j£+c° J
+ (c 2 " c1)x2 nP(|x| > xBn) ,
-2 -1 9 9giving liminf nB V(xBn) _> a . Here o* is, of course, the variance 
n n
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of the (normal) limit of —  . Now the above three conditions, byDn
Theorem 2 of Chapter 1, imply that F is stochastically compact, and 
furthermore that each subsequential limit is normal; from Theorem 8 of 
Chapter 2 this means that X is actually in the domain of attraction of 
the normal distribution. But this means that x 1* (| X| >x)/V(x) ->-0 as 
x -*- + 00, so from (3.2),
x2 £ P ( | X. | > x) x^C2 nP(|x|>x) c^ P(|x| > x)
ZV.(x) — n inf V , (x) —  c, V(x)[l+o(l)]
J l<j<^° J 1
limsup
x-H~°°
x2 Z P(|X.I > x)
E Yx) 0 uniformly in n ^  1 .
This is (1.1), so Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 1.
Proof  Qf Theorem 4.  We first prove (all unspecified summations are 
over 1 <_ j <_ n) :
LEMMA 3. If (2.1) holds, then
Z P (I X®I > Xx)
liminf ------ --------
x-H"00 Z P ( I X® I > x)
> bX2b 2 for X > 1
uniformly in n n , where b = a/ (a+1) .
Proof. Now (2.1) implies liminf x2 Z P (| X*M >x) / 2 u Z P (| X^ | >u) du^ _b
X-V+-QO J ' o J
uniformly in n ^  n , so for e > 0, X > 1, and x ^ x (e,X),
/*X u Z P (I X®I > u)du
/X u Z P (I X® I > u) du ' o j
exp 2
u2 Z P(|XS| > u)
x 2 /“ y Z P (I X®I > y)dy
du
u
> exp 2(b-e)
Xx -1, *2b-eu du = X
x
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Thus
x2 E P ( I XS I > x) < 2  u E P ( I XS I > u) du <_ X 
J  ^o J
„ ,, .-1 ,-2b+e ,2 2< (b-e) X
-2b+e Xx u E P ( | X?| > u)du
X x E P (I X®I > Xx) ,
leading to the desired result.
Corollary to Lemma 3. if (2.1) holds then E P (|x®| > x)% £ P(|X^|> x) 
as x -* + 00 uniformly in n >_ nQ, when X^  are symmetric.
Proof of Corollary. Using the result of Lemma 3 and the symmetrisa- 
tion inequalities,
IP(|X I > x) > I  Z P (IX® I > 2x) > i 21 _2b-2-e Z P (I X® I >x)
> 22b-3-e ZP(|X I > x) ,
provided x is large enough, and this completes the proof.
Now we prove Theorem 4. Suppose first that X^ are symmetric. Then
(2.1) holds (with a different a) with X. in place of X? and 
[x 2 sVj(x) = u dFj(u) in place of (x) : this follows from the Corollary
to Lemma 3 and the fact that
V®(x) = VAR(X®T) = 2 VAR(X^) = 2 (x) ,
sT Twhere X^  and X^ are the random variables truncated at + x. From, 
e.g. Heyde (1967c), we have
P(S > B ) > E P(X. > B ) n n — . . i n J=1
E X. > 0 
k + j ^ _  
k=l
-1»\ • ■„>]
MMk=l
r n
and since the random variables are symmetric, P E X. > 0 
k * j ^ -  
k=l
1  2 , and
E P(X. > B ) 
k+j ^  n 
k=l
* 1& P<|Xkl>Bn) - 2  kf1P(|Xfcl >Bn)
k*l
0 ,
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so
i p<lsJ > V  -  2 ” V  <i - e)
f o r  n l a r g e  enough,  g i v i n g
l i m i n f
n-H-o°
p(|Snl > Bn)
: p ( I Xj 1 > Bn)
To o b t a i n  a r e v e r s e  i n e q u a l i t y ,  l e t  be t h e  random v a r i a b l e s  t r u n c a t e d
m  r p  r p  r p  fp
a t  + B , and l e t  S -  Xi + XI + . .  . + X . Then S = S + Y , s a y ,— n n l 2  n n n n '  ’
and
where
P(|snl > Bn ) < P ( | S * |  > Bn ) + P ( |Y n | > 0)
P ( | y | > 0) -  P ( IX I > B f o r  some j  e [ l , n ] )
i  B P d X j l  > Bn ) . 
Also  by C h e b y s h e v ' s  i n e q u a l i t y ,
P(| s‘ | > Bn ) < B~Z E(S^)  L = B~Z VAR(S^) = B~^ E VAR(xJ)
- 2  T 2 -2
- B E  E(X,)  - B En j  n
Br n
u d F  (u)
B 2 E V (B ) n J n y
a n d , by ( 2 . 1 ) ,
P(lSnl ;  V  Z vi(Bn> 1
E~P ( I xj I Bn ) “ B2 E P ( I X. I > B ) “ 3
J n 1 j 1 n
f o r  n l a r g e  enough ,  n >_ n , so f i n a l l y
P ( IS I > B )
P1“ " P I P(  IX. I > B ) -  !  + - < + “ •
n->-H° 1 J 1 n
T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  r e s u l t  f o r  t h e  symm etr ic  c a s e .  In  g e n e r a l ,  l e t
X? and SS be t h e  sym m etr i sed  r . v . ' s ,  and l e t  EP( | x. |  > B ) -*- 0 ,  and
J n y J n
( 2 .1 )  h o l d .  We th e n  have E P(|x?| > 2 B^) -* 0,  so from Lemma 1 ,
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E P(|Xj| > B^) ->-0. We can now apply the earlier part of the proof to
deduce P (ISSI > B ) X  E P (I Xs I > B ). Also,1 n 1 n j n
P (IS -med S I > B ) < 2 P (ISSI > B ) E P (I XS I > B )1 n n 1 n' — 1 n 1 n 1 n'
and
P ( I S -med S I > B ) >^rP(|sS| > 2 B  ) X  E P ( | X? | > 2 B ) Z P ( | X‘S | > B ), 1 n n1 n — 2 1 n1 n 1 j1 n 1 j1 n
so we have P(IS -med S I > B ) X Z P ( | x ? |  > B ) .  It remains to show that 1 n n 1 n 1 3 ' n
Z p(|x®| > Bn) X :  P< IX I > Bn) . We always have
l P( I X. I > B ) _> tl P ( I Xf I J 2 B ) m  Z P (I X® I > B ) ,
so we need the other inequality. Letting nr = median (X^), we have by 
Lemma 4 below that | m ^ | <_ B^ uniformly in 1 <_ j £ n if n is large 
enough, so
P (IX® I > 2 Bn) > \EPtlXj - m.| > 2 Bn)
1 i Z P (IX I > 3 Bn)
and then (writing B^ for 3 B ) ,
p d x j l  >  B n ) i  2 £ p ( | X j l  >  \ B n )  p d x j l  >  B n ) .
which completes the proof of Theorem 4 provided we show :
LEMMA 4. When <yv are UAN, supl<jyn m. I /B_ n -*■ + °°,
Proof of Lemma 4. By 
P(x < m ) > |  , so P(|x.I
definition, nK satisfies P (X > nr )
> m ,) > 4 . If sup Im,I/B > 0 —  1 — 2 , . 1 1 1 nJ l<j <n J
eventually, there is a 6 > 0, and an n >_ 1, such that for some j e [l,n]
and n > n , Im,I > 6B . But then - o ’ 1 j 1 -  n
i < P{ IX I > m ) < P(|X J > 6B ) < sup P(|X J > SBn)
J J J l<j<H J
-*■ 0 as n ■+ + ow,
giving a contradiction.
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Proof of Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorem 4. In the proof of 
Theorem 4 we actually showed that
P (1S -med S I > eB )^EP(|x.| > B ) >£ I P(|X. I > eB )1 n n1 n J rr ' j 1 n
pas n ->• + 00 for every e > 0, so that (S - med S )/B -> 0. Corollaries 1J n n n
and 2 follow easily from this, and Theorem 4.
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CHAPTER 7
RATES OF CONVERGENCE TO STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS
0. Rates of Convergence.
Let be independent and identically distributed random variables
with distribution F, and let S = X- + X« + . .. + X . We say that Fn 1 2 n
is in a domain of attractionF e D(a), if there are norming constants
S
B -*• + <» and centering constants A for which —---A converges ton n B nn
a non-degenerate random variable (see the introduction to this thesis).
When the norming constants may be chosen as B^ = n ^ a for some a > 0
1/a(more generally, we could allow B^ = cn , for some constant c > 0;
but then we could take c * 1 by a simple change of scale) we say that
F e (a), a domain of normal attraction. If F e D(a) or F e (a),
S
the limit of —  - A is of course a stable random variable; we denote B nn
its distribution by , and recall that 0 < a <_ 2. In this chapter we
will not discuss the case a = 1, for which the relevant expressions take
on an unwieldy form, and since, as is well known, we can choose A^ = 0
for a < 1 and A * EX for a > 1, and we can further assume EX = 0 n
when a > 1, we will assume that the centering constants A^ are zero 
throughout this chapter.
S
We are concerned with the rate of convergence of —  to its limit,Dn
and we adopt as a measure of disparity the uniform di8tccnce defined by
(1.1) A(a,Bn) = sup |p (Sn < xBn) - Ga (x)| .
— 00< X<+°°
We know that A(a,Bn) -> 0 (n -► + °°) if and only if F e D(a) (Ibragimov 
and Linnik (1971 page 139)).
Our methods are based mainly on those of Höglund (1970), who was 
interested in the case a = 2, i.e., convergence to normality. By assuming
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that the tails of F are regularly varying of a suitable order, he was 
able to give the first term in an asymptotic expansion of the difference 
P(S^ < xB^) - G^Cx), with a remainder depending on the form of the regu­
larly varying tail. In our present context this is a very natural 
approach, since for convergence to the stable laws, we automatically have 
regular variation of the tails of F. Thus, for our main results 
(Theorems 1 and 2) we need make no further assumptions than F e D^(ot) or 
F £ D(a), and we do not need to distinguish between the cases a = 2 or 
a < 2. We also use the ideas of McRae (1972), who proved what amounts to 
a special case of Theorem 1.
As another measure of the rate of convergence, Heyde (1973) and
00
Egarov (1973) gave the elegant result that if E n ^A(2,B ) < + °°. for
i n
any B^ satisfying B ^ ^  ^ (n ** + °°) > then F e D^(2); equivalently.
EX < + 00. This is a converse to the result of Friedman, Katz and
00
Koopmans (1966), who showed that, if F e D (2) , then E n ^A(2,B ) < + °°
h U n-1 „ n1
for the particular choice B2 J 
n \ %•'-n 2
x dF(x) - xdF(x)■n-
We might conjecture that a similar result holds for the non-normal stable
00
distributions, i.e., that E n A(a,B ) < + 00 for some B if and only, n nn=l
if F e D^(a). This conjecture is false. We show, following Theorem 2,
00
that there is an F e D(a), F £ D^(a), for which E n A(ot,Bn) converges
n=l
for a particular choice of B , with B ., ^ B .n* n+1 n
As further applications of our results, we are able to rederive, and 
in some cases improve upon, some estimates of rate of convergence 
previously given by other authors.
We present the results for DN (a) and D(a) separately, since, 
although the proofs are similar in method, the details differ considerably.
a t for the characteristic function of G , whereaWe write e
b (1 + i 3 tan -y a Sign t), | 3 | £  1, b > 0, and we let Rea,
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a positive constant. Our bounds on A(a,Bn) will be given in terms of 
the characteristic function, <J> , of F.
THEOREM 1. Let F e D^Ca), 0 < a < ^ 2 ,  a^-1 with EX = 0 if
1/ota > 1. Then, for any norming constants Bn ^ n > for every e > 0,
e < a^, there is a A = A(e) > 0 and an N = N(e) >_ 1 for which
B a ;A I I a (-a+e)Ba |t|a
(1.2) A(a,Bn) <_ c [ 11 - —^—  I + n | t| | <J>(t)-ea  ^ ' | e n dtn n J-A
+ (ABn)_1]
where c > 0 is a constant, whenever n > N(e).
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Let F e (a), 0 < a < 2, a ^ 1 with 
EX = 0 if a > 1. Then for some A > 0 and N 1,
r rA
(1.3) E n ^"A(a,n ^ a) c
n=N
I 111 “ 1 U(t)-ea lt l I dt + A .
i_ ' - a
From Corollary 1 we can recover results of McRae (1972) and Heyde (1967a) : 
McRae showed that, for 1 < a < 2, the integral in (1.3) converges if 
•°° a_1
IxI |F(x) - G (x)Idx < + oo; Heyde showed that it converges for a = 2 
J — 00 ^
00
if EX^ log [1 + I XI ] < + 00. Hence they deduced that E n ^A(a,n^a)
n=l
converges, under these conditions, as follows from (1.3). (McRae's 
result also holds for 0 < a < 1).
Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. Let F e (a), 0 < a < 2, a + 1. We
have
(1.4) if
1
• oo —
|f (x)-G (x) I dx < + oo} then A(a,na)
J — 00
+ 00) >
for 0 < a < 1 ;
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1 i 2,00 —  1 ------
(1.5) if x |f (x)-G (x) I dx = 0, then A(a,na) = o (n a) (n-*-+“>) ,J — 00 ^
for 1 < a < 2. (HI
This corollary improves the results of Satybaldina (1972), who was only 
able to show that 0 relations hold, instead of o, in (1.4) and (1.5). 
Satybaldina (1973) gave some related results, which do not include (1.4) 
or (1.5). Some non-uniform results under similar assumptions to those 
of Satybaldina are given by Paulauskas (1973).
We can prove a more general result than Theorem 1 :
Corollary 3 to Theorem 1. Let F e DN(a), 0 < a £  2, a f 1 with 
EX = 0 if a > 1. Then for any norming constants 'v, n^^a and any 
positive sequence -* 1, for every e > 0, e < a^, there is a 
A = A(e) > 0 and an N = N(e) >_ 1 for which
r xB
(1.6) sup IP(S < xB ) - G , 1 n n a —oo<x<T«> l/arn C
rA i l*-la -(a,-e)Ba | t |a
<_c[|l-C^|+n 111 I 4> (t) — e3 ‘ ' |e n
_A -1+ (ABn) ]
whenever n > N, where c > 0 is a constant. The choice C = B /n — n n
recovers (1.2); the choice 0 = 1  in (1.6) gives
1/a
f xB
(1.7) sup |P(Sn < xBn) - Ga |<
— °°<X< I°°  ^ n '
< c[ n 11 1 11 4> (t) - e
-A
ia -(a1-e)B°t| t |a
a|t' Ie " |dt + (&Bn) h  .
We now give a general result for D(a) :
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THEOREM 2. Let F e D(a), 0 < a ^ 2, a + 1 with EX = 0 if a > 1. 
Then if B^ are any norming constants, for any e > 0, t < ^ min (a^,a), 
there is a A = A(e) > 0 and an N = N(e) 1 for which
(1.8) A(a,Bn) <_ c[n| <K1/Bn) - ean
-1
+
f n -l I a-1 , ,-<x U-*(t/Bn)]1 11
J-AB hi [i-<t.(i/Bn)j
-^(a^e) 11 a-e
dt +
+ n 1 + (AB ) 1] n
whenever n > N, where c > 0 is a constant.
We remark that |t| a [1—<J>(t) ] is slowly varying as t -*• 0, so the
integrand in (1.8) goes to 0 as n -+■ + °° ; after the proof of Theorem 2
we show that the bound in (1.8) goes to 0 as n -* + °°. Our next corollary 
00
shows that E n A(a,Bn) may converge when F  ^ D^ (ot) : 
n=l
F e
Corollary to Theorem 2. For a < 2, a ^ 1, there is a distribution
0° ^
D(a), F I DN(a), for which E n A(a,B )<+«>, for a certain choice
n=l
of norming constants B , with B .. ^ B .° n n+1 n □
Remarks. (i) It is easy to show, as in Heyde (1973), that if
00
E n ^A(a,B ) < + 00 for 0 < a < 2, where B 't B , then F e D(a); but, , n — n+1 nn=l
by the above corollary, we cannot conclude F e D^(a) In general.
(ii) Rates of convergence results for positive random variables in 
D(a), under some further restrictions, are given by Lipschutz (1956). See 
also Cramer (1963).
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1. Proofs for Chapter 7.
Proof of Theorem 1. We can write 4>(t) = e'J 1L ^ [l+u(t)]^ Where 
6(t) 0 as t -*■ 0 (c.f. McRae (1972 page 29)). Given c > 0, fix
A > 0 so small that | 6 (t) J <_ e whenever |t| <_ A. Following Hoglund 
(1970), we write
- e3  ^ = TnUn ,
where
ot -1
T = n [ (t/B ) - e n n
1/a
a t  n n-1 a -1] and U = n_1 Z ^  (t/B )e(n"1_J >a'c I n ,
1=0
and ^ n is any sequence of norming constants. First we estimate
T as follows : n
lT,
a 111“ [1+5(t/B ]B “ I I“„-1n n a t n; - e 1 1
I I a -1a t  n
I I a B
- 111-  [1 - —  + 6 (t/B )] Da n n
D
- 1
< n. 1. j a I 111 a B~a [|1 - + I 6 (t/B ) |]
a I 11 1a2eB_aiii n
(2.1) < c|t|a [|l - I + j 6 (t/B ) j ] n B “ ,n • • n 
Ba
provided n is so large that |l - — | e; here, and throughout, c > 0
is any constant. We also restricted 0 < |t| <_ AB^, and used the
• 2  I * * I Z Iinequality |e - 1 | <_ |z|e1 1 , valid for any complex z, to obtain (2.1).
Now we estimate U as follows : n
k , -1 1 = n
n-1 . , ! , x I I a “1
oII1—)
-1 n-1 E e 
j=o
[1+6 (t/B )] -
, I ct -1 Ba n n(n-1)a t n n1 1 e
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n e L
j=o
-1
(2.2) < e
-(a1 - e)It|a
liltL [!__!> + 6(t/B )1
n
(a^ = -Rea)
again provided 0 < 111 <_ AB^ and n _> N(e). Now we use the following 
Lemma due to Esseen (1945) :
LEMMA . For any T > 0,
sup IP (S < xB ) - G (x) I <_ c 
—°°<x<+00 n n
I 1 U n (t/Bn) - g(t) I dt + T XJ
where G is any absolutely continuous function with bounded derivative,
and g is its Fourier-Stieltjes transform.
a tApplying this lemma with g(t) = e 
(2.1) and (2.2) :
sup j P (S < xBn) - G (x) I = A(a,B ) <_ c
—  oo<x<+°o
and T = AB , we obtain from n
- AB
-AB itr1iT„unidt+{av 1
r AB
< c n „-1 Bn -(«,-*)I‘I“t 1 - —  e dtr% 1
AB , X L  I OLr n , - (a.-e)111
+ nBnaj |t| |6(t/Bn)|e dt + (ABJ -1
< c 1 - I + nB~a n 1 n
*n , -(a.-e) 11 1°
!11“ 1|6(t/Bn)|e 1 (
+ (aV -1
and to complete the proof of Theorem 1 we need only show that
I I ot
I 6 (t) J ^ c 111 a I 4> (t) - ea ' as t -*■ 0. In fact, we can define
log i|>(t) ln 11 1 A , and
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| 6 ( t ) |  -  I a 1 ( I 1 1) a l o g  4 ( t )  -  1 1 = I l o g  <|>(t) -  a 11 j u |
. . r w
I i - l  I i - a
- 1  | t | - a
t |  a I lo g  4) ( t ) e a 11 I ^  c 11 1 a 11 -  <J>(t)ea * C
'v c I t p l - K t )  -  e a | t |
a s  t  -> 0,  which  i s  what  we n e e d ed .
Proof of Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Taking = n 1/cx i n  (1.2), we
o b t a i n
v ~1 a  /  1/a vI n A ( a ,n  ) < c E
n>N
t  I 1 I 4> ( t )  -  e ^ ’ 1 I e * d t
n - 1  J -A
t  j “ ( ( - a 1- » -e ) n | t | a 
- 1 - 1 / a+ cA“ 1 E n 
n=l
< c
< c
i - l  I a I t I a (~a + e ) I t | a _
t |  14(b)  -  e [ 1 - e  ] dt+cA
-A
A
-A
11 a 1 I 4 ( t ) -  e
I .  VA i
a l t  I ,  A - 11 d t  + cA
Proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. For 0 < a < 1,  if  
| F ( x )  -  G ( x ) I d x  < + 00, we have by dom ina ted  c o n v e rg e n c e  t h a t
■ / \ a t  4 ( t ) -  e 1 1 = t S in  t  x [F(x)  -  G (x) + F ( - x )  -  G ( - x ) ] d x  a a
o ( t )  a s  t  -* 0 ,
so t h a t
f A  , . - 1 ,  a l t  I“ . n ( - a i + e ) N a r - -A n ( - a . + e )  111 a -
1 1 1 14 ( t ) - e  ' ' 1e d t  = 0
J -A
n e d t
-A J
1 - 1 / a
1 -
fAn1 / a  ( - a . + e ) | t | “ -
e 1 d t
-An1/o
o (n ) (n - +  + 00)
r
as  r e q u i r e d .  For  1 < a < 2,  i f  we assume | x | | F ( x ) - G  (x) | dx < + °°,
J  —  00
we see  t h a t  | 4 ( t ) -  e a ' C  1 | = 0 ( t ‘: ) ( t  0) , so t h a t ,  a s  above ,
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2 1 2
i / 1 - -  - A 1I /  rv Qt rv a
A ( a ,n  ) = 0 (n  ) + 0 (n  ) = 0 (n  ) (n + “0  . I f  we assume in
a d d i t i o n  t h a t x | F ( x )  -  G ( x ) | d x  = 0,  we o b t a i n
— 00
1 /  ct  ^ ctA ( a ,n  ) = o (n  ) (n -*■ + 00) , which i s  S a t y b a l d m a 1 s second  r e s u l t .
Proof of Corollary 3 to Theorem 1. The c . f .  of  G
exp na  t
ca -ia n
Ba J n
n 1 / a J n
; i f  we u se  t h i s  i n  p l a c e  o f  e a t i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f
Theorem 1,  we can e a s i l y  s e e  t h a t  we need o n ly  r e p l a c e  t h e  te rm  | l  -  —
I ( x  I
by j 1 — C I in  ( 2 . 1 ) ,  and we can l e a v e  ( 2 .2 )  u n a l t e r e d .  From t h e n  on ,  
p r e c i s e l y  t h e  same argument  l e a d s  to  ( 1 . 6 ) .
Proof of Theorem 2. We p r o c e e d  as  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 1. 
A c c o rd in g  t o  Ib rag im ov  and L i n n i k  (1971 page 85) we can w r i t e
Ct “ 1
<t>(t) = e a ^   ^ , where L i s  a (complex)  f u n c t i o n  such  t h a t
L ( I x I ) 'v | x | a P ( j XI > I x I ) (  j x I -* + 00) f o r  a < 2,  o r
L ( I x I )
r x
-  x
u dF(u)  ( I x I -+ + 00) f o r  a = 2. That  i s , L i s  a s y m p t o t i c ­
a l l y  e q u i v a l e n t  to  a s low ly  v a r y i n g  f u n c t i o n .  W r i t e
<{>n ( t / B  ) -  e a t  = T U Y n n n
where
a t n -1
n[<t>(t/B ) - e  n 1 , U = n   ^ I <{>^ ( t / B  ) e  nn n . n
3=o
( n r l r l i  a , t |c.
Now pu t
T = n n
L(B t  X) j I aa n a tB
-  e
I I a l  I a
r  [p ( t)+i] ^ h i -  nn n ne -  e
where p ( t )  = nB Q L(B t  1) -  1 = [nB a L(B ) -  1] + nB a L (B ) Kn v 7 n n 1 n n 1 n n '
L(B t  l )  n ___
L(B ) -  1
I t  i s  a p r o p e r t y  o f  t h e  norming c o n s t a n t s  t h a t  B ^  nL (B ^) ,  and s i n c e
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L is asymptotically equivalent to a slowly varying function, we see that 
p^(t) -*• 0 as n -+ + 00 for each t 0. We lequiie some estimates for L. 
Write L = L^ + i L 2 = R e L + i I m L ;  it follows that L^(x) is 
asymptotically equivalent to a slowly varying function, and L,,(x) =
= o[L^(x)] (|x| + 00) . Hence is slowly varying, and by the exponential
representation for such functions,
u  ^ (u)du
L]_(t 1) = b(| 1 1 1)e 1 ,
where b(x) b > 0 and e(x) + 0 as x ■+ + °°. Given e > 0 choose
A = A(e) > 0  so small that b + e _> b(x) b-e and |e(x)| £ e whenever
x > A Then for 1 < ItI < AB ,— — 1 1 — n *
W
B
f n
u e(u)du
b(B ) 1tI 1Bn 1 1 n b+e
b(Bn|t|-1) , b-c
e
e
Bf n -1u du
111 £/ (1-e) , 
or
(2.3) L (B t”1)/L (B ) > (1-e)|tl“e for 1 < It| < AB .i n  I n — 11 — ' n
Also for 1 _< I 11 AB^, using the fact that log x <_ x-1, if x _> 1,
u ^e(uBn)duLl(Bnrl) , bCBjtl'1) e N 1W b(V
+ 1
)du
+
(2.4) <^c|t|e + elog |t|fc'.|t|£ j<e|t|^6: .
Finally, for using the fact that | log x| <_x \  if 0 < x £ 1,
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-1
. b(Bnrl) 1
u t(uB )du 
i +
b C B j t f 1)
L1(V - b (B„> 1 - e b<V
1 “6 1
- 2 £ log |11 11 + 2 e
(2.5)
provided also, _> A . Since L(x) = [l+o(l)]L^(x), it is now easy to 
check that inequalities (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) hold with L in place of 
L^, and we shall subsequently use them in this form. Note also that 
(2.4) and (2.5) hold with |p (t)| replacing the left hand sides. Now 
we estimate T as follows :
a|t|a [p (t)+l]n 1 a‘t'—  ,
T - a I11a p (t)| = n I e ° - e n - an |t|Q p (t)n 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 n
, 9 9 I a I It|ap (t)n
< c n t p (t) e +
+ cn'2 |tl2a |Pn(t) |e|a| 1 t|0tn 1
by obvious arguments, where a^ = -Rea > 0. For 0 < | 11 <_ 1, using 
(2.5) for pn(t), and taking n _> A \  we obtain
_ I I a , v I -lii 2a-2eT -a t P (t) < c n tn 11 n 1 — 11
-2 I I 2a
pn(t)l
e a t a-2e -1 n +
+ cn t p (t) e
(2.6) < e t 2a-2e pn(t)l ’
provided we choose 2e < a. [Here, and throughout, we use c to denote 
any positive constant]. Hence also for 0 < |t| <_ 1,
(2.7) |Tj < c|t|a |pn(t)| .
Now for 1 £ 111 £  ABn , using (2.4) for Pn(t), we obtain
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a t
n e
I I a  , v - 1a t  p (t)nn ie - 1
-1| li I ot I / x i 2 I a I e I t _< n. 1 .n I a I I 1 1 |p (t)| e 1 1 1
a+2e -1 n
them we choose e so small that B3£ < n (this makes 11 1 ^ £ < A j£B j£ < n) -
we can do this since, being regularly varying with index a \  we can
a_1+6 3emakce B^ <_ n for any 6 > 0 if n is large, so B^ _< n if we
choose 3e < (a  ^ + 6) ^ . Thus we have
( 2 . . 8) T I 1 c|t|“ |p„(t)| 21 a I e I t
a-e
provided 1 <_ |t| AB^ and n _> N(e). We now estimate U^, where
, n-l , , .„ -1 „ j n-l-jU = n E u v J ,n , _ j=o
a t
amd u = <|)(t/Bn), v = e , with j u j <_ 1, I v I <_ 1. For 0 < |t| 1,
(2.9) U < 1 .n 1 —
Foir 1 < t < AB , 
—  1 1 —  n
t n “ l  • -i i
IU I < n 1 E I uJ vn 1 J I ' n' -  1 1j=o
„ I J n-l-jI_< max I u v J I , 
0<j<n-l
anid we need an estimate for this last quantity. In fact, for j > 0,
I 4>J (t/Bn) I = I exp [jBna |t|aL(t 1Bn)]|
= exp {[-a1L1(t 1Bn) - Ima L2(t 1Bn>] j B^“ |t|a}
_< exp { (-a^e) jBna | t|a L1(t 1Bn) } ,
si.nce we can make |lma|L2(t ^B^) ^ e L^(t ^B^) if 111 A Thus
if j 1  j  n ,
U j (t/Bn)| < exp {(-ai+e)jB~a L1(Bn)|t|°t 1^ (t ~ \ ) l \  (Br) }
£ exp { ^ -(-a^e) |t|a £} ,
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by usinig ( 2 .3 )  and making nB L. (B ) = 1. Thus f o r  j  > tt n ,n 1 n • — c
, . . ^ ( - a , + e ) I t I Q £I j n-l-j I I j I 1 11u v J < u < e
Als<o, f o r  0 £  j  < - z  n ,
j  n - l - j I   ^ I n - l - j I  I u v I Iv J I = I
^ ( - a ^ + e )111  a
( n - l - j ) a t  na - 1
< e
so f o r  1 <_ j t  j _< ABn and n N ( e ) ,  we have
( 2 . . 10 ) |U I c e I n 1 —
il ( a 1~e) 111 a - e
Now*/, u s i n g  E s s e e n ' s  lemma ( s e e  t h e  p roo f  of  Theorem 1) w i t h  T =* AB^,
g i v / e s
A ( a , Br ) <_ c
r  ABr n _i
ItI It U Idt  + (AB )
J-AB
- 1
UsiLng ( 2 . 7 )  and ( 2 . 9 ) ,  we have  f o r  n _> N,
1 f1 -1
M  I v j d t  £  c J I c l “-  | p n Ct) I dt
< c
1 , ^ ( - a . + e ) I t
1110, -11p ( t )  | e  1
-1
a - e
(b}y c h a n g i n g  t h e  v a l u e  o f  c ) , w h i l e  u s in g  ( 2 .8 )  and ( 2 . 1 0 ) ,
/  I 11 1 1 T U | d t < c  /  | t | a 1 |p ( t ) | e £ l C 
1<I t I <AB n n  ~  1 < ItI<AB—  I I—  n — 1 1—  n
a - e  ^ ( -a - j+ e )  11 1a -
, , Js ( - a 1+ 3 e )  11 1
<_c /  I 1 1a I p ( t )  I e dt ,
1< I 11<AB n
soi t h a t ,  a d j u s t i n g  e and th e  v a r i o u s  c o n s t a n t s ,
A ( a » Bq ) -  c
r  AB ! , . \ I Ir n 1 * s ( - a , + e ) | t |
| t | “ 1 1Pn ( t ) | e  d t  + (ABn )
ABn
(2>. .U)
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and it remains to bound p (t) in terms of b . Nown
P n (t) Pn (l) + [1 + o(l)] L<v~x>
L(Bn)
- 1
and we deal with the last term first. Since log <f>(t)
11 _< A, we have L(t = (a|t|a) 1 log (t) , and whenou - 1
is defined in 
11 1 A, we can
write
log 4>(t) = log (1 - [ 1—4» (t) ]} = [l-4>(t)] + e[l-<Kt)]2 
where | 61 _< 1. Hence
L < V ~ X) , , I — q  l Q g  ,
L(Bn) 1 |£| log <K1/Bn)
|tr a[l-*(t/Bn)]-[l-*(l/Bn)]+8|tra[l-*(t/Bn)]2-e[l-^(l/Bn)]2
[1-4,(1/Bn)] + e [i-4> (1/Bn) ] 2
I  , I-a 1 f 1 -1
- j M  [l-»(l7Bn)] - 1 \\ l + 8 U - ^ l / B n)] j>
[l-<|.(t/B ) ] 2
•+ e 11 1 a ---------- [i - ♦(1 /B)] a  + e [i - *(1 /B ) ]}
[1-0(1/Bn ) ] 2
- e[i - <t>d/Bn)] U  + e[i - 4.(1 /Bn ) ] }_ 1 .
The first term in this expression, when substituted in (2.11), gives rise 
to a bound of the type (1.8); also, since l-<f>(t) ^ a|t| L(t ) as t -*• 0, 
l-<t>(l/Bn) = 0[Bna L(Bn)] = 0(n )^ (n ■+ + °°) , so the third term in the 
above expression is of the order of n \  which is of the order of (1.8); 
finally,
—a U~»(t/Bn)] 
[1-4(1/Bn)]
2 [1-4(1/Bn)l ^ |t
, L (t/B )
M 2 ------  aB L(Bn)L2(l/Bn) n
t|“-2e 0[B;a L(Bn)]
t|“+2e 0[B_a L(B )] 1 n n
if 0 < |t| < 1
if 1<ItI<AB . — 1 n
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These bounds, when substituted into (2.11) grve rise to a terra which is
OfB^ L ( )  ] = 0(n (n -* + 00) ; and this is of the order of (1.7). Now
all that remains in (2.11) is a term of order 0[p(l)]; to deal with this,
take t = 1 in (2.6) to get T^(l) ~ ap^(l) = so
3. / n.Pn (l) ^ a Tr (1) = an [^(l/B^) - e ]; and thus we account for the presence 
of this term in (1.8). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark. That the bound in (1.8) goes to 0 as n -► + » is an easy 
consequence of (2.A) and (2.5).
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 2. Let F be a symmetric dis­
tribution with
P (IXI > x) = x a log x, x _> e 
=1, 0 < x <
where 0 < a < 2 and a f 1. Clearly F e D(a) but F D^(a). We will
show that £ n ^A(a,B ) < + °° for a certain choice of B . First we need* n n
some estimates for the characteristic function <p of F. We have, 
letting H(x) = P (IXI > x) for x > 0,
1/a
l-<Kt) = “ (1-Cos t x) dH (x) = t Sin t x H(x) dx
1/a
-a
1/a
x Sin t x log x dx + t Sin t x dx
1/a
x a Sin x [log x - log t]dt + O(t^) (t -► 0+)
-t~ log t I x a Sinxdx + t( 
o
-ax log x Sin x dx +
' o
1/a 1/a
+ t log t -a C4 ax Sin x dx - t -ax log x Sin x dx +
+ 0(0
ata log t + 0(ta) (t + 0+)
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provided a < 2, where a x a Sinxdx is the coefficient of |t|a
in the characteristic function of G , the limit stable distribution.or
A similar estimate holds for t < 0, thus for any B -* + 00 we have, 
easily,
[l-«t/Bn)] . log |t1
11 [l-<f»(l/Bn) ] — u 108 Bn
as m -> + 00, for each t  ^0. Now we choose for a sequence satisfy-
an — ^ing n[<j)(l/B ) - e ] = 0(n ) (n + + “) , as is easily seen to be
n sn
possible, and this ensures convergence of —  to its limit; i.e., Br is
n
a sequence of norming constants for F. From Theorem 2 we have
A(a,B ) < cR , where n — n
Rn “
an
r n ii i ot-1 0 [l-*(t/Bn )J
M
-AB 1 1  [1-4.(1/Bn )]n
, ß < a. Thus from what we proved c
AB
< r T. n ^ n  I t I a“ l U o g  I f  1 1 -<
e“0^  dt + n_1 + (AB )-1n
< cE (n log B^)  ^+ a finite constant,
— 1 ijClbecause, B^ being regularly varying with index a , we have B^ >_ n
for n large, so E n ^B  ^ < + “ . Now we have Ba ^ n log B , and our 0 * n n ° n
example is completed following :
-1
LEMMA 2. If Ba 'v n log B as n -*■ + 00, then I (n log B )  ^< + 00. n n n
Proof of Lenina 2. Without loss of generality we can take B^ to be 
non-decreasing and B^ > 1. Define a non-decreasing function B(x) with 
B(n) = B^, so that Ba(x) 'v. x log B(x) as x -*■ + By the monotonicity,
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N 1E --------n log B n=K ° n x log B(x)
l o g  b n  J
- log B
+
K/N
< log N-log K +
K/N
1
K/N
log B(Nx) x
___ 1_ _ __  I___
_ log B(Nx) log B(N)
dx
x
< log N 
- log B log B.
1 ' log B (N)-log B(Nx) ' dx
*K/N log Bn log B(Nx) X
f1 log B(N)-log B(Nx)| dx
SI K/N log B(Nx) X
where K > 1 will be specified later. Clearly B(x) is regularly varying
-1 l/a ^1with index a so it has the representation B(x) =x b(x)e
where b(x) ■+ b > 0 and n(x) ->-0 as x -*• + °°. Choose 0 < 2e < a 
and for 0 < x < 1,
-1
I log B(N)-log B(Nx)I < I log b(N)-log b(Nx)| + |
rN
u ^n(u)du|
< e + e u ^du = e - e log x
provided Nx > K = K(e). Thus we have
dx log N , e —  < +  -—
NK/N 108 B(Nx> x “  lo8 B  log bn
log Bm
K/N
1
K/N
log B(Nx) x
- log x dx 
log B(Nx) x
< . iog-JL + 
- log BK1 K/N
1 __ dx £ log N
log B(Nx) x log Bn
1
K/N log B(Nx) x
1 / 1and clearly B(x) >_ x , so log B^ >_ — log N and
f 1 1 dx ' i  ^ 1 dx + ^  1 dxJ  k / n  1°8 B < N x )  x  “  0 £ Q  . K/N log B (Nx) x ea J K/N log B(Nx) x
and
(l-2£a) < a
K/N log B(Nx) x —
< a/(1 - 2ea)x log B(x) — 
so that E n 1(log Bn) 1 < + 00 , as required.
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Appendix : Priori ties.
Since this thesis was prepared, I have found a couple of the results
in the literature. Rogozin, B.A. ("Relatively stable random walks",
Teor. Veroy. i. primen., XXI (1976) 383-387), gives Theorem 1 of Chapter 4,
the characterisation of relative stability, however in a slightly less
P Pcompact form. He also gives an example of Sn/n -*■ 0 but 1» f°r
some B . n
Kalinauskaite, N. ("On the accuracy of stable approximation to the 
distribution functions of sums of independent random variables", Litovsk. 
Mat. Sb.3 (1974), 41-54) gives Theorem 1 of Chapter 7, and also a 
converse, the latter under a rather unwieldy side condition. Our Theorem 2 
of Chapter 7, however, still does not seem to have been derived by anyone 
else. We further remark that the Litovsk. Mat. Sb. over the last few 
years contains a number of other papers on the accuracy of stable 
approximation, but apart from the one mentioned above, they are not 
directly related to the work in Chapter 7.
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